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Liquid Silicon
We supply a range of CCO and laser
bar code scanners which include

our IBarReader driver software to ,
allow bar codes to be read Into and

control most desktop software.

Kinetic Rise PCs
Kinetic (32+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 48x CD) £1099.00
Kinetic (64+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 44x CD) £1179.00
Kinetic Internet (128+8+2Mb, 30Gb, 44x, 56K) £1409.00

StrongARM Rise PCs
Rise PC 8+OMb, 2Gb HD £890.00
Rise PC 16+OMb, 4Gb HD £948.00
Rise PC 16+2Mb, 4Gb HD, 40x CD £1039.00
Rise PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00

pack with Oregano & 56K modem

i
£1179.00

Order your
Omega
NOW!

Microdigital Computers
Mico eCall

Omega £1169.00
Optional Workstation case upgrade £41.10
Optional 300W PSU upgrade £17.60

(JjQ Larger hard drives are available ECall

RiscStation Computers
R7500 Lite (no monitor)
R7500 Lite (with their 15" monitor)
R7500 Lite (with their 17" monitor)
R7500 Lite (with their 19" monitor)

£598.00

£715.00

£774.00

£891.00

The Lite+ model is the same as the Lite, but has an
8.4Gb HD and 64Mb RAM fitted as standard.

R7500 Lite+ To Lite prices, please add £94.00

The Scorcher model is the same as the Lite, but has a
10Gb HD and 64Mb RAM fitted as standard, plus at
least a 4x4x24 CD ReWriter, CD Burn and a blank disc.

R7500 Scorcher To Lite prices, please add £315.00
R7500 Scorcher Twindeck (as Scorcher, with
additional 48x CD drive) To Lite prices, add £349.00

The Networx model is a Lite without the HD or CD

fitted. Monitors are available as with the Lite.

R7500 Networx (no monitor) £480.00

The Networx HD model is the same as the Networx, but
has a (minimum of) 2Gb HD fitted as standard.
R7500 Networx HD To Networx prices, add £59.00

Portable

Authorised Registered
•per

Further Information Is available.

Complete systems from £137.63

r Our bar coding software
produces Draw files of the

following formats: EAN 8, EAN
13, UPC A, ISBN, ISSN, Code 39

(Normal & Full ASCII), Postcode,
Telepen (Normal & Numeric) and Binary.

Further information Is available.

IBarCoder - £69.32

32-bit MIDI Sequencer
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Monitors
iyamaS500M1 (15") £139.20

iiyama Vision Master 1401 (17") £174.55
ilyama Vision Master 405 (17") £212.65
liyama Vision Master 406 (17" SF) £241.20
iiyama Vision Master Pro 1411 (17" NF) £222.15
iiyama Vision Master Pro 411 (17" NF) £239.85
fiyama Vision Master Pro 410 (17" NF) £295.60

iiyama S900MT1 (19") £241.20
iiyama Vision Master 452 (19") £336.40
iiyama Vision Master Pro 451 (19" NF) £411.20
iiyama Vision Master Pro 452 (19" NF) £339.15
iiyama Vision Master Pro 453 (19" NF) £520.00

iiyama Vision Master 505 (21") £656.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 511 (22" NF) £689.65
iiyama Vision Master Pro 510 (22" NF) £764.80

iiyama Pro-Lite 3815 (15" LCD) £492.80
iiyama Pro-Lite 3813 (15" LCD) £554.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 3823 (15" LCD) £601.60
iiyama Pro-Lite 3834 (15" LCD) £656.00
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4311 (17" LCD) £894.00
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4431 (17.4" LCD) £1148.30
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4635 (18.1" LCD) £1228.60
iiyama Pro-Lite 4634 (18.1" LCD) £1504.60
Touchscreen monitors ECall

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.
Other upgrades are available.
A3000 1-4 Mb £64.60
A3010 1-4 Mb £66.00
A3020/A4000 2-4 Mb £49.00

A5000 2-4 Mb £55.00

A300, 400, 5000 4-8 Mb £128.00

Rise PC/A7000/RiscStation/Mico SIMMs.
16Mb FPM £28.20

32Mb EDO (HC, works in Rise PCs) £52.65

64Mb EDO (works in Rise PCs) £60.95

64Mb FPM £114.50

128Mb FPM £272.95

128Mb EDO £209.75

1Mb VRAM £45.00
1-2Mb VRAMexchange £55.00

2Mb VRAM £92.00

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical Items

MIDI interfaces:

MIDI Max II Internal 1x1x1

Parallel Port 1x1x1 (back in stock) £93.95

RiscStation MIDI drivers & cable £17.95
RiscStation XG card & cable £116.95

RiscStation XG card, cable &keyboard £245.95
Synth Plus software £58.65

Music & Sound Programmer's Guide £16.95

Other hardware:

Evolution MK149 keyboard £125.00

FatarSL760 £450.00

Fatar SL 880 £600.00

FatarSLHOO £800.00

Fatar SL 2001 £1050.00

Digital &Analogue Irlam i16 sampler £175.00

Sound Byte Recorder £57.50

Yamaha YST-M8 speakers £45.50

YST-M8 speakers £36.00

YST-MS28 speakers £47.00

YST-MS30 speakers £55.00

YST-M40 speakers £49.00

YST-M45D speakers £69.00

YST-M55D speakers £89.00

Yamaha MU15 sound module £199.00

Yamaha MU128 module £744.00

Other software:

MIDISupport £18.50

ProSound £113.95

Rhapsody 4 £94.95

Junior Sibelius £49.00

Sibelius 6 £99.95

Sibelius 7 Student £319.95

Sibelius 7 £520.95

Sibelius for PC/Mac is also available

Optical Manuscript £259.00

Sound module serial driver £37.95

Studlosound £116.95

Other Hardware
Ethernet card (Combi NIC slot) £116.30

Hard drives & kits ECall

Mouse (Genlus/STD Acorn-compatible) £19.95
Mouse (PS/2 Logitech) £14.99

Omega 10BaseT PCI card £62.25

Omega SCSI 2 PCI card £72.95

PS/2 pipe converter for older machines £23.95

Printers ECall

Rise PC second slice (no PSU) £95.00

RISC OS 4 (fitting available) £109.95

RiscStation Internal modem pack £99.95

RiscStation second serial port ECall

Scanners ECall

StrongARM & RISC OS 3.7 £269.00

StrongARM & RISC OS 4 £299.00

Triple serial card £99.95

ViewFinder card £235.00

Other Software
Abuse £20.00
Ankh £23.00

CD Burn £55.95

Chaos Engine £19.50

DataPower 2 £165.00
Doom* CDs £30.00

Descent CDs £25.00
DialUp & Messenger Pro £54.95

EasiWriter Pro-t- £139.95
Exodus £22.00

FastSpook £17.50

Heroes of Might & Magic 2 £32.00

Kirsalis Collection Gold CD £25.95

OHP2 £37.95

Oregano CD £57.50

Other Worlds CD £17.95
Ovation Pro £139.95

PC Pro 3 £70.00

Personal Accounts £44.00

Photodesk Olympic £127.95

Prophet 3+ Pro £160.00

Quake £22.00

R-Comp Internet Suite £68.95

Repton Compendium £18.00

Schema 2 £121.50

SiteWrlter £58.95

Sleuth 3 £65.95

Sound Plugin £11.50

SVG Plugin £11.50

Syndicate-!- £26.50
TBA Games CD £20.00

TechWriter Pro* £189.95
WebFX3D £24.50

Books & Manuals
RISC OS Manuals CD

OTDK ®

Discs (e.g.10x white discs - £4.99, 20x black
discs - £6.93, 50x black discs - £13.99)

Batteries (e.g. 4x AA Xtra alkaline - £1.96,
1x9V alkaline-£1.92)

Also Audio & Video Tapes, Mini Discs,
CDRs, DAT tapes etc.

*
FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

We will attempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.
Our free catalogue contains over 2000 items.

Please ask for a copy or visit our web site.

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com Allprices INCLUDE VAT& UKcarriage
http://www.liquid-silicon.com Official orders, foreign orders andcallers welcome.
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I thought you might
like to know the

progress ofthe
Microsoft licensing
battle. Alotof major
companies have
complained to
Microsoft about it, it

is patently obvious
toeveryone thatit isanabuse oftheir position,
andthecompany hasgiven a few more
months leeway in thechange over.

Quite simply Microsoft arethemajor
supplier ofoperating systems and application
software to businesses. The new

"subscription" system to be imposed would
increase costs for business from 30% to 130%

byforcing companies toupgrade far more
frequently than the)' would normally.

Thereason forMicrosoft wanting the
change isclear enough: The PC market has
reached saturation and most businesses see no

point inupgrading systems that work to
software thatthey know isgoing tobefull of
bugsandcause more trouble than theupgrade
will beworth. Inthe US theposition isalready
serious wthsalesdrying up almost completely,
weareperhaps three years behind, maybe less.

Thereareseveral strategies companies can
adopt toavoid thenew subscription scheme
butthey all endup ineither dead-ends or far
more cost later on.Oneoption however that
does neither of these is the choice of

alternative software. Though naturally most
companies areloathe todothis because ofthe
potential difficulties.

However thereisoneotherinteresting
viewpoint: Governments should stayoutof
this(theUSand UK governments particularly
whothink perhaps the)' should legislate
against Microsoft) and just letMicrosoft geton
withit.Why? Because theyareshooting
themselves very thoroughly inthefoot. They
will force people to migrate awayfrom their
products because oftheincreased cost and
thus fail.

Ultimately time will tell but,ofcourse,
there isyetanother option which they could
adopt: Leave thehardware behind as welland
trysomething completely untainted by
Microsoft's monopoly. It'sa thought.

www.acornuser.com November 2001
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It's time to upgrade to a
modern computer Jl RiscStation

RISC Based Technologies

W
*J0 RiscStation 0^

Autumn Special Deal *fy^
I can't upgrade to RISCOS 4
because my Acorn is too old!

SOLUTION

A Modern R7500 Computer
System from only £21.07* per
month and your old Acorn #

taken as full deposit.
* APR 19.9 % #Any working RISCOS m/c.

"The R7500 series are currently the most highly featured machines
available in the RISCOS world."

50 mip ARM7500FF. system with 64Mb of fast 50ns Ram Memory,
The only machine with BUILTIN ZIP drive support.Midisupport,3D sound,& sampler,
(including FREEAudio Samplingand mixingsoftware). lObaseTportas standard.
RISC OS 4 as standard, High speed serial. High speed parallel, expandable to 256Mb.

Systems include Over £500 worth of FREE SOFTWARE

Ifac&lMMri
,'iVSC

The enhanced R7500 Plus with 50ns 64MB/ I0.2G hard Drive

Plus base only C549 +VAT £645.08 only £21.07 /month

Plus 15"System £649 +VAT £762.58 only £24.91 /month

Plus 17" System £689 +VAT £809.58 only £26.45 /month
Plus 19" System £749 +VAT £880.08 only £28.75 /month

Claim your
FREE Midi

cable with

this Advert

The R7500 + Scorcher from RiscStation
arrives with a qualityCD ROM Reader/
ReVVriter and media, providing a brilliant

CD mastering platform for home & business.

from£669 +Vat(£797)
only £25.68/ month

Twindeck base

from£699 +Vat (£821.33)
only £26.83/month

Claim your FREE 14" monitor with any Base Unit

woun

from £399 +Vat(£468.83) £15.32/month

HDfr'm £449 +Vat (£527.57) £17.24/mth

SO mip Ann75()0 system with 16Mb memory.
(HD version & Hard Drive). built in ZIP
drive support. Midi support. 3D sound. &
sampler, lObascT port as standard. RISCOS
4 as standard, High speed serial . High speed
parallel, expandable to 256Mb memory &
hard drive/CD-ROM etc.

Backup Drives
Myle haidw

Zip 100 IDE Inc media

Zip 250 IDE Inc media

Zip 250 parallel ext.

JAZ 2GB SCSI ext.

JAZ 2GB Parallel ext.

Orb 2.2 GB IDE

Orb 2.2 GB Parallel

IS120 Media

Zip 100 Media

Zip 100 Media Speck

Zip 250 Media

Zip 250 Media 5 pack

RISCOS Sol

£49.00

E85.00

E129.00

£235.00

£299.00

£165.00

£199.00

£4.00

£7.65

£34.03

£9.40

£45.00

£57.58

£99.87

£151.58

£276.12

£351.32

£193.87

£233.83

£4,70

£8.99

£39.99

£11.05

£52.87

RiscStation Palmtop

From only £143.83 + VAT

(£169.00 inc. VAT)
Basic Model £143.83 £169.00

With Plus Pack £169.36 £199.00

ClassRoom Pack (5) £725.00 £851.88
8 MB Machine with 1/2 VGA Screen

Built in WP, SS, Diary, Sketch, Jotter,
Spellcheck and Internet WWW and E-
mail s/w. Psion © Compatable.

Removable Drives

4GB IDE Pullman

4GB Parallel Pullman

4GB P'll Dalasale

10GB IDE Pullman

10GB P.llel Pullman

10GB P'llel Dalasale

20GB IDE Pullman

20GB P'llel Pullman

20GB P'llel Datasale

650MB PD Media

750Mb Nomai

2 GB Jaz Media

2.2 GB ORB Media

£65.00

£125.00

£105.00

£85.00

£145.00

£125.00

£95.00

£155.00

£135.00

£19.00

£38.00

£68.00

£32.00

£76.37

£146.87

£123.37

£99.87

£170.37

£146.87

£111.62

£182.12

£158.62

£22.32

£44.65

£79.90

£37.60

0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or
LOW cost finance or leasing on all systems (from £5.30/\veek)
inc. peripherals, software & 2/3 yr optional warranties (min. deposit 10%)

Acorn (

300Mhz Kinetic RPC
Latest Acorn StrongARM series machine

from£935 + VAT (£1099) £34.51/month

Internet RPC 138MB, 30GB HD, 52xCD

£1,199 + VAT (£41.42 /month)

(includes internet pack)

RiscStation Portable

Taking pre-orders NOW
for the new portable

New Price to Be

announced

Updated specification to
be announced

Refurbished Acorn 710

Bases from £199 + VAT
Systems with New 15" Monitor

from £290 + VAT.

Kinetic (64MB) upgrades
New SA upgrade using SDRAM

Processor card (inc R04) £399.00 (£468.82)
Trade-Up I (from SA & R04) £299.00 (£351.32)
Trade-Up 2 (from R04 only) £349.00 (£410.07)
Trade-Up 2 (from SA & RO3.7)£349.00 (£410.07)

128MB version extra £6<).(X) (£81 08)

RISC OS 4

only £99 incvat

MP3 CD Player
Plays back

ordinary audio
CDs, CD-R and
MP3CDs (which
can hold 160-200

MP3 tracks each).

Ideal with

CD-ROM

Writers

only £67.23 exc. VAT
(£79 inc.)

MicroDigital Omega

Place a £50 deposit and
get an extra 256Mb free

From £999.00 +VAT(£1173.83 inc.)

287Mhz StrongARM, ATX Tower case
Full spec, on release
Free software pack

Abovepricesdo not includemonitors pleasesee
separate price list

CD-ROM WRITERS

-o

"ScorchIT" CD Writer Pack

Upgradeyour Acorn or RiscStation 7500 with
a home CD authoring package as found in the

RiscStation SCORCHER machine. This package
contains the latest version of CD Burn, Writable

and Rewritable media to get you started and one
powerful!

8x8x32x CD ROM Writer/Rewriter.

Only £149 +Vat (£175.08)
Now SCSI Version with

12x10x32x Re-Writer

only £225 +vat (£264.38)
IDE 8x8x32x CDR/W

IDE 12x10x32xCDR/W

SCSI 12x10x32x CDR/W

CD-BURN

CD-SCRIBE 2

£100.00

£199.00

£176.00

£49.00

£39.00

£117.50

£233.83

£206.80

£57.58

£45.83

External versions Available

CD-ROM media

ex VAT inc VAT

CDR 80 min £0.79 £0.93

CDR80min 10pck £7.65 £8.99

CDR 80min 25 pek £17.01 £19.99

CDR/W CD-ROM £1.28 £1.50

CDR/W 10 pack £11.00 £12.93

5.2Gb DVD RAM £25.00 £29.37

CD-ROMS

SCSI 8x

4way Autochanger
£75.00 + vat (£88.13)

52XIDE £34.00 £39.95 40x SCSI £65.00 £76.37
48xlDE £30.00 £35.25 32x SCSI £59.00 £69.33

External CD ROMs

48x IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT

40x SCSI [(with cable) £115 + VAT
40x SCSI II(with cable) £120 + VAT
6x 40x CD Tower «n> ***) £449 + VAT

Internet Packs from £85 + VAT (£99.88) available for all machines include Internet software. ISP setup and 56K modem



No More Balls !
Optical Wheel Mouse RSM330

RS7500/A7000 etc.

only £19.95 inc
(£16.98 + VAT)

RPC Version

£38.95 inc.

Optical RF Wheel Mouse RSM400

RS7500 /A7000 etc.

only £39.95 inc
(£34 + VAT)

RPC Version

£58.95 inc.

Cgfcie-Free

Mouse for RiscStation & A7000 /Mica £19.95 inc.

Mouse for Rise PC / A50O0 /A400 etc. £38.95 inc
Keyboard for RiscStation,RPC/A7000 £29.95 inc.

Trackball Mouse

R7500/A7000

only £19.95
RPC £38.95 inc

Acorn (RPC A5000 etc.JMouse

Acorn (llox adapter) Mouse

A7000 (»)' RiscStation Mouse

Lower CASE Keyboard (PS2)

A400/A5000Ergo Keyboard
A4 replacement keyboard

A4000 Koyguard (special needs) £25.00

A3000 /A300,400,500 Keyguard

A3 touchpad lor Concept Keybrd

Refurbished PCs inc monitor
e.g. P200 only £199.00 ring for prices.

All in One PC System (like
[Mac) just £399 inc. VAT

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£16.98 £19.95

£25.49 £29.95

£10.00 £11.75

£29.78 £34.99

£69.00 £81.08

£49.00 £57.58

£25.00 £29.37

£25.00 £29.37

£25.00 £29.37

MONITORS

Multimedia

15" LCD

only £340 +vat
(£399.50)

AKF52 Multisync 14" 1yr RTB

15-LCD (3yr on-site)

17" LCD (3yr on-site)

18" LCD (3yr on-site)

15-SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

15" SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media

17" SVGA0.28 (3yr on-site)

19-SVGA 0.26 (3yr on-site)

21" SVGA 0.25 (3yr on-site)

15" Iiyama S500M1

17" Iiyama Vision Master 1401

17" Iiyama Pro 1411

19" llynma Pro 452 (S702JT)

19" Iiyama SM900MT1

21" Iiyama Vlson Master 505

22" Iiyama Pro 511

SVGA 14' relurb 90 days wty

AKFI2PAL M-rslurbSOeays

AKF5Z53 M'syneroiurb 90 flays

AKF60 SVGA 74"nft;rB90aays

AKF6SMkte&a f4"roturb90day

Multisync A300/A3000 cable

(3 yr warn
Ex VAT

£127.00

£320.00

£599.00

£1149.00

£95.00

£119.00

£129.00

£199.00

£499.00

£109.00

£144.00

£199.00

£275.00

£199.00

£535.00

£558.00

£45.00

£45.00

£75.00

£49.00

£59.00

£8.50

anty)
Inc VAT

£149.22

£376.00

£703.83

£1350.07

£111.62

£139.83

£151.58

£233.83

£586.33

£128.08

£169.20

£233.83

£323.12

£233.83

£628.62

£655.65

£52.87

£52.87

£88.12

£57.58

£69.33

£9.99

rifledAll monitors inc 3 yrs wly unless spc

COLOUR SCANNERS

All scanners inc RISCOS Software

P'llel Mustek 600dpi

Mustek A4 1200dpi

Epson Pert'n 1200S

Epson Perf'n 1640S

Epson Perf'n Photo

Epson Photo unit

£99.00

£126.81

£212.00

£220.00

£269.00

£85.00

£116.32

£149.00

£249.10

£258.50

£316.07

£99.87

ImageM & Twain also available separately

PRINTERS UPS's (no interruptions)

500 VA

£49.00

+ VAT

Mega-Deal
Lexmark Optra E310

Postscript 2 / PCL 5e
emulation (auto)

8 pages / inin Typical lime
to print 2 sees in postscript

mode. 600/1200 dpi

£212 + VAT(£249.10)
Spike protection. RF1 filter and
modem protector. Power boost
function to correct low mains

More models available.

- •St

voltage

<le.

—•
Postscript colour Inkjet Irom

Postscript colour Laser Irom

Postscript B/W Laser

Canon BJC 2100 colour (€)

Canon BJC S400 colour €

Canon BJC S450 colour €«

Canon BJC S4500 col €»

Canon BJC S800 Pholo «

Canon BJC 8200 colour »

Epson Stylus 1520 colour

HP 930 inc. RO driver

HP 970 inc. RO driver

HP 1220 inc. RO driver

» Photo Drivers lor

€ Naofls Enhanced Drivers

Ex VAT

A4 £199.00

A4 £1025.00

44 £212.00

A4 £54.00

A4 £69.00

A4 £89.00

£255.00

£283.00

£249.00

£340.00

£95.00

£170.00

£297.00

£58.72

£29.79

A3

A3

A4

Inc VAT

£233.83

£1204.37

£249.10

£63.45

£81.08

£104.57

£299.62

£332.53

£292.57

£399.50

£111.62

£199.75

£348.98

£69.00

£35.00

Refurb dot matrix Printer from £10.00 inc VAT

3.5" IDE Hard Drives

210Mb

500MB

4.3GB"

10.2GB'

20.1GB *

40.0GB *

60.0GB '

80.0GB *

100 GB*

Ex VAT

£25.00

£38.30

£50.21

£63.83

£72.34

£82.00

Inc VAT

£29.37

£45.00

£59.00

£75.00

£85.00

£96.35

£109.00 £128.08

£155.00 £182.12

£215.00 £252.62

SCSI HARD DRIVES

2.0 Gb

4.3Gb (5400 or 7200)

9.1Gb (7200 rpm)

18.6Gb (1OK/7200 rpm)

36.4Gb (10K/7200 rpm)

73.4Gb (7200 rpm)

£69.00

£85.00

£145.00

£179.00

£329.00

£699.00

£81.08

£99.87

£170.37

£210.33

£386.57

£821.33

Cameras

Special Deals on Factor)' Refurbished
Cameras e.g. 1.3M pixel for £139 inc

FULL 12 MONTHS WTY

Smart Media Compact Flash
~32MB | £20.00 [ £23.50

64MB i £34.00 £39.95
128MBi £69.00 j £81.08

B^^'
MEMORY

Ex VAT Inc VAT

8Mb SIMM EDO/FPM £7.49 £8.80

16MbSIMMEDO/FPM £16.00 £18.80

32MbSIMMED0/FPM £25.00 £29.37

64Mb SIMMEDO/FPM £39.00 £45.83

64Mb SIMM RS 50ns £49.00 £57.58

128Mb SIMM trom £90,00 £105.75

1Mb VRAM £25.00 £29.37

2Mb VRAM £75.00 £88.12

64MB 133MSDRam £12.00 £14.10

128MB 133MSDRam £18.00 £21.15

256MB l33MSDRam £27.50 £32.31

SEE September Issue for ;
A3000 /A3Q20 Hard Drives

Accent Midi upgrades
Acorn Legacy Machine Upgrades
Cooling Fans
Floppy Disks and Boxes
Inkjet Relllls
Modems & Internet Software

Network Products

Pheobe Cases (spare fronts for only £5.00)
Please ring for Prices

(All Prices below include VAT) THE BARGAIN BASEMENT (for utilities see October issue)

Hardware bargains
Monitors Ex VAT Inc VAT

AKFI2PAL T4'ro'urb90Cays £45.00 £52.87

AKF52753M'sync rolurb 90days £75.00 £88.12

AKF60 SVQA f4"r»lurt>Wdayi £49.00 £57.58
AKF65 M-Moda »4"rolurb90aays £59.00 £69.33

SVGA 14" rolurb90 days wty £45.00 £52.87

SVGA 15" rcturb 90 days wly £55.00 £64.62

SVGA 17" rolurb90 days wly £81.00 £95.17

SVGA 20". g to., rolurb 90 days £149.00 £175.08

SVGA 21" rolurb90 days wty £170.00 £199.75

Drives (Hard & CD) Ex VAT Inc VAT

SCSI 4x6x autostacker (new) £115.00 £135.13

SCS11 MB Jaz int. with media £99.00 £116.32

IDE1MBSyquesl int. S media £99.00 £116.32

IDE230 Syquesl lot &media £99.00 £116.32

SCSI 44M Syquesl int. S media £99.00 £116.32

Hardware Bargains

A3000 2Mb HD Systems

A3020 2Mb HD Systems

A4000 2Mb bases Irom

A5000 4Mb bases trom

A310 MOO Floppy drives

A3000 / A400/1 Floppy drive

A30X0 keyboards

A3000 PSU'S

A30X0 analogue / user card

A30X0 IDE / user port cards

A30X0 Castle IDE cards

A3000 Dual Podule expan.

A4000 Motherboards (new)

Scanlighl 256 hand scanner

Flatbed ParaUeV scanner

RiscPC 486sx33 PC cards

P'll Joystick Controller.

BBC Printer cables

BBC master PSU

» all 2nd user noms 90 days Wly

exc VAT

£85.00

£85.00

£100.00

£170.00

£12.00

£12.00

£20.00

£20.00

£15.00

£40.00

£35.00

£30.00

£49.00

£35.00

£49.00

£25.00

£20.00

£4.00

£10.00

inc VAT

£99.87

£99.87

£117,50

£199.75

£14.10

£14.10

£23.50

£23.50

£17.62

£47.00

£41.12

£35.25

£57.58

£41.12

£57.58

£29,37

£23,50

£4.70

£11.75

Acorn Software Bin
Games @ £5.00 or less (incvat)

Boxing Manager C5 GO

E-typo designer £5.00

Jahangir Khan Squash £5.00

Quest lor GOLD £3.00

Games (W £10.00 01 less (incvat)
Ankh £10.00

Crystal Maze (CD) (Riscos / PC) £15.00

FIRE and ICE £10.00

Ground Hog £9.99

Galactic Dan C10.C0

HERO QUEST £10.00

Pacmania £10.00

Saloon CarsPacmania £10.00

Trivial Pusuit £10.00

Wavelength £10.00

World Class Leaderboard (GOLF) £10,00

Zool (HD) £10.00

Games @ £15.00 or less (incvat)

Birds of War t: 15.00

Break 147 & Superpool £15.00

E-Type II(RPC) C 15.00

Heimdall £15.00

High RISC racing £15.00

Rick Dangerous £15.00

Speedball £15.00

Small (RPC) or Archimedes £15.00

Virtual Golf £15.00

Abuse (CD) £22.00

Chaos Engine £18.00

Descent (CD) £20.00

Doom.- Trilogy (CD) £30.00

Drifter £23.00

Heroes of Might and Mac ic II (CD) £30.00

Hexen, Heritic Triple Pack (3 CD's) £28.00

Quake Resurection Pack (3 CD's) £21.00

Syndicate + £26.00

Acorn Software Bin
Education all Discounted titles

10 oul of 10 all 18 titles

10 out of 10 any title

Ancient Lands (Microsoft) CD

Breakaway Maths (CD)

Bodywise

IBrowse Site Licence

Electricity 8 Magnetism (CD) Primary

Electricity 8 Magnetism (CD) Secondary

Elements (CD) Science 8 Nature

Elements (CD) Teaching Science

Elements II

En Marcha (with Microphone) (CD)

En Marcha (CD)

Explorer

Exploring Maps (CD)

Fun school 3 5-7 year olds

Fun school 4 5-7 year olds

Growing up Together 1 8 2 (CD)

Growing up Together 1 (CD)

Growing up Together 2 (CD)

L'ensouleiado Graded tests Level 1

Kudlian Primary Software CD (silo)

James Pond Underware Agent (Water

Materials (CD)

Maths Frames (CD)

Max and the Machines (CD)

Maximania (CD

My World 2 +2

My World Support Disc Ancienl Egypt

My World Support Disc Ancienl Greece

My World Support Disc - Me

My World Support Disc - Maths

My World Support Disc - Christmas

Naughty Stories Tina's Terrible Trumpot

Nuclides II

Nuclides II and Elements II

Pages (Talking) (CD)

Practise Science for national tests (CD

(inc vat)

£69.00

£40.00

£10.00

£40.00

£159.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£25.00

£10.00

£49.00

£10.00

£14.95

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

~£69.00
£20.00

£10.00

~£1O00
£10.00

£10.00

£20.00

£20.00

Acorn Software Bin
Education all Discounted titles

Report Writer

Secondary Science Triple pack (CD)

Sellardore Tales

Spelling Book

TOPCAT (Site Licence)

Tots TV (RiscOS.PC, MAC) (CD)_
Type Tutor

Water (CD) Science 8 Nature

Worksheets for 10/10

World War II -Global Conflict

Resource Titles

550 RISCOS oulline fonts

Arm Tech ClipArt (various per pack)

10,000 Clipart (Draw)

Datafile PD 1 (CD)
Datafile PD 2 (CD)

Datafile PD 4 (CD)

Datafile PD 5 (CD)

Robert Duncan Cartoon kit (CD)

TopicArt (CD)

(inc vat)

£49.00

(inc val)

£5.00

£5.00

HOW TO ORDER
BY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.s should be
made payable to 'CTADIRECT.
CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name,
address, lei. no. card no. expiry date, issue no.
BY EMAIL: siiles@ctadirecl.co.uk
OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAILor FAX please
Cimagc charges inc. ins. * packaging charged al eosl

Small items (under 2Kg) no more than £6 + vat
One box of items totalling UptO 25kg...£6.50+ vat
Computer systems £13 + vat
All prices are correct going to press. E&OE
All goods are fully guaranteed but not supplied on
approval.



Friends of
RISC OS

The Wakefield Acorn User Group are
starting their winter season with A
First Look at Omega on Wednesday
7th November 2001 — with David

Atkins (MicroDigital).
Their December (5th — Bring and

Buy Auction) and January (2nd —
AGM and presentations of PD
software) meetings follow a standard
pattern then on 6th February Chris
Morison will be showing off his
Organizer program.

The ICENI Computer Club meets
in the Co-Op Education Centre, Fore
Street, Ipswich IP4 1JVV (not too far
from the junction of the A12 and
A14) from 7pm on the evening of the
first Wednesday of each month.

Forthcoming events are:
3rd October 2001 — A talk on CGI

scripting by Paul Moore
7th November 2001 — (provisional)
Computer Security/Encryption
5th December 2001 — Christmas

party, Auction and games
2nd January 2002 — Pub social
evening, details TBA
6th February 2002 — Talk by Paul
Beverley of Archive Magazine —
topic TBA
3rd April 2002 — AGM plus other

attractions!

For more details on the club, see
the Web site at www.iceni-computer-
club.org.uk or contact the Chairman,
Peter Dunn on 01473 728 881 or as

peter.L.dunn@btinternet.com
The RISCOS User Group of

London continues to arrange a wide
variety of RISCOS related events in
venues in central London, and
sometimes not-so-central London!

(Meetings have thus far been held in
the West End, at Euston, at Waterloo,
at the Elephant and Castle, in
Surbiton and in Harlow).

Membership is free, so that you
can sign up to receive e-mail
notification of pending meetings
(which are often quite short notice)
without needing to commit yourself.

ROUGOL usually organise
meetings at the last minute, but on
this one occasion they've received
details in advance.

Neil Farnham-Smith of Surftec

will be visiting ROUGOL on
Wednesday 10th October at 7:30pm,
to talk about and demonstrate their

wide range of RISC OS products and
services.

The veiuie will be the upstairs

No news is good news?

room of the Blue Posts pub, at the
junction of Broadwick St and
Berwick St in the West End.

Equidistant between Tottenham
Court Road, Oxford Circus,
Piccadilly Circus and Leicester
Square tube stations, it couldn't be
easier to reach by public transport!

For more information, e-mail
info@rougol.jellybaby.net or see the Web
site at www.jellybaby.net/rougol

As with ROUGOL the Manchester

Acorn User Group (MAUG) has no
membership fee and is usually
equally late with its announcements.
Certainties include its meeting dates,
every 3rd Wednesday of the month;
its (new) venue, Metrovick Rugby
Club, Sale; and its welcome —
friendly, www.acorn.manchester.ac.uk

Not to be confused with ROUGOL

is ROUGoI. The last letter is an I and

this is the RISC OS User Group of
Ireland.

I don't know about their meetings
but they have set up a mailing list for
members so if you live in the
Republic or Northern Ireland you
may wish to apply to join their list
by sending an e-mail message to
rougoi@eircom.net

As a news item this is a total failure. It's at least two years
old and it's something that is well known. Except that
when I mentioned it recently to someone I thought
understood the RISC OS business he was astounded. I

tested others and so far 1seem to be the only one in the
know. No, I don't really believe that either — so apologies
in advance if this is old news for you.

We've all been waiting, patiently or otherwise, for
many months while one company produces a piece of new
hardware. Elsewhere, for lack of hinding, another
company has had a prototype languishing. It too would
have the capacity for running 26-bit software and I've
heard quoted a guesstimate of it running at something like
8 times the speed of my Strong ARM Rise PC. It too would

use X-Scale when available and then run old 26-bit

software in emulation; emulation can be slow so that
might only be up to 4 times the speed of what I now find
satisfactory.

Surprisingly it wouldn't cost millions of pounds (like
Phoebe) but more like tens of thousands for a production
version to evolve from its present prototype and be out on
the streets.

Of course you all know this. It's old news.
I just thought that someone new to RISC OS machines

might be reading this column. If that's you and you're able
to start the ball rolling by putting in a large order for some
remarkable machines then I know of one or two (at least)
companies who would like to hear from you.
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Start 'em
It's certainly true that many schools
in the UK have moved over to using
Windows computers as an
alternative to RISC OS machines. It's

just as true that RISC OS computers
can be used to teach the full
curriculum, in most cases far better
than the Windows replacement.
We've heard of numerous cases

where 10 year old Archimedes
machines have been compared to
brand new Windows PCs prior to
schools deciding for the latter.

A new company, Melotech, is
carrying out research relating to the
use of RISC OS systems in schools in
the United Kingdom and I know
they'll hear stories of profligate use
of our money. However Melotech
aren't looking at the past; they're
concerned that mistakes are put right
in the future.

RISC OS hardware and software

development is continuing and there
is no need for schools to take the
expensive and often anti-educational
Microsoft alternative.

Melotech are undertaking research
to determine:

• What software is available for

education;

• Which parts of the National
Curriculum it covers;

• Whether the software is in

development any more;
• Whether the software house is

committed to future RISC OS

development;
• Whether the software house would

develop in the future should RISC
OS sales in schools rise appropriately
or Government policy changed.

The last will puzzle readers outside
the UK. Surely in no other country
would the government encourage
the public purchase of foreign goods
in preference to equivalent (arguably
better) goods designed and produced
in the home country.

Melotech are asking software
developers and teachers to answer
the issues above. Software

developers are asked to e-mail their
responses and attach company logos
(preferably in vector format) for the
resulting literature documenting the
results. Teachers are asked to also

...and thanks for all the fish

supply their knowledge of the pros
and cons of using RISC OS in
education. Melotech are asking for
information about all software —

freeware or commercial.

I'll certainly be sending my
observations together with schemes
of work that provided an exciting
and open-ended curriculum in
schools but lost in its translation to

the more limited scope of a Windows
solution.

This is an important initiative.
Some people have written off RISC
OS in the education market but that

ignores its superiority over other
platforms in many ways peculiar to
education.

If you want to lake part please
send your contributions to
saies@melotech.co.uk

Acorn Userwill hope to publish
results from the research but in the

meantime we would like to hear

directly of particularly interesting
uses of RISC OS in the classroom.

Send your comments on this to
news@acornuser.com

Should any of you have friends using Apple machines
they will be delighted to learn that EasiWriter is likely to
be released soon by Icon Technology in an upgraded form
as MacAutlior. This is the original name that was used
before the program was ported many years ago to RISC
OS as Easi Writer.

MticAutlior had an excellent reputation and was used by
the late Douglas Adams for example. RISC OS users will
be pleased to learn that the new move is not the case of a
well-known RISC OS developer leaving our market. Side
by side with the new Apple version has been the RISC OS
eqLtivalentand once MncAutlior has been successfully
launched we can look forward to a new version of

EasiWriter. In the meantime the current versions of

EasiWriter and TechWriier can be obtained from the

publishers who are still offering excellent discounts on
upgrades from older versions and from the version
bundled with most new RISC OS machines.

The official launch was intended to be the Mac Expo
which takes place annually in Paris around the end of
September. Unfortunately the tragic events in the USA
resulted in the event being cancelled.

Icon Technology have developed the new program in
association with another company long associated with
the Acorn educational market: Kudlian Soft. The two

companies are now re-organising the launch.

www.acornuser.com November 2001
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news

Short stuff In brief

Ariadne?
Labyrinth is a RISC OS port of
the Acornsoftgame Labyrinth
for the BBC Micro. There is no

sound in this version but it's

otherwise complete. Labyrinth
0.50 is available now, from the
'Software' section of

www.inter.nl.net/users/J.Kortink

RiscStation Mice
CTA have announced that they
are selling Optical Wheel mice
for all PS2 machines. The same

mice are now included as

standard on the RiscStation+

and Scorcher machines. Schools

(or possibly anyone else) who
purchase 10 or more basic
RiscStations will also be

supplied with the new mice.
CTA Direct 01942 797777

RiscStation 01942 797766

Exhibintg pictures
If you wish to produce an easily
accessed display of pictures a
new utility will turn a directory
of images into a Web site. Dave
Stratford has produced WebGen
which will cope with Sprites,
TIFFs, JPEGs, BMP and GIFs. It's
a new program under
development so presumably
Dave will welcome ideas for

improving his utilitywhich is
available from www.argonet.co.uk/
users/daves/software.html

Non-Millennium Bug
We were all so concerned about

the Millennium Bugthat we
didn't notice another that crept
up on us last month. E-mails
carry the date in a format that,
in September acquired another
digit.

In the ANT Suite this took

up a place that was used to
indicate start of message and
users of Marcel suddenly found
that some of their mails were

blank. The message was still
there but included in the

heading that normally isn't
displayed.

Paul Vigay, who is
maintaining the suite, produced
a fix in days and it is available
at www.vigay.com/cgi-
bin/search?a=inetupgrades

If you still have empty
messages from September keep
them because their messages

Continued...

Not quite as far back a Babbage but the
next step in the history of computing is
generally considered to be in tackling the
Enigma. The modern computer was
produced to solve a problem: coded
messages. It was at Bletchley Park, Station
X, where a computer was devised to read
German codes during World War 2. Many
of those coded messages were produced
by the Enigma machine and you can see
the problems encountered at Station X
with a rather excellent simulator of the

Enigma machines themselves.
Simulations of various Enigma

machines are included in a program by
Paul Reuvers of X-Ample Technology
together with lots of explanatory material.
They are available free (at the moment)
from www.xat.nl/enigma

The picture is of a Naval M3 machine
an example of which is on display at the
Bletchley Park exhibition. The graphics for
this simulation was produced entirely on
a Rise PC using Paint, Draiv, ArtWorks and
Pliotodesk and the whole simulation is
quite simply stunning.

Using those Extra Keys
Last month I asked our expert — Mike
Cook of RISC OS Rambles — about using
the extra keys that I'm stuck with because
I bought a standard IBM keyboard to
replace the one that came with my Rise
PC. The extra keys, on the bottom row,
have specific uses with another system
but I thought I could make good use of
them using my superior hardware.

Mike gave the techie answer (as
intended) but there will be non-techies out
wanting to use those keys for themselves.
Steve Fryatt seems to have provided the
answer with a new utility called Windows
Keys which is available from his site at:

www.stevetryatt.org.uk/software/utils/
You'll notice that I've left you guessing

as to whether I've already implemented
Mike's solution and don't need to make

use of the non-techie solution.

Standing Ovation
Having whet the appetite of EasiWriter
Lisers here's news for those who prefer the
other big RISCOS DTP program. David
Pilling is continuing his upgrade of
Ovation Pro and version 2.66 is now

available from:www.davidpilling.net/ovationpro/
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upgrade/op266.zip
The upgrade will only work with

version 2.60 or later and those with an

earlier version should contact David to

purchase the upgrade to 2.60. As a
satisfied user 1can strongly recommend
the move.

David is also selling copies of a manual
for the Script Language used within
Ovation Pro. This is aimed at programmers
and the manual is available for £5.

David has also produced upgrades to
many of his programs, including
lmageMaster and Snapper, and details and
the upgrades themselves are available at
www.davidpilling.net/up.html

Dug up for Archiology
I do hope our editor doesn't mis-correct
the title. Michael Gilbert has produced a
site to store the contents of discs that were

supplied with what are now old RISC OS
machines. Mike thought he had found a
good name for the site as most of the discs
are for Archi-medes machines. Imagine
the groan when he discovered other sites
spelling archiology to mean the sort of
thing Time Team does.

At least the site

www.eclipse.co.uk/gilberts/archiology is now
available to you if you want to resurrect
an old Acorn machine and want the

contents of the original discs to go with it.
mike is also adding various test and
developers discs to the Acorn relics.

Browse among the nettles
Suddenly RISCOS seems to be the
recipient of lots of gifts from the world of
UNIX. Perhaps most conspicuous (so far)
is the launch of a new browser,
complementing a new telnet client.

Lynx is a Unix text-based browser and
the telnet client is Nettle. Other programs
have been released at the same time and

Nettle is required for them to run properly.
How great an effect they will have on RISc
OS is up to you.

They may require greater
understanding to get them working than
most programs but, even though it's only
text based, Lynx can apparently access
some sites that would otherwise be

blocked to RISC OS users. If you want to
explore the programs and explanations
can be found at http://nettle.sourceforge.net/
and www.chocky.org/unix/



Switching Solutions from

Use your RiscPC or PC
keyboard or our NEW
click multimedia

keyboard inc RISC OS
drivers only £34.95

3-button Genius mouse

(as used in STD standard
mouse) FREE with switch
or £10 inc as A7000 spare

Keyboard controlled switch allows the
use of a single monitor, keyboard and
mouse with two machines.

Only £99.95 inc
Pack with PS2MouseMini only £113.90
Manual and other switches available

•te5lV/i»ppcrB«=«

We are able to supply a range
of custom high specification PC
base units, eg:

Duron 750 /128MB / 20GB /

DVD/ modem / speakers /
keyboard / mouse £499 inc

Duron 900/256MB/40GB/

DVD / Geforce2MX graphics /
periphs as above £649 inc

Athlon 1200 / 256MB / 40GB /

DVD / CD-rewriter / Gf2MX /

periphs as above £799 inc

Windows ME / MS Works bundle, installed, add £100 inc

Keyboard controlled switch pack inc PS2MouseMini only
£100 inc when purchased with PC.

PS2MouseMini allows the use of

PC-style PS/2 mice withall RISC OS
machines which do not already have
a PS/2 port (ie all but A7000/RiscStation)
Use PC mice (or switches) Only £18.95

A7000, RiscStation and Omega machines may
also be switched and do not require a PS2MouseMini

interface

/

Stuart Tyrroll Dsvolopmonh

Your

Monitor

PARAFS is a parallel port networking system for machines tilted
with a bi-directional parallel port (A30x0 / A4000 / A5000 / A4 /
A7000 / RiscStation / Mico / Omega / RiscPC)

It is implemented as a tiling system and so provides transparent
file sharing across machines without the need for cumbersome and
slow transfer programs. Files and directories which are stored on the
remote machine appear as if they are local

ParaFS typically achieves access speeds of well above 100K/sec,
making it an ideal solution for most file-sharing applications.

£29.95 inc easy-to-find red transfer cable. £22.95 software only.

Standard mouse

m&k.

A quality, branded 3-button mouse for

machines fitted with a standard Acorn

(9 pin connector) mouse port. Adapted

for Acorn machines using our

PS2MouseMini technology.

Only £19.95

'^
V

Remember - all calls to our 0845 number are charged at local rate

Stuart Tyrrell Developments

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600

Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk

http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Phone, Fax or email for a
ee product information flyer.'

All prices include P&P
Delta/Visa/Mastercard welcomed.

All trademarks acknowleged. E&OE.
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Digital Photography Now
RISC OS content is to be featured on the

new Web site, Digital Photography Now
(www.dp-now.com). Digital Photography Now
(DPN), which attracted 10,000 visitors
and 60,000 page hits in its first 72 hours
of live operation, is the pet project of Ian
Burley, formerly Acorn User's
contributing news editor.

Another name familiar to Acorn User

readers, Paul Vigay, will be editing a
regular column on DPN addressing the

needs of RISC OS users and the use of

scanners, cameras, photo printers and
software.

"RISCOS has always been a great
platform for multimedia and imaging,
like digital photography," said Ian.
"DPN is a UK site and so we can

provide some much-needed coverage
for RISC OS."

Ian can be contacted at ian.burley@dp-
now.com and Paul at paul.vigay@dp-now.com

What a load of old rubbish
Gigo is another trashcan app — it's an acronym for Garbage In, Garbage Out. The
initial release last year provided the basicfunctions of file binningand unbinning
(restoring the file to it's original location). Sincereleasing its source, some third party
(credited in the docs) improvements have given it all the things it was meant to
have:

• Files binned by date;
• Meta data shows when files were binned and where they came from;
• Auto expiry of old trash;
• Save to bin directly from apps
• Auto-rename (in bin) if name collisions occur
• Choices dialogue box (new to this version)
• Configurable bin location
Auto-rename is the main improvement over the previous release which means

you can trash files with the same name fromdifferent places and not have each one
overwriting the last.

Gigo 1.02 is down-loadable from its Web page: http://homepages.ihug.co.nz
/-rhudson/software/gigo.html

A bis herd of gnu
Bob Brand has just announced a
preliminary release of a port of GnuPlot
3.7.1 for RISC OS. GmtPlot is a
command-line driven plot program that
can produce 2D and 3D plots of
(almost) any function or set of data.

It exists on virtually any computer
platform that has a C compiler. It can
produce output in, among others, DXF,
GIF,PostScript and EPS, CGM, HP-PCL
(most HP DeskJets and LaserJets), most
dot matrix printers, PNG, LaTeX (and
pstricks, MetaFont) and, of course,
RISC OS Draw and Sprite format.

The Draw output is closely modelled
after the PostScript driver. It supports
colour and black-and-white drawfiles,
both with solid lines and with dash

patterns as well as 75 different points.
The Sprite output can be in \h

colours (the standard desktop colours),
16 grey tones or black-and-white and
with transparent or opaque
background. For the rest it is like the
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other GnuPlot bitmap drivers.
This is a preliminary release. There is

as yet no proper RISC OS front-end, it
simply runs in a task window. And it
uses Draw and Paint (or any other
program that recognises drawfiles or
sprites) as viewer. But since its main
use is probably in processing scripts
rather than interactive use, this is not
too much of an inconvenience.

The sources are provided as well, so
it is possible to compile draw and sprite
support into your existing version of
GnuPlot for (for example) Linux. A
Windows version with draw and sprite
support can be downloaded as well, in
case someone wants to create drawfiles

for use with OakDime or Kara X. It

works with the demo versions of both

programs.

Download it from www.brandpoint.
tmfweb.nl/ riscos/ Please send comments,
remarks and so on, to rogp@brandpoint.
tmfweb.nl

will be revealed once you've
added the small upgrade from
Paul.

Risk for RISC
If, like me, you have an interest
in board games you'll recognise
the game RISK. Like many other
board games it has been
converted to an electronic

format. I had lost track of this

particular game so I'm grateful
to Max for reminding me that a
version of RISK for RISC

computers is available from
www.casa1.demon.co.uk/risk.htm

XML Xtreme
Justin Fletcher has been busy
recently and has released a set
of tools for XML, a structured
data transport. It is in
widespread use and many new
Web and non-Web technologies
are using it as a basis for data
interchange. XSLT provides a
language for transforming
arbitrary XML data into other,
more convenient forms. Most

commonly, XSLT is used to
transform structured data into

formatted HTML.

The software is available
from: http[//homepage.
ntlworlil.com/JListin.fletcher/XMLj'

Slay It
As I'm writing this I'm hearing
reports of numerous Windows
viruses and trying to remember
when I last suffered from a RISC

OS virus. Even though they are
very rare it's not good to be
complacent. Rob Kendrick,
author of the Slayersoftware
has produced a new version of
Slayeralthough, if I understand
him right, the only change is to
the date.

Theold version wasshowing
a warning message that it was
about to become out of date.

The 'updated' version is at
www.pepperfish.org/~rjek/
VDEngine,ffd and Rob is now
considering updating the
program to a new version and is
askingfor ideas for new features
to include or even new virus

samples to slay.

Contacting AU j
news@acornuser.com

John Cartmell
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Make the right choice for the future with

RISC OS Select
Keep up to date with every new
version of RISC OS as it appears!

In future, new updates to RISC OS will be soft-loaded over the
existing RISC OS 4 ROM. Distribution will be on CD
and via the Internet, making regular updates and
the widespread testing of new features far more
practical. Join Select to be a part of the new
scheme and receive up to three RISC OS
update CDs per year. All you will need is
one or more RISC OS 4 machines on

which to install new versions of RISC

OS 4.

What does the Select scheme

RISC OS fans! Join the

RISC OS

Foundation
and receive our ground

breaking quarterly CD magazine

FOUNDATIO

RISC

Now in volume 2!

Foundation RISC User isa trulyinnovative publication fromRISCOS Ltdthat
supports theheartof theRISC OS market. Themagazine articles combine useful
information with software resources that can belaunched withasimple click on
a link. Every issue ispacked with a wide range of substantial andauthoritative
features from respected writers, alongwith a comprehensive andfully integrated
database of current RISC OSproducts, developers and usergroups. Altogether,
it'sarguably the mostinnovative and high qualityCDmagazine onanyplatform.

User

provide!
Byjoining Selectyou will receive the following benefits:

1. Up to three CDs per year, containing the latest
version of RISC OS plus optional beta-test copies of

software components in development. Every CD will
also be bootable and contain a full, working disc image

f that allows the easy selection of different boot sequences.
2. Access to interim updates via a private Web site.

3. The ability to upgrade up to ten machines at a single site.
Select is a personal scheme: you only need one subscription even if
you own several computers. However, RISC OS 4 is needed for
each machine: Select cannot be used with RISC OS 3-7 or earlier.

4. Affiliate Registered Developer status: if you are a programmer,
joining Selectentitles you to become a Registered Developer for
no extra charge, and have your products included in the Database
section of Foundation RISC User magazine (see below).

RISC OS 4 upgrades and Select scheme prices
Subscriptions to Select are available,on an annual basis, and may
be purchased in combination with a RISC OS 4 upgrade.

RISC OS 4 upgrade plus Select subscription:
RISC OS 4 upgrade only (newlow price!):

Select subscription only:
(for existing RISC OS 4 users)

Select subscription only:
(for Foundation members)

Select group subscription: £300
(for sites with more than ten machines)

All prices above include VAT.
Please see our Web site for further

pricing details, overseas prices etc.

£179

£109

£105

£99

Testimonials from readers

of Foundation RISC User

r '''Theinterface is very friendly and better
thanmy perception of what a CD-based

magazine wouldbe like!"—Andrew Weston
"The whole CD isa joy, and something our

platform can beproud of."—Geoff Steeper
"The Foundation CDhascontradicted my opinion

that I wouldn't beable to reada CDmagazine happily.
It's very nicely laid out."—Fred Bambrough

"Congratulations on Foundation RISC User... it works smoothly, looks
goodand hasmasses of useful and interestingcontent."—Gavin Wraith
•"Keep up theexcellent work! (And whatI REALLY appreciate issomeone who
can write, spell, talk sense, and knows his its-es andit's-es!)"—Jeremy Roberts
•"It'sa really excellent job."—David Pilling

Sample Foundation RISC User Online!
Visit our sampler edition, Foundation RISC UserOnline, at
http://foundation.ri.sco.s.com/fru.lum

FOUNDATION

ONLINE

New Foundation

membership or
annual renewal:

£35*25
(£30 ex. VAT)

.Membership also includes
regular email newsletters

andspecialoffers

IRISCM
3 Clarendon Road
Cyncoed. Cardiff
Wales CF23 9JD

Tel. 02920 492324

Fax 02920 492326
www.riscos.com

sales@riscos,com
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New look for apps
Now that the new Operating

System, RISC OS 4+, is upon
us it's worth looking at what
it offers as far as graphics are

concerned. From RISC OS 2 there

have been two graphics applications
always included as part of the
bundle; though not part of the
Operating System both have been
essential to the use and the success

of RISC OS.

These applications are Draw and
Paint while both are provided with
every RISCOS machine their
existence has not precluded
development of alternative
commercial and PD products which
extend the options of vector and bit
mapped graphics while using the
same file-types.

Both have had one specific
problem as the main applications
included with the operating system:
neither of them are particularly Style
Guide-compliant. It's good that
current changes to the applications
include making them more
compliant, and the two making
better use of the operating system.

Even though it's already easy to
transfer files between Paint and

Draxo (the illustration shows this
page that I've taken a snapshot of,
dropped it into Paint then save from
Paint into a Draxo window and

rotated) the use of simplified
Clipboard facilities in RISC OS 4+
will provide an alternative means of
transferring files that will work even
if the initial application has been
closed.

Although not much extended,
ChangeFSl now works without some
recent niggles: its window will stay
where you put it rather than being
centred every time a file is updated
and sprites that it produces will
come with sensible file names. As

well as speed increases when
decoding progressive JPEGs the
application will now import
unmasked PNGs.

Paint will be disc-based rather

than a ROM component and has had
numerous bugs fixed. Plus it will
now use dynamic areas for its
workspace to let it handle ever-
larger files. In the past there have
been problems importing JPEGs but
the import code has been
restructured to make the action more

reliable. Additions include the ability
to import unmasked PNGs and
single sprites can now be saved as
JPEGs.

I realise that I'm mixing my
future and present tenses in respect
of RISC OS 4+. This is likely to be a
problem for some time. The new
operating system exists; I've seen it

I OS. The applications are Draw and Paint and although both are provided free their existence has no
tided development of alternative commercial and PD products whidi extend the options of Vector
ving and Bit-Mapped graphics whilst using the same file-types.
Draw and Paint have one specific problem as ihe main applications included with the Operating

cm: neither of them are particularly Style guide compliant. It's good that changes to the applications
de making them more compliant and making better use of the operating system.
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and seen it demonstrated. At the

time of writing this column it hasn't
been released to the public but
probably will have been by the time
you read this. Or at least the first bit
— the bit that I'm talking about will
have been released. The full RISC OS

4+ will be released over two years so
there is much more to come and

RISC OS Ltd are willing to listen to
you and me about what should be
included in the new operating
system.

The other application, Draxo, can
now export simple SVGs which is
the vector graphics format that is to
be used in Web documents.

If you have read this column over
the past year you will realise that
I'm particularly attached to Draw
and I was a touch deflated to hear

the limited changes that have been
made to it. But note what I've said

above: RISCOS Ltd will listen to

ideas. I'm not expecting miracles,
although that there is someone
listening seems to be close to a
miracle, so I asked about a simple
problem with Draw that I've
questioned for over eight years:

Why does Draw have to use the
System font as default? Now that all
machines using this version of Draxo
are guaranteed to have anti-aliased
fonts available it's silly to use a fail
safe system designed for machines
without hard drives. I've asked

Acorn (and RISC OS Ltd as well in
the past) and have had the brush-off.

This time the answer was "We

can do that. How do you think it
should be implemented?" OK so I
won't expect to see it on the first
Select CD but later will do.

In the meantime I'm going
through all the ideas I've had for
improving Draw, Paint, ChangeESI,
SciCalc,...

... if RISCOS Ltd are listening
then I've got something to say. How
about you?
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Comp prices now include

Internet UtilitiesWeb Authoring
HTMLEdit Studio (Whole Suite) . . . .£110
Next-generation Web authoringtools forRISC OS
HTMLEdit Studio is the solution to all your Web authoring
needs, whether large or small.Available eitheras a complete
suite or piece by piece as a series of components:

HTMLEdit 4+ £53

Award-winning HTML editor with many powerful features
WebsterXL £30

Fully-featured Web browser, tuned to work with HTMLEdit
Enhanced Web Designer's Toolkit.... £30
Visual editing of frames, tables, animation, image maps etc.
WebSpell (HTML-aware spelling checker) . . . .£15

Also Available:

SiteMaster 2+ £35

Site management tools for checking, moving, publishing and
uploading whole orpartial web sites.
Now includes Webilpload v2 -powerful new application!

Utilities
Addresslt £99

Post code and address finder system that no business can
afford to be without! Works with most/all other RISC OS

software. Upgrades from Fabisversion available.

EasyClip 2 £25
Graphical resourcemanagement system
Store and manage yourclip-art collection with great ease

R-Comp Internet Suite £69
Firstclass software to get you online!
Consists of DialUp, MessengerPro 2 &WebsterXL (described
below). Available with a 56k Modem and Account for£115.

Messenger Pro 2 £37
Comprehensiveemail and news readersoftware
• Easy to set up and use, yet extremelypowerful
• Flexible view options, such as a powerful threading mode
• Offline and Network (£45) versions available.
WebsterXL £30

Browser withsupport foradvanced Web technologies
• Supports frames, tables, JavaScript and 128-bit SSLetc.
• Flexible printing, saving, exporting, cut/paste facilities
DialUp £23
Internet connection utility; supports multipleISPaccounts
NB. £18toMessenger Pro owners, or £12 if you own WXL

Also Available:

SiteSeer

Web site grabbing utility for offline viewing
£25

Messenger Pro 2 New Version!
Theleading RISC OS Email system is now easiertouse, yet
packs inmany newfeatures including message deferring,
improved threading, "Hotlisting" of linksfor when you go online
and much more. Includesa new 48 page printed manual.
Contact us for upgrade pricesandmoreinformation . . £37

^itTl-iitiifiliriii^

Network Printing
Print-server Box inc Software £155

2(3)-port 10Mbit print server, suppliedwith Network Printers
software: access up to three traditional printers viaa network
Others Available - ring for details.

Network Printers £40

(Software only; includes site licence)
Print to network-enabled printers and print server boxes

Music
Anthem £70

TheRISC OS MIDI Sequencer, with extensive features.
Ringfordetails - we can advise in most sound/music
matters. Some of the products we stock include:

Parallel Port MIDI Interface £95 ArteX ProActJOrt
ESP MIDI Synthesiser Plus £45 Ankh £10-00 Various titles
Listen to MIDI music withoutexpensive hardware! Exodus .... £20-00

Games
Abuse £25-00

The Chaos Engine £20-00
Descent 1 & 2 Double Pack £35-00

Descent 2 for existing owners £15.00

Doom+ Trilogy £32-50
Final Doom £15-00

Heretic and Hexen £30-00

Heroes of Might and Magic II .... £35-00
The Price of Loyalty (for HoMM2) £22-00

Quake £2300

Spheres of Chaos version 2 £15-00
Syndicate* £29-00
TBA Classics (six-game collection) . . . £22-00
Krisalis Gold CD £26.00

RISC User in a Nutshell CD £32-00



ISP for techies
Free ISPs are not so much in

fashion these days, but uklinux.net
is dedicated to users of Linux

and Open Source free software.
uklinux.net is ideal for enthusiasts who

want to learn about Perl scripts, PHP,
Dynamic HTML and Web-linked
database applications. To qualify for
free access, you must call in using their
dial-up number for at least an hour per
month, averaged over a three-month

period.
Free account features include

modem and ISDN access at up to
128kbps, unlimited e-mail addresses,
POP3 or SMTP mail delivery, and 20Mb
of PHP and Perl-enabled Web space,
MySQL database facilities, and WAP
site hosting within your Web space.

uklinux.net also offers various levels of

membership, starling at £30 for 12
months which avoids the need to dial

in, and gives you remote access to
their POP3 server and access from

anywhere to their Authenticated
SMTP server.

Silver membership at £75.00 per
year adds domain name hosting,
while Gold and Platinum accounts

offer further benefits such as

multiple domain and ftp sites.
There's also a 50% discount for

Students and Charities, and free
hosting for Open Source/Free
Software Community Projects.

uklinux.nel
xoxoxv.uklinux.net

A UKLINUX NET o
I'ft w'Uxr vlWf vo< >,t M< rl.rivt

ukllnux.net
Takes you there, lodayl

Services Today is Mon27 Aug. 2001

Sign Up Welcome to uKllnux.net - ttio UK's ontyISP dedicated to users ot Linuxand Open
UJ2flIfld« Sou;ce/Free Software, and the best online Linuxresource in the UK

", '••: -:

•:. .::

Unlimited access lor botli modem and ISDN users with speeds up to
128WWS
Unlimitedemail addresses in the tarn anythinaeusernamo.ukllnux.net
A choice ot either P0P3 or SMTP tor email delivery
20MB of PHP and Perl enabled web space www.username.ukllnux.net
MySQLor PostgreSOL database taciliDes

. The abilityto host a WAP silo in yourweb space
. Local Support forums
. Local lists ol UK Linu« User Groups

• Local Tucows Linux mirror
• Local mirrors of the most popular Linux Cnstnbuttons
. Campaigns Section where you can see the issues that need your support
• Hot Shops - a listing ol the best commercial suppliers ol products and

services (or Linux

You can ;.i-n up to uklinux net online now

i.•..:::•[:.:.

livepenguin with every account':

Spammers keep out
Now that many of us are using "always
on" ADSL and Cable Modem

connections, security must be
paramount. Readers who have accounts
with Demon Internet will have recently
received a service announcement alerting
them to the dangers of running a SMTP
"Open Mail Relay", and warning them
that customers' unsecured SMTP mail

programs can be accessed by
unauthorised users, principally
spammers.

Demon's new policy is to give the
customer 24 hours to fix the

vulnerability, and thereafter block access
if the simation continues.

Users of Stewart Brodie's RISC OS

FreeSMTP program will need to adjust
the configuration to allow only incoming
mail from their ISP's SMTP server. The

default setting allows anyone to deliver
mail to your machine's SMTP program
while you're online.

It's your own mail processing system
that will then decide that the item is not

for you, and post it onwards and

outwards from your machine back to
your ISP, getting your ISP's smarthost
mail server a bad name.

The most secure method is to block

any incoming mail calls from outside
your ISP's system. This may delay
delivery of mail to you if your ISP's mail
server does go down, but it's better to be
safe than sorry.

There are two important configuration
items for EreeSMTP, and they are both in
the "smtp-conf" file. The first of these
two is "forwarder" which in the case of

Demon Internet should read:

forwarder * post.demon.co.uk

The other item that controls who can

connect to your system is "acceptfrom",
which for Demon Internet should now

read:

acceptfrom post.demon.co.uk

This is used to selectively choose which
remote hosts your machine is willing to
accept mail from. If a host other than one
listed attempts to deliver mail to your
machine, it will be told that it does not
have permission.

In brief

Play it again, James
Alex Waugh has taken over the
maintenance and development
of the RISC OS Web server

Webjames from its original
author Henrik Bjerregaard
Pedersen.

The latest version of this

freeware HTTP server is now

able to perform "Server Side
Includes". With SSI, each
document being served is pre-
scanned to pick up invisible
keywords and arguments which
allow dynamic effects on the
pages when output — such as
inserting today's date.

Webjames also supports
redirection, a page cache, cgi-
script interface, password-
protection, content negotiation
and much more. It is ideal for

use with PHP (which is a

recursive acronym for PHP:
Hypertext Preprocessor). PHP
is a cross-platform scripting
language that is embedded in
HTML pages and allows more
extensive effecis than SSI (see

www.php.net). Alex also has a
port of PHPdownloadable from
the same page as Webjames.

Alex Waugh's RISCOS
freeware

www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/
~ajw498/

Spice boy
Darren Windsor of Image
Software is addressing the
problem of how to view Web
sites that don't work with the

OreganoWeb browser by the
tricky technique of attempting
to correct their faulty HTML.

In his latest version of his

caching proxy server, to be
called Paprika, Ibis hot bit of
software will parse and pre-
process the pages and patch
them to work with Oregano.
Better not let Bill hear about

this! Darren expects Paprika to
transform the Oregano Web
browsing experience.

Image Software
www.imagesoft. co.uk

Contacting me J
David Dade:

comnis@ocornuser.com
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Dawning of the
The launch of the RISC OS 4

Select Scheme was something
much heralded and yet
people held back and were

suspicious.
Why? Well, for whatever reason,

there was something of a distrust.
We were being asked to shell out
even more money apparently on
something that didn't exist. Paying
in advance for vapourware.

But it turns out this is not the
case.

The software for the first Select
CD already exists, in fact it took
over five hours of demonstration to

go through those bits that could be
demonstrated. With much behind
the scenes which could not be

demonstrated or was only
preparation for things to come.

So it is real, and we did cover
much of it in the enthusiasm of last
month's news. But here it is, more
detailed and directly from RISCOS
Ltd's press launch notes.

We have barely edited it leaving
it instead to the software author's

themselves to cover what they have
done. In one or two places we have
added a little clarification to show

how a particular change may be of
specific use in the future.

So without further delay we'll
hand over to RISCOS Ltd:

ROS4+ Design goals
RISC OS Select has a number of

goals which it aims to meet:
Improving RISC OS, based upon

the work done by the original team,
to make the overall system more
reliable and user friendly;

Fixes for known bugs wherever
possible;

Provide a framework upon
which others may continue to
develop components based on the
OS;

Integration of external
components where appropriate and
suitable;

The most important of these are
the first and third — improving the
OS, and providing a framework
upon which others may build.

November 2001 www.acornuser.com

RISCOS Ltd reveal what's in store

for RISC OS 4 Select and beyond

In simpler terms, Select has more
functionality for the user, but
importantly provides a lot of scope
for developers and enthusiasts to
provide other products. It is
expected that issues will continue in
this vein, providing more facilities
for developers and encouraging
development in a way that has not
happened before.

Select is one of the most stable

versions of RISC OS presently
available, building upon RISC OS
4's already stable background.
Improvements such as memory
protection for major workspace
areas, the greater range of bug fixes,
and updates for greater
functionality, have all made the
system much more stable than it
ever has been before.

Release components
Select will consist of a similar set of
release components as previous
versions of RISC OS, although some
will be packaged differently.

The primary difference with
Select is that it will be provided
over time. Select (issue 1) is only
the first of an ongoing series of
developments. Each issue of Select
will be self-contained, but base its
technology on that of the previous
release. Select (issue 2) will,
therefore, consist of the components
supplied with Select (issue 1) plus
any additional components.

This does not preclude the
possibility of a component being
removed or replaced should
problems be found. However, the
short period between issues will
allow for a much greater turn
around for any issues that are
identified.

Unlike previous OS releases,
where the period between releases
was of the order of years, with
Select the period will be a matter of

months.

The primary difference for Select
users is that they will not be
required to install a new set of
ROMs to use Select. Because the key
parts of Select will be provided as a
softloaded ROM image, this
removes the necessity for the
physical ROMs to be changed.

Support for earlier OSes
Select is taking a further bold move
in that support for earlier OS
versions will not be provided in any
form. Cutting ties with RISC OS 3.7
and earlier, gives a much greater
freedom to developers and users,
and paves the way for simpler and
more reliable software development.
This, coupled with the fact that
RISCOS Ltd do not have source to

earlier OS versions, makes this
move much more sensible for the

longer term.
Select is fully compatibile with

existing software: all software that
works with RISC

OS 4 will

continue to

work with

Select in

unmodified

form. There

are no known

issues with third

party software
and Select.

Software designed
for earlier versions of

the OS should

continue to function as

before, provided it
conforms to the

documented interfaces.

The operating system will
not be compromised simply to
provide support for a broken
piece of legacy software. While
this may, on the face of it, seem
like RISC OS is going to explicitly



new RISC OS
break such software, there is
another facet to this.

Software which fails on the new

version of the OS because of use of

undefined interfaces is actually
preventing further development of
the OS, and promoting a broken
operating system. It is expected that
non-compliant legacy software will
be fixed through patches or
upgrades from the companies
involved.

Most software will function with

Select in the same manner that it

did with RISC OS 4. Software which

was updated for RISC OS 4 should
already be compatible with Select.

Softload ROM images
ROMs are now supplied as softload
images. This means that they are
able to be changed much more
easily than physical ROMs.
Switching between different images
will be achieved through a
configure plug-in.

Typically softload images will
take around five seconds to load

from a power-on reset. Subsequent
resets (through either the Task
Manager, or by pressing
Control+Break) do not require

softload to be performed.
Total time from

i switching on a clean
Select machine to

desktop is 12 seconds.
In addition

switching to a different
softload image, or
disabling the softload
can be done entirely
from software with no

dismantling of the
machine or laceration of

fingers being required.
This means that if a

piece of software is
incompatible (which isn't
likely, but is always a
possibility), or if the user
wishes to reclaim the

memory used by the
softload for some

operation, or they just want
to test on baseline RISC OS 4,

they can revert back easily.

Softload sizes
In order to provide greater facilities
on boot up, and take advantage of
the facilities offered by softloading,
the ROM size has been increased to

6MB. This makes it possible to
include components which would
otherwise have required separate
softloading as part of the Boot
sequence.

When softloaded, the memory
used by the softload will not be
available to the rest of the system.
Consequently, a 66MB machine
would, with a 6MB softload, appear
to have 60MB of memory.

Changes over RISC OS 4
RISC OS 4, the previous release of
RISC OS came in a number of

different forms and different

versions, 4.02 to 4.04. The term
RISC OS 4 is intended to encompass
all these versions.

In the next few sections, we will
look at some of the changes that
have happened since the last release
and the impact that this will have
on users and programmers.

Major changes
Wide-scale changes to system

components to move toward
dynamic area use for components
which previously used shared
memory. This improves both the
efficiency of the machine and also
its stability.

Networking components have
been updated to integrate more
efficiently with the system and to be
more resilient. LanManFS makes

inter-working with PC-systems
much easier.

Kernel components separated to
reduce the size and make the

system more maintainable and more
easily upgradeable.

First stage system-wide clipboard
support. Clipboard support in the
major OS-applications: Paint, Draw,
Edit and ChangeFSI.

Improved CDFS, capable of
reading RockRidge, Joliet, and

VideoCD format CDs (with suitable
CDdrivers). Internal CDFS driver
improved to support a wider range
of CD drives.

User-based configuration. Non
secure user support allows for
much simpler configuration when
there are multiple users of a system.

Kernel changes
The Kernel has changed by a
reasonable amount for Select (issue
1), and it is expected to change
more in future versions of the OS as

it is streamlined and improvements
are made.

A number of sections of the

Kernel have been split off into
separate modules. This allows them
to be updated independantly of the
Kernel, should that be necessary,
makes the job of maintaining the
Kernel simpler and abstracts away
from a single monolithic Kernel that
everything relies on.

Admittedly it makes a slightly-
less compact Kernel and a couple of
extra modules but the principle is
that as individual components the
new modules can be tested more

thoroughly and without an entire
ROM image re-issue.

The components which have
been split off at present include
Conversions (OS_Convert* SWIs),
SysVars (SysS* variables), OSSWIs
(miscellaneous high level SWIs that
had very little right being in the
Kernel in the first place), ReadLine
(a completely new and separate
implementation of OS_ReadLine).

Dynamic areas
In addition to this, Dynamic Areas
can now be treated as OS_Heap-like
areas. The effect of this is that

applications that might have just
used RMA, or had to think about
writing a special memory manager
for Dynamic Areas can just use a
couple of OS_DynamicArea calls.

System variables
System variables implemented by
modules (code variables) can now
be given workspace pointers. This
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'ViewFinder' RiscPC
Hi Res graphics card

Some of the extra Modes :-True colour (24/32-bit)
1600x1200 1280x1024

High colour (16-bit) and 256 colour (8-bit)
1920x1440 1800x1440

1600x1200 1280x1024

ViewFinder offers more than just higher desktop resolutions; there
is hardware acceleration of a number of common graphics
operations, normally performed entirely in software by RISC OS.
Simple to fit. More info at: http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/viewfinder/

£190 inC VAT and UK delivery

ViewFinder + 17" Pro410 £485

ViewFinder + Iiyama 19" Pro £605
ViewFinder + Iiyama 22" Pro £935

PRINTERS inc Acorn Drivers
HP 930C 600dpi 9ppm £130
HP959C 600dpi llppm £180
HP 970CXI 600dpi 12ppm £220
Canon BJC2100 £100

Canon S450 inc. Photoreal Drivers £200

Canon BJC6100 550gsm (Ex Demo) £150f
Canon S4500 A3 inc Photoreal Drivers £375

Canon BJC5500 A2 colour £580

Canon BJC7000 (Ex Demo) phone for details

Samsung Laser 600dpi 8ppm £240
HP Laserjet 1200 8MB £375
QMS Pageprol8L 1200dpi i8ppmPS3 40MB £500
QMS Colour Laser Postscript 3 £ 1560

Ex demo items are Fourth Dimension products and have no VAT

Zerilink Cables

2m £11

3m £12

Past parallel
networking

Zerilink SW £2 if

purchased with a cable

Pocket Reader

OCR Pen

£62f

Iiyama 22" Pro 415 0.25mm £750
A7000+ Odyssey Surf Inc. 15" Monitor £780
Ovation Pro with Impression file loader £150

Agfa A4 SCSI Scanners from £140t
Nikon Coolscan3 SCSI Slide scanner £510

BURN PROOF CD ReWriter IDE 12/10/32with Acorn S/W £250

20GB IDE Hard Disc £120

RPC-PC Network pack, Interfaces cables & S/W£185
Laser Printer 8ppm 600dpi £240

Printer Port 250MB Zip Drive with S/W £175

RiscPC PSUs

from £65

RARE Find!

PRM VoI5

Programmers
Reference Manual

Volume 5 (not 5a)
£20 + £5 post

Also Style Guide
£10 + £2 post

RAM A7000/+ 32MB £50, RiscPC/A7000 64MB £80 & 128MB £190

S/H StrongARMs
from £120

LCDs 15"£380 17"£730
15" 1024 x 768 — 17" 1280 x 1024

CJE Prices include

VAT &UKdelivery

Refurbished hi-spec monitors

17" £110f +£iop&p

19" £200f +£iop&p

20"or21"£260t+£iop&p
Phone for full specifications.

3 month warranty

Offers from @*4D
HP Lasers (Refurbished)

HP4 600dpi 8ppm
£130t + £10p&p

HP6L 600dpi 6ppm
£160t + £10p&p

S/H A7000 12MB from £80f
S/H COMBI NIC ethernet cards £75f
S/H A7000 Motherboards from £50t

These are Fourth Dimension products and have no VAT

Case Slices
1-2 incB/P £95

1-3 incB/P&PSU £265

2-3 from £160
8SlotBackplanes£100

S/H RiscPCs from £2001
RiscPC, RO 3.60, 16MB, IMBvram & HD £200t
StrongARM Mk3 RiscPC, RO 4.02, 32MB

IMBvram, HD, CD & 14" Monitor £480t

A7000+ RO 3.7, 32MB DRAM, HD & CD £120t
AKF60 (£50t with system) £60t

Fourth Dimension products have no VAT

Software by Imagesoft

Nutmeg: Cacheing for Oregano, a must! £22
ImagePrxy: HTTP cacheing proxy server £42
Big Bro: Network supervision viewing £32
Nuts: Advanced background backup £11

All CJE prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
& UK mainland delivery. Official Orders WelcomE E&OE

Prices subject to change & stock.
Items markedf are sold by 4D (Fourth Dimension) and have no VAT

CJE Micro's & 4D

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

cjEV59g Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cjemicros.co.uk http://www.cjemicros.co.uk



means that they can be used more
reliably from C without large
amounts of support code.

Boot options
If Shift is held down, the Kernel
will no longer drop to the
configured language. Indeed, there
is no longer any configured
language. Instead, a 'BootMenu' is
run. This is a simple set of options
that allows booting from a number
of alternate devices.

Many other, minor,
improvements have been made to
the Kernel, making it more stable,
and providing better functionality
than previously.

Internet components
The Internet components have
changed to allow them to interwork
much more reliably. In particular,
the components now correctly
respond to the death or re-birth of
the Internet module. This means

that replacing the Internet module
with a softload, should this be
necessary, can be achieved more
reliably.

ShareFS
ShareFS has been split into two
components — the file sharing
system, and the 'Hosts'
management system. This means
that if ShareFS is disabled, the
Hosts object is still available to
users of the Freeway. While very
few applications use it, this divide
means that future developers do not
have to rely on the existence of
ShareFS to provide the Hosts
service.

Resolver
Resolver is now able to be

configured as a DNS server.
Although this facility has actually
been available for many years, it
was never publicised. Small LANs
can now be set up to use a single,
central DNS server running on
RISC OS without any other
software being necessary. This is
one step toward making it possible
to use a RISC OS machine as a true

IP gateway.

Firewalling
Firewalling is an issue that has

Selections

provoked much interest recently
and Select provides a mechanism
for RISC OS machines to be

firewalled. Based on the Unix

firewalling system, this allows
advanced users to block out

connections from 'outside' and

potentially make their machine
unreachable. While RISC OS is not

vulnerable to many of the attacks
that are prevalent anyway, having
the ability to remove these threats
completely is a great advantage.

Mimemap
Recent developments from the W3C
and others have brought forth
various XML standards which are

becoming more and more prevalent.
In order to cope with these
developments, MimeMap has been
improved to accept wildcarded
MIML types. At the same time, the
performance of the module has
been improved by up to six times.
As MimeMap is used for extension
translations of non-native

filenames, this improvement will be
beneficial across the whole system.

BootP
Much improved support for BootP
allows the system to be booted with
almost no local configuration
(assuming that the remote server
provides necessary details).
Automatically configured details
include IP address, resolvers,
hostname, time servers and
LanMan settings.

DHCP
Licensing issues have prevented
release of DHCP support but it is
expected that DHCP support will be
available in a later issue of Select.

System Time
Support for configuring the system
time using a remote server is now
provided. This allows the user to
fetch the system time from an NTP
or Time server on startup, or on
demand.

Syslog
Remote logging using the well-
known SysLog protocol is now
provided as standard. SysLog has
long been used within the Unix
world to provide centralised event

logging.
Within

the RISC

OS world,
the Doggysoft
SysLog
module

provided a
comprehensive
and versatile

interface for

programmers.

Their API has been

used to allow both

and remote logs to
used. This ensures

backward compatibility as
well as allowing inter-working with
Unix systems. Remote logging
between Unix and RISC OS systems
is now not only possible, but simple
and very powerful. The SysLog
server and remote logger
implementations are compliant with
the latest drafts for SysLog format
compliance.

Internet speed up
Internally, Internet system calls are
now processed faster than
previously. Tests indicate
approximately 25% speed increase
on most common case. In a similar

vein, Freeway now places a much
lower load on the system than it did
previously.

These changes are part of the
ongoing work to improve the
Internet stack. Future issues of

Select can expect a similar range of
changes.

File systems
The file systems in Select are one
area in which very little change will
be seen by the average user.
LanManFS is present in ROM, so
accessing remote machines is made
simpler for the user, although no
front end has yet been decided for
this.

FileSwitch
The FileSwitch module controls file

systems and provides almost all
developer-facing filing facilities.
Various minor improvements
suggested by developers, have been
added to FileSwitch, as well as a
few bug fixes for new file systems
(including those supporting the
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RISC OS 4 'ioctl' interface).

ShareFS
ShareFS is now more reliable when

accessing files over a remote share.
Certain operations were incorrectly
abandoned, where now they are
reported correctly. This behaviour
may have exhibited itself as a
failure to access certain files under

extreme circumstances.

PipeFS
PipeFS has been improved to
support the internal 'GBPB' call. In
addition, PipeFS data is now stored
in a dynamic area rather than
polluting the RMA. While PipeFS is
very rarely used, these changes
mean that PipeFS is many orders of
magnitude faster.

ISO9660
When the CD specification ISO9660
was designed, it was with a DOS-
like environment in mind.

However, time moved on and
extensions have been made within

ISO9660 to allow extended

attributes to be stored on a disc.

One of these extensions was the

Acorn file type information (the so-
called 'ARCHIMEDES' extension)
which allows the ! character to

appear on CD. Joliet is a more
commonly known development
from Microsoft which allows the

limited use of Unicode characters

within filenames as well as

allowing longer names than the
standard disc format. In parallel
with this, the 'RockRidge' standard
allows potentially CD-length long
filenames.

CDFS
CDFS has been improved to
support these standards. As well as
this, CDFS also supports reading
mixed mode CDs (such as
VideoCDs, or 'Enhanced audio
CDs'). This is subject to the specific
CDFS driver for example,
CDFSSoftSCSI being able to read
such discs with the drive fitted. The

internal CDFS driver

CDFSSoftATAPI has been improved
to support a greater range of CD
drives. It is also possible to
configure booting from a CD as part
of the new Boot choices.

Filer components
Filer components, in particular the
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Filer itself, have been improved in
little ways. Changes to the Filer
have been limited due to its

ubiquitous nature — modifications
to the Filer are much more

noticeable and more likely to cause
confusion than aid use.

The iconbar Filers have all been

improved to allow sharing using a
centralised ShareFS dialogue. This
standardisation allows for other

developers to provide similar
facilities from their filers. It also

allows Filer itself to provide a
'Share' option for directories.

Filer
Filer now has the ability to sort files
numerically as well as
alphabetically. Selections within
Filer windows can perform
transient highlighting. The effect of
this is that as you make a selection,
you can see what you are selecting.

Filenames which are all

uppercase can be displayed as
lower case. Names which are all

upper case are harder to read, in
general, and therefore some users
may prefer to force them to lower
case.

A file which is selected can be

renamed by clicking Select on the
filename. This allows renaming
without the use of the Alt key.
These features are all optional.

Where a Filer window is updated
or resized while a file is being
renamed does not cause the rename

icon to be lost — you can continue.
This is very useful where a group of
shared machines may be modifying
the directory, or an application is
writing to a file in that directory.

Shared directories
Shared directories are now

indicated within Filer windows.

Selecting the 'New directory' menu
option now allows the user to create
a directory with the name
'Directory' and then rename it
immediately.

File drags now use the
'DragAnObject'-style drags,
displaying the filename of the
object, or a count of the objects
being manipulated.

In addition, Filer is now much
more resilient to faults occurring in
the background. Filer defaults to
'confirm on delete' when no

configuration has been made. This
is much safer and should prevent a

misclick

being the cause
of much

annoyance.

FilerAction
FilerAction is the

component which provides multi
tasking file operations such as
copying and counting; it can now
act as a proxy for other tools. What
this means is that a new component
can take over FilerAction's job for
certain operations.

If, for example, someone were to
write a 'Count' tool which

displayed a graphical
representation of the space used,
then they would hook on to
FilerAction and use its proxying to
communicate with the Filer. Other

examples of operations which
might be replaced include the 'Find'
operation, or copying. Future
versions of Select may include
whatever extended tools people
develop (subject to agreement,
obviously).

ADFS Filer
ADFS Filer has an optional 'Quick'
format. This allows the actual

format part of the disc format to be
skipped and just the new, empty,
map and directory to be written.
The disc must have already been
formatted with the same format. It

is not a fast format, just a quick
format. While floppy discs are
going out of fashion in these days
of multi-megabyte data files, the
facilities is very useful on those
occasions that a floppy disc is
needed.

CDFS Filer
CDFS Filer has been re-written from

scratch. The new Filer provides the
same facilities as the original, as
well as adding information about
the current disc, improved Share
support (as explained above) and



Business Management Solutions for RISC OS

Sell goods or services to customers ? Then you should be using EBMS - the Electronic Business

Management package for RISC OS. (As used in the POSum).

Main menu

EPOS Accounts

The basic package (recommended for almost any
business which deals with the sale of stock to

customers, with or without a shop front).

£500
Excl. VAT & P&P

»*
Reports End of day "Payroll

4 I Stock control • Customer accounting • Point-Of-Sale • Job control

Plug-in modules, available now or coming soon :

Rental module

Keep track of stock which you rent
out to customers. Ideal for video /

games rental outlets and equipment
hire businesses.

Newsagent module

Strictly for newsagents. Provides
round and bill printing, publication
subscription, manages starts and
stops, etc.

EPOS support

For use of Electronic Point Of Sale

peripherals such as cash drawers,
receipt printers and display poles.

C.I.T E-COMmerce module Money Manager 2001

Component Integration and Tracking. A built in web server provides
For businesses that deal in the online shopping facilities for your
manufacture or building of equipment clients.

An accounts package plug-in
providing personal and business
account management facilities.

For your nearest EBMS / POSum reseller contact:

UK sales Liquid Silicon, 2 Forth Avenue, Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5PN 01592 592265 sales@liquid-silicon.com

Europe DESK, Sierbloem 3, 3068 AP Rotterdam, NL +31 10 2860541 posum@deskvof.nl
Australia the image factory, PO Box 599, Rosanna, Victoria 3084 +61 3 9432 0504 imagfact@starnet.com.au
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Club
What are

you missing?
The best way to make the most ofyour RISC OS computer is to be in
contact with like-minded users - that's where The ARM Club, the leading
independent user group comes in. Join today!

¥ The Club's magazine, "Eureka", written by
members is published four times a year;

% Free technical help service by email, letter, fax &phone;
* Generous member discounts from many companies;
^ Non profit-making, run entirely by volunteers;
* Regular shows &Open Days - discounted entry
* International, school &affiliate membership available;
%• Chances to help in running the Club &shows

Membership still costs only £15; Joining pack includes a copy of the
magazine and the Club info pack. Cheques payable to "The ARM Club".

Applications should be sent to: The Membership Secretary, The ARM
Club, Merton Court, Sidcup, Kent. DAI4 OBR

Don't miss the Midlands Show,
at the National Motorcycle Museum.

Saturday 1st December 2001
Tel: 07010 709 849 Web: www.armclub.org.uk

Email: chairman@armclub.org.uk



an automatic launch of the new
CDPlayer application when an
Audio CD is inserted.

RAMFS Filer
RAMFS Filer now sports a Share
option in the same way as the other
filers.

Window Manager
The WindowManager has not been
updated greatly, but changes should
be useful to developers. Various
fixes have been made for a few
minor issues. Icons can now be

'tinted' in an arbitrary manner. This
may be useful to developers, but
has yet to be used in any part of the
OS at present.

Holding the pointer at the edge
of the screen now sends a message
to tasks. This might be useful for
launcher type applications.

Desktop components
The Desktop components have had
some of the larger changes of the
whole system. As mentioned earlier,
there is a new CDPlayer
application. There are many
CDPlayer applications available as
freeware. The application supplied
is simple and plays CDs. CDPlayer
communicates with AcornCD to

read track and disc names.

Paint, Draw, Edit
These applications have all been
updated to use the
ClipboardHolder module. This
provides simplified Clipboard
facilities for applications that want
to export a single file type using the
standard Clipboard protocols. Paint,
Draw and Edit have also had their

menus updated to be more style-
guide compliant.

Paint
Paint has had numerous bug fixes
and should be much more stable

now. As well as being provided as a
disc component, rather than a ROM
component, it also supports
dynamic areas for its workspace.
This allows it to use much larger
workspace than it could previously
handle. Paint will import JPEGs
more reliably than before due to
restructured import code, and will
also import unmasked PNCs. Paint

can save single sprites as JPEGs.

Draw
Draw has not been modified as

greatly as Paint, but can export
simple SVGs (W3Cs vector graphic
format). The menu structure within
Draw has been revised to be more

styleguide compliant and to
incorporate the new Clipboard
operations. The structure may seem
a little strange at first, but it is an
improvement on the aging RISC OS
2 layout.

ChangeFSI
ChangeFSI can now import
unmasked PNGs, and export via the
clipboard. On processing files, the
ChangeFSI window is no longer
forced to be centred. Where

ChangeFSI creates a sprite in a post-
3.5 style mode, these are given
useful names rather than semi-

random numbers. Decoding speed
of progressive JPEGs (via djpeg)
significantly improved over earlier
versions.

Squash
Squash can now compress and
decompress GZip files in addition
to Squash files. This makes
decompressing downloaded files
much simpler.

Puzzle & diversions
Puzzle has been given a complete
overhaul to make it a much more

interesting application. It may be a
small 'Diversion', but it's fun.
MemNow has also been updated,
and we expect the range of
diversions to be increased over

time.

Task Manager
TaskManager has had a few visual
tweaks to allow it display memory
in a 'tidier' form, similar to that of
FilerAction. You can also reset the

machine from the shutdown

dialogue. This is reflected in the
external TaskManager API which
now allows shutdown and restart

through a single call.

Pinboard
The Pinboard can now use a faded

background, with different colours
at the top and the bottom. It is now

possible
to

configure
that double

click Adjust on
icons has the

same effect as

Select (prevents
the icon being
removed afterward)
In addition it is

possible to 'pull' the
Pinboard window to the

front of the screen using
special messages.

Together with the
Window Manager's edge
notification, this might be used
create a simple 'pinboard front'
application. Or some other
mechanism might be used. The
facility is there for other develo
to exploit as they see fit.

TaskWindow
The TaskWindow is now much

more efficient with its use of polling
and buffering. Consequently,
TaskWindow applications under
Select (issue 1) should use around
1% of processor time instead of 60%
under normal circumstances where

they use the TaskWindow_Sleep
upcall.

This improvement applies to
TaskWindows waiting on PipeFS
and most command line-based

internet utilities. In addition a

number of minor problems with
TaskWindow have been addressed.

Graphics system
The graphics system has been
improved slightly. SpriteExtend —
the provider of JPEG rendering
routines — now supports a greater
range of JPEGs, in particular Exif
and some of the stranger formats of
JPEGs.

Exif images are those produced
by digital cameras, and contain a
variety of different parameters
about how the picture was taken
and what the camera was that took

it. While this information isn't used

by the rendering routines, the
format is now recognised and such
images can be displayed using the
internal Tenderers. The internal

routines still do not support
progressive JPEGs. This might be

to

pers
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addressed in a later issue of Select.

Font Manager
FontManager's path handling code
has been re-written from scratch.
Consequently, long paths of fonts
should now be reliable.

PNG decoding
PNG decoding is now provided as
part of the ROM. Although this
does not, as yet, include support for
conversion directly to sprites, or
rendering, the library is made
available to all for their use. This

library is the defacto standard
'libpng' library and can be used as a
shared library between multiple
clients. This library gives Paint and
ChangeFSI their ability to import
PNGs.

CompressJPEG
CompressJPEG, the module used by
ChangeFSI to create JPEGs, has
been improved to take any form of
data that may exist in a sprite as
input, including paletted input.
CompressJPEG is also able to
embed comments in the JPEG it
creates. This allows creators to

'mark' their JPEGs if necessary. It is
this that gives Paint the ability to
export sprites as JPEGs.

Sound system
The sound system has been left idle
for a long time. Select (issue 1) is no
exception to this, unfortunately.
Actually, work has been done on
the sound system to make it more
resilient to parts being replaced 'on
the fly'.

Any component of the sound
system (SharedSound,
SoundScheduIer, SoundDMA,
SoundChannels, WaveSynth,
StringLib or Percussion) may be
replaced at any point with minimal
effect on the rest of the system. In
addition, SharedSound is now
considered a vital part of the sound
system, providing a layer above
SoundDMA, notionally parallel to
SoundChannels.

In addition, a 'Sound service' is
issued whenever a sound occurs.

Developers may use this to provide
a form of visual beep, or to re-route
sound to an external source should

they wish to.

Configuration
The plugin configuration system in
RISC OS 4 is pretty much
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unchanged, but has the new
configuration options where
appropriate.

Boot configuration is unchanged,
but for the removal of the 'greyed'
options from the 'Apps', 'Look at',
and 'Run' sections. These were

unselectable because they did not
apply to that section. Most of the
time they just cluttered the display
and made it more difficult to see
what was actually happening. The
new plugins are much cleaner and
clearer.

Filer configuration includes the
new options for Filer windows —
Active selections, Lower casing, and
Select to rename.

Font configuration is now
categorised, using a Filer-like
display similar to that of the top
level Configure application.

Keyboard configuration includes
the option to configure NumLock
on or off. This may not be useful to
most users, but anyone with an
infrared keyboard will find it very
useful as these invariably default to
num lock active.

Pinboard configuration has the
option to configure the faded
background and to disable 'Filer
like' clicks (Adjust removing the
icon afterward).

Screen configuration is now
categorised in a similar manner to
that of Font setup, dividing the
configuration into Monitor and
Screen saver sections. A new screen

saver 'Galaxy' is included with
those previously provided.

Internet configuration is very
similar to the original InetSetup,
but options are provided for
configuring time servers,
configuring SysLog serving, and
enabling the Resolver server. In
addition, the firewall script can be
edited from here.

Miscellaneous
In addition to the areas above, there
are many other changes that have
been made to the various parts of
the system.

Addition of the ZLib shared

library means that any application
can now use 'standard' ZLib

compression or decompression.
This facility is used in the PNG
module described previously, and
in the Zipper module.

The new Zipper module
provides facilities for creating and
decoding Zip files. It is not a file

system,
but a

simple
SWI-based

API to creating
Zip archives and
extracting
information from

them. It is

expected that this
would be used to extract

distributions of files associated with
applications, or as a simple
mechanism for creating new
archives.

A new PathUtils module

provides facilities for manipulating
Path variables. This may not be
useful to most developers, but the
handy 'AppPath' and 'PrepPath'
commands are simpler and less
error prone than manually setting
up such paths. FontManager uses
PathUtils to provide reliable path
manipulation.

Obey files are now always
cached. This speeds up all obey files
by a factor of about four times on
local filesystems, and on remote
filesystems the improvement can be
as high as 15-20 times.

BASIC assembler has been

updated very slightly to support
some frustrating omissions.

Boot sequence
The boot sequence has been
restructured since RISC OS 4.

Although the general structure
remains the same, the usage is
slightly different. Initially, there is
support for multiple users but there
is no selector plug-in yet. This
selects a different set of choices for

that user. Choices are actually
structured as a three tiered path
variable. This allows hardware,
'default' and user configuration.

And there it runs out, infull flow.
Naturally xoe xoould just like to keep on
going but that's all xoe get this time.
Except to say that RISCOS Ltd are
accepting ideas for improvements —
but obviously they xoould behappier to
accept ideasfrom people xoho are
members of the Select Scheme. ^^^
Don'tforget tojoin. 131? I»l
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Lookin for
The need for standards has

always been accepted in the
academic computer world,
though harsh commercialism

has always striven to divide and
dominate markets with proprietary
systems.

Microsoft, to name the largest, has
spent much time and effort
attempting to isolate their market
from all other commercial companies.
This has been done in various ways:
continually changing programmer
interfaces, changing file formats and
deliberately obscuring file contents
are the technical methods.

Strictly speaking there's nothing
"wrong" with trying to tie your
customer base to your own products
only. It's just business. However it is
certainly short-sighted: open systems,
cooperation and being generally good
chaps tends to endear one to the rest
of the world who will accept you as a
leader — rather than generating
enemies. Plus the cost factor of not

having to spend millions keeping
everyone else out.

Tobe fair, there are slight moves in
a more open approach from Microsoft
though even these efforts arc still
tainted with the corporate isolationist
approach.

Academics, however, tend not to
make any money out of their
developments. Developments are
usually made from the viewpoint of
"what's the best way of doing this" as
opposed to the narrow-minded "how
am I going to profit" outlook.

So the development of standards is
usually (though not exclusively) the
province of the academic. And so it is
with XML which comes to us via the

W3 Consortium which is also

responsible for the development of
HTML.

XML is another one of those "next

big things" that we hear so much
about all the time. However it is a

very simple thing with huge potential
and ramifications and, as such, is
beginning to get noticed in the
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Steve Turnbull reports on new
standards in computing

commercial world.

What is XML?
Part of the problem I shall have here
is getting over the sheer simplicity of
this — it's almost too simple. So let's
get the abbreviation sorted out first:

XML stands for extensible Mark

up Language.
Which it isn't.

XMLisn't a language at all, not
like BASIC or C. Languages have a
vocabulary and a grammar, XML
doesn't. What XML is is a set of rules

for defining a mark-up language.
So we have to go a stage

backwards and look at what a mark

up language is. Probably the most
well known mark-up language is
HTML, which stands for Hyper Text
Mark-up Language.

HTML is a set of tags which define
how the content of an HTML

document (the text) should be
formatted and placed. It also permits
links to other documents and the

inclusion of graphic images and so
on.

The tags are interpreted by an
application program (usually a
browser) which then displays the
contents of the page according to its
interpretation of the hypertext tags.
Notice that it's the tags that are the
important feature here, the content is
irrelevant to the browser it has no

meaning. It's the tags that determine
how the content is presented.

The tags are the "mark-up", this
word comes from the printing
industry where particular marks are
used on printer proofs in order to
specify how paragraphs and words
should be displayed.

The whole purpose of the mark-up
language is to separate the content
from its structure. The mark-up

language defines the structure.
With HTML it is very common to

have the same structure of tags in
separate pages, which gives a
conformity of page appearance
despite the difference in content.

As an example the charity bike ride
pages on my personal Web site
(www.cix.co.uk/~turnbull) all have the
same structure (and are copies one to
the next) but obviously have different
content (Figure I).

A side issue on this is that HTML

pages can be created on the fly using a
basic page and then altering the
content — which means that to

change the entire structure of a whole
set of pages only the structure of the
basic page needs to be altered. All the
resulting pages will then conform to
the new structure.

Another way of looking at this is
that you have data and "meta data".
Meta data is data about data. Mela

data is a concept such as the idea that
a person has a name, while the data is
a particular occurrence of that. In "My
name is Steve", 'name' is meta data
while 'Steve' is actual data but could

just as easily have been 'Fred'.
Representing this in a mark-up
language you might have
<name>Fred</namc>.

Getting back to XML it's important
to remember that XML is not a mark

up language in itself, it is a set of rules
for defining a mark-up language. So
where you sec something saying that
they are using XML,beware. What
they are saying is that they have
created a mark-up language for their
application that conforms to the rules
that XML lays down.

On the other hand any mark-up
language that follows the XML rules
can be treated similarly and will be
understood in the same way. HTML,
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the Factor
by the way, does not follow XML
rules since XMLis extremely strict in
its rules while HTML tends to be
rather loose. For example, XML insists
that every tag has a matching end-tag,
HTML doesn't do this — even if it

should.

XML rules, okay?
There are two parts to XML: the
syntax and the declarations. The
syntax rules tell you how to create the
mark-up information and where to
put it in the document while the
declarations specify what actual
mark-up can be used and what tags
can be nested inside other tags. If this
seems a bit tricky we will be going
over it in more detail with examples.

The first part we are going to look
at is the declarations of what is legal
in the mark-up language. I won't be
covering absolutely everything here,
some of the more exotic options
would only confuse the issue but all
the necessary information is at
www.w3.org or you can get books on the
subject if you want to look into the
suLiject in more detail.

It is a nice idea if we are looking at
an actual example to illustrate the
points l?eing made so in this instance I
am going to use the concept of
configuration files.

One of the little things that's been
niggling me over the years is PD
programs that don't have
configuration programs — you have
to edit text files by hand. Now there's
a good reason for this, configuration
windows are boring to write, fiddly
and get in the way of programming
the actual important bit of any
program.

On the other hand they do make
life easier for the user. So what to do?

The obvious answer is a standard

configuration program that can be
used by any application. But to have
this you have to have a standard
format configuration file. Which is
where XMLcomes in, using a specific
XML-style we can define a standard
configuration file format which a
standard configuration program can
understand and edit.

Next step then is to define our
configuration file format in terms of

ADFS::Pislct.$.Wchsitc.www.charitv.chiiui.tliaidc.001Hum (HoTMeaL uwt

its structure. We have to think also at

this point of all the types of
configuration we might have to
implement.

First of all configuration windows
are often divided into sections, there
might be a section on how the
window display looks and another
for miscellaneous options. Within
each of these sections you can have:
individual switch options (either on
or off); there may be sets of "radio"
buttons where only one of the options
is available; you might have a write-in
value (which could be text or a
number); a slider control; or perhaps a
menu selection. We'll call these

"controls".

Just to add to the complication
either the switch options or the radio
buttons might toggle whole sections
of other controls on and off.

We can see already that there is a
hierarchical structure here. We might
allow the main configuration sections
to have sub-sections but that would

probably be too complicated since we
have the radio buttons to control that
kind of sub-section.

So there's a rough
definition of the problem:
Create an XMLspecification
for a configuration file
which would allow a

standard application
program to load edit and
save the file.

(•Donwf inw public "-"IEtiv/did nirii"iN">
<HTHLXHEBDXTITLE>China Bike Ride: The Ride, day one</TITLEX/HEBD>
(B00V>
(PXHRXCEHTER)
(PXTRI1LE B0RDER=8>
(TR>
(II) RLIGH=CEHTER »RLIGN=T0P BGC0L0R="ll77aa77M MDTH=8BXB HREF="index.htn">Hone</fl></TD>
</Tll>|
<TR HEICHT=4>
<TD WIDTH=4X/TD>
</TR>
<TR>
<TD RLIGN=CENTER U(ILIGH=TOP BGCGLGR="llaaaaff" MDTH=88Xfl HREF="BB8.htn">Back</RX/TD>
<TD WIDTII=4X/TD>
(TD 8LIGH=CENTER VBLIGN=TOP BGCGLBR="Haaaaff" MDTH=88Xfl HREF="BB2.httt">Forward</flX/TD>
<TD MIDTH=44BX/TD>
(/TR)
</TRBLEX/CENTER>
CPXHR)

(PXIIDDay Bne</lli>

(P>My 6:38 start began at 5:38, for sooe reason My internal alarn went off and I was awake,
the problen was conpounded by the fact that I Misread the clock on My portable coMputer —
I thought it was 6:38 so began to get ready.

Figure I: A mark-up language separates the contents from the structure

XML declaration
XML documents have a

very simple structure: There
is a prolog and then a single
root element (which can
have other elements in it).
And that's all there is to it.

All the parts of the
prolog are optional however
it is wise to include as the

absolute minimum the

version of XML you are
using, like this:
<?xml version="l.0" ?>

The two markers
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NoticeBoard
Professional

A powerful program for creating and running stand-alone
and user-controlled presentations on RISC OS computers.
Slide shows or rolling display presentations can be easily
created for school, home or business use. Graphics/text/
photo pages are made up using scanned images, sprites,
drawfiles, JPEGS and HTML material, etc. Sound can be

added using a wide range of sources. Programs run on-screen
automatically or user-controlled and large-screen digital
projection is another useful option. Full details in NB Pro
manual, available on request.

Single user £32.00 Site licence £96

With Picture Book 2 reading, spelling and counting become
enjoyable for pre-school and primary school children, and
those with learning difficulties. The six Picture Book
programs offer varied and interesting work and play activities
with a wide range of setting options.

Single user £25.00 Site licence £75.00

Kids Keys
Handy flexible plastic keyboard overlay with large lower

case letters in the 'qwerty' key-board layout for use with any
computer. Easy to fix and remove using Velcro supplied.

Singles: £2.50 School Pack (10) £20.00
Really Good Software Company

8 Hawthorn Close, Harpenden, Herts, AL5 1 HN United Kingdom

Tel/Fax: 01582 761 395 E-mail: sales.rgsc@argonet.co.uk
Post/packing add UK & Europe £1.50 Other countries

£5.00. No VAT. Cheque with order please
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<!ELEMENT config-file (title , all-sections , action-buttons)>

<!ELEMENT title (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT all-sections (section+)>

<!ATTLIST all-sections

style (tabs | radio) "radio"
position (top | left | bottom | right) "right" >

<1ELEMENT section (control+)>

<!ATTLIST section

name CDATA ^REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT control (switch | radio | slider menu)>

<!ATTLIST control

name CDATA #REQUIRED

help CDATA #REQUTRED >

<!ELEMENT switch EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST switch

status (on | off) "off" >
<!ELEMENT radiogroup (radio+)>

<!ATTLIST radiogroup

radio-btns IDREFS #REQUTRED

which IDREF #REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT radio EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST radio

name CDATA #REQUTRED

id ID #REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT slider EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST slider

lo-value CDATA #REQUIRED

hi-value CDATA #REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT menu (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT action-buttons (act-btn+)>

<!ELEMENT act-btn EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST act-btn

name CDATA #REQUIRED >

figure II: Asimple XML document todescribe a configuration fde and hozo todisplay it

<?xml and ?> specify the start and
end of the XML declaration, and
every declaration must be present at
the beginning of the document. The
next most important part is to specify
whether the document is standalone

or whether the processor will have to
get data from an external source.

<?xml version="1.0"

standalone="yes" ?>

The advantage of using external
sources is that the rest of the

declaration can be held in a standard

external location. Possibly over the
Internet or, more likely in RISC OS
environment, within a special
resource within Boot.

Then we come to the elements

themselves, the general structure of
an element is this:

<!ELEMENT elem-name content-model>

A legal element name has to start
with a letter or underscore and can be

followed by any number of letters,
digits, hyphens, underscores or
periods. The content model is the

place where
you define
what can be

contained

by this
element,
there are

four options:
Empty

which

means that

this element

cannot

contain

anything;
Any

permits the
element to

contain

other

elements, or
text, or

nothing.
This is not a

recom

mended

option;
Element

only means
that this

element can

only contain
sub-

elements;
and finally

Mixed

which means text-only or text and
elements. The text-only form is the
one used most often (along with the
Element only) and appears as

<!ELEMENT descrip (#PCDATA)>

Notice how the # symbol is used to
introduce pre-defined keywords.

The element-only option is the one
that gets used the most because this
defines what can and cannot be

nested, as such it is also the most
complicated. There are a number of
different relationships that can be
defined:

• Just one single child element is
permitted, specify the name of the
child in the parentheses:

<!ELEMENT submenu (menulist)>

• Multiple elements with a specific
sequence (separated by ',') and
alternatives (separated by ' I'):

<!ELEMENT sectionl (partA , partB)>
which means sectionl has two

parts, A followed by B. Or:
<!ELEMENT section2 (parte I partD)>
which means section2 has only one

part which is either C or D. Or:
<!ELEMENT section3 ((partA | partB)
, (parte I partD))>
here section3 has two parts, the

first is either A or B and the second is

either C or D. The parentheses are
used to create sections.

Finally there are the codings to
define how sub-elements can be

repeated:
<!ELEMENT section4 (partE?)>

<!ELEMENT section5 (partF*)>
<!ELEMENT section6 (partG+)>
The operator ? means optional, *

means repeat zero or more times, +
means repeat at least once but can be
more. Finally you can apply the
repeaters to sets of child elements like
this:

<!ELEMENT section7 (partH | parti
| partJ)*>
Which means that you can have

any of these three parts any number
of times and in any order.

So, for our configuration file
format, section declarations might
look like this:

<!ELEMENT config-file (title , all-
sections , action-buttons) >

<!ELEMENT all-sections (section+)>

<[ELEMENT section (section-name ,

control+)>

Because there needs to be at least

one section of options but there might
be more, and each section consists of
one or more controls. At the top level
we want to have the title of the

window, the option sections plus an
element that states what action

buttons will be available, such as
Save, Apply and Cancel.

As a final point, as can be seen in
Figure III, where an element is
defined as being EMPTY there is a
shorthand notation rather than

having to write <thing name="x">
</thing> we can just put <ihing
name="x" />.

Attributes
The Element declaration specifies
what elements we have, what they
contain and how they relate to one
another, now we need to look at how
we define the attributes each element

can have.

Taking HTML as an example there
is the TD command which is used to

define a table entry:
<TD align="center" valign="top"
width="80">

Each of the items following the TD
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<title>Example Config File</title>

oil-sections style="radio" position="right">
<section name="Display">

<control id="pagerulers" name="Show page rulers" help="Controls
whether the page rulers are displayed in the main window or not">

<switch status="off" />

</control>

</section>

<section name="Miscellaneous">

<control id="xferpro" name="Protocol" help="Which transfer
protocol to use">

<radiogroup radio-btns="rbtn-PPP rbtn-SLIP" which="rbtn-PPP" >

<radio name="PPP" id="rbtn-PPP" />

<radio name="SLIP" id="rbtn-SLIP" />

</radiogroup>

</control>

</section>

</all-sections>

<action-buttons>

<act-btn name="Save" />

<act-btn name="Cancel" />

<act-btn name="Apply" />

</action-buttons>

Figure HI: Anexample implementation ofthe XML in Figure II

and inside the < > symbols is an
attribute.

Attributes are defined using an
attribute list, there are three parts to
each attribute: the name, the type and
a default declaration — what that

attribute should be set to if it is not

mentioned.

Here's an example of what the
attribute list for a section might look
like:

<!ATTLIST section

help CDATA #REQUIRED
scrolling (yes | no) "no" >

Here we have the name of the tag
(section) followed by a line that says
that some help text is required
(CDATA stands for character data)
while we also have an option called
scrolling where we say what the
options are (yes or no) and have
defined the default setting as no.

There are nine different types of
attribute of which CDATA and the

enumerated type are the most
common. The tag can be specified as
REQUIRED, IMPLIED (means the
item is optional) or FIXED (means the
item will never change value and the

pagerulers:off

xferpro:PPP

Figure IV: How the actual datafileforthe XML in
Figure III might appear
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fixed value must be specified. The full
list is given in the panel.

There are a couple of other
definable items, one is the Entity,
which is simply an abbreviation for
other data. In conjunction with
external sources it means you can use
an abbreviation for data that might
change if the external data changes.

It can also be used to define some

text which is used repeatedly
throughout a XMLdocument,
perhaps there are some attributes that
are used more than once. Using the
Entity declaration we can define it
once and then use the abbreviation in

later declarations.

Configuration
Getting down to brass tacks in our
example we have what is essentially a
very simple XMLdocument which is
shown in Figure 11 and an example of
how an example might look in Figure
III.

One additional point I have
introduced but not mentioned above

is the use of IDs. In an attribute list

you can specify that an element must
be given a unique ID and in another
element you can specify an attribute
as being an IDREFor IDREFS (a list
of IDs). Here I have used this facility
to define a group of radio buttons,

each has a unique ID which is used in
the radio group element to specify
which radio buttons belong to that
group and which one is selected by
default.

I am not claiming that this is the
very best way of achieving the result
we are after, there are alternative
representations that could be looked
at — that is what standards and

international agreements are all
about, the point about using XML is
that the system can be platform
independent.

There is quite a bit more to XML,
for example I've used the ID and
IDREF to ensure the correct buttons

belong to the correct group, but there
are no data-types in XML. To correct
this a whole separate level has been
developed called the Schema which
does have data types (and a lot of
them) and permits new ones to be
created allowing much tighter control.

From the basic XML a number of

standards are already being
developed to cover specific
applications — and many academics
are vying for top position in these
different development areas:

XLink is an XML syntax "which
allows elements to be inserted into

XML documents in order to create

and describe links between

resources". As mentioned XML

Schema is "describing structure and
constraining the contents of XML 1.0
documents".

There is also XUL which is a

standardised way of describing
windows systems and user interfaces
in XML ("Essential XUL
Programming", Bullard, Smith &
Daconta. Published by Wiley ISBN 0-
471-41580-4).

On another level there is

development of a standard system for
extracting element information,
Document Object Model (DOM). As
XMLdocuments have a strictly
defined structure it is possible to have
a standard interface that can access

and extract information. At RISC OS

level a DOM module could be used to

make accessing the information easier.
So there you have it XML in a

nutshell or, at least, the beginnings of
it. A very simple concept with ^^^^
a very wide reach. fa BI *J



Money Manager 2001
The next generation personal and business accounts package for RISC OS
is about to arrive. In the meantime, whet your appeitite ...

&&M
CERTIFIED PLUG-IN APPLICATION

For a long time now PC users have had decent accounts and financial management packages. That's not to say that we
haven't ofcourse (there are some very good packages out there). Sadly very few oftheseare actively being developed
and supported, and since the days when they were, standards have moved on. We now have a wealth offacilities which
the modern on-line world offers the home / business PC user. On-line statements, electronic tax returns and data
sharing have to be the main features ofa good package. Add to that network compatibility and the wealth offeatures
that a powerful accounts package should have to monitor your finances and you end up with a killer-application.

My accounts

Monitor your bank, credit card,
savings and investment accounts.

Accounts payable

Handles all your outgoing
expenses, bills and purchases.
Scheduled withdrawls make

regular outgoing payments
easy to manage & plan for.

Draw graphs

Pick from a wealth of built

in graphs or create your
own, using the powerful
graph creation tool.

On-line services

Link directly to your bank's
website. Download, import
and reconcile statements

straight from the 'Net.

Banking

Integrates with EBMS (our business
management package) for the quick
and easy banking of takings.

Accounts receivable

Monitor income and chase up bad
debt. Scheduled deposits allow easy
planningand forecasting.

Run reports

Built in reports include :

VAT return, Tax return,

Profit and loss, Balance sheet

or create your own reports using
the built in report creation tool.

Transfer data

Transfer data to and from PC,
Mac, Linux and RISC OS accounts
and business packages using the
widely used QIF file format.

And so that's what we set out to do; To produce a personal and business financial management package for RISC OS
that brought home to our users so much that we were missing before.

Take, for example, the importing and reconciliation of on-line statements and the importing and exporting of data to
from other accounts packages supporting the QIF file format (eg. Sage, Money, Quicken).

Together with EBMS (our business management package) Money Manager 2001 goes a long way to providing the
'Total Business Management' package which RISC OS deserves.

Take proper control of your finances with Money Manager 2001 for EBMS. Coming soon ...

Image Software, 48 Hinchliffe Road, Poole, Dorset Tel: 01202 269720 Fax : 01202 685072 sales@imagesoft.co.uk

Specifications subject to change without notice. Release date and price TBC. All trade marks acknowledged.



"I can't afford a new computer!"

Yes, you can!
And you can have it now.

BUY a new RiscStation with RISC OS 4,
64Mb RAM, 10Gb hard disc from £21.07*
per month, with your old Acorn# as full
deposit, and you could be working on your
new R7500+ within a week.

CALL RISCSTATION NOW ON 01942 797777

dlk RiscStation
APR 19.9%.» Any working RISC OS machine. Base system only £549+VAT. SJI & RISC Based Technologies

RiscStation Ltd, 168 Elliott Street, Tyldesley, Gtr Manchester M29 8DS.Tel: +44 (0) 1942 797777 Fax: +44 (0) 1942 797711 Web: www.riscstation.co.uk



RISC OS

2001 Show
The all new RISC OS 2001 Show

is just about on us and the last
steps in finalising the
organisation are taking place

as we move into the next exciting
phase of the RISC OS market.

At the current time almost all
show area is allocated with all the

usual exhibitors plus a few more less
expected ones. At this show you can
look for:

Castle Technology, RiscStation,
Acorn User, Cerilica, Softease, APDL,
Electronic Font Foundry, Warm
Silence Software, Archive, R-Comp
and R-Comp Interactive, Reflex
Technology, CJE Micros,Photodesk,
Chris Morison/Organiser, Akalat
Publishing, PHR Computers, and
Clic Education.

New products are anticipated

from R-Comp, but will remain a
secret until the show itself. Chris

Hornby of Photodesk admits to
working on something new but will
release no details until it's ready.
Add in the possibility of the
RiscStation portable and production-
ready Omega and it could be an
eventful show.

Theatre
A full programme of talks will be
given in the lecture theatre, located
in a room immediately adjacent to
the show hall. Details have yet to be
finalised but it is expected that a
wide variety of topics will be
presented by leading suppliers and
developers. Included should be a
demonstration, by Cerilica, of the
latest features of Vantage.

One theme this year will be
education, and a special effort is
being made to attract those in the
educational system still lucky
enough to be using RISCOS
computers.

Venue

This year the RISCOS 2001 show
moves to an exciting new location,
the Blue Mountain Golf Centre

which lies in attractive grounds and
provides a much easier venue for the
majority of exhibitors and attendees
to reach.

For those travelling by rail, a
shuttle bus will be provided from
Reading mainline station. Reading
has been chosen since it has excellent

rail connections including a rapid
service from London and Heathrow.

A half-hourly shuttle bus service
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TECHWRITER
AND EASIWRITER

Probably the finest Word Processors in the World

Church House, Carlby, Stamford, Lines PE9 4NB
www.lconTechnology.net

ontag
bwerfuf and easy to use

awthorn Close, Harpenden, Herts AL5TAW
: 01582 761395 E-mail: sales.rgsc@argohet.c6;uk
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DJ KISCC

Directions by road
From the M4, exit at Junction 10 and foil
Take the first exit left to Coppid Beech re

Continue straight over the next roundab
roundabout. Take the 2nd exit and then

located at the end of the lane on the righ

From the RISC OS '2001 Show Web site;
so why not try it out.
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John Nike
Way

ow theA329(M) signposted Bracknell.
>undabout, signposted Binfield.

out, through traffic lights to the next
first left into Wood Lane. The venue is
t.

/ou can have a car route planned for you

It's nearly here,

SmartMedia, Surftec's

long awaited product.
Launch date: RISC OS 2001 Show

20th & 21st October 2001

See our main advert on page 3 7

APDL
3 9 Knighton Park Road

Sydenham, London
SE26 5RN

Tel: 020 8778 2659

Fax: 020 8488 0487

E-mail: sales@3pdLco.uk
Web: www.apdl.co.uk

POSu
Setting new standards in EPOS solutions ...

+44 (0) IS92 592265

GREAT BRITAIN • HOLLAND • BELGIUM • AUSTRALIA
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will operate on Saturday, every hour
on Sunday. Visitors should head
towards the lower numbered

platforms and the "Brunei Arcade"
shopping area, then exit through the
main doors to the side of WH

Smiths. The shuttle buses will leave

from the far side of the road (on the
opposite side to the Taxi rank). Buses
will be operated by Burgfield
Minicoaches and will carry RISCOS
2001 signs.

Blue Mountain Golf & Conference

Centre, Wood Lane, Binfield,
Berkshire, RG42 4EX Tel: (01344)
300200 (Main switchboard)

Exhibitors notes

Cerilica Limited (Stand 40)

Following this year's largest RISC
OS software release, Cerilica will be
both demonstrating and selling
Cerilica Vantage — RISC OS' premier
professional design and publishing
package.

Accompanying this key product
will be the ever-popular RiScript
which allows for the creation and

viewing of PDF and PostScript files.
Joining these are some new additions
to Cerilica's product line giving
visitors to the show a first view.

Electronic Font Foundry (Stand 28)
The Electronic Font Foundry
develops and sell fonts for RISC OS,
Mac and Windows. We have fonts
for many languages of the world as
well as Symbolic, Pi and
mathematical/scientific fonts.

Surftec Ltd (Stand 30)

Surftec are please to return this year
to launch our long awaited
SmartMedia parallel reader product
for RISC OS systems, as well as
continued sales and support of our
CompactFlash version of DigiFlash.

Educational RISC OS users will be

able to try out our latest Network
Computer Thin-Client solutions,
including a fully working CITRIX
installation, our latest web mail
software running from our
NetManager server solution.

We will also be using this event to
reduce our stock levels of some older
Acorn equipment, visit early to take

November 2001 www.acornuser.com

advantage of our give-away prices.
FREE Internal Modem to all

purchases over £100, while stocks
last!

RISCOS Ltd (Stand 14)

RISCOS Ltd will be exhibiting the
latest version of RISC OS, which is
being released under the RISC OS
Select Scheme. RISC OS 4 upgrades
will be on sale, and you can join the
RISC OS Foundation.

R-Comp/R-Comp Interactive (Stand 15)
Come and see brand new versions of

HTMLEdit Studio (featuring much
enhanced JavaScript and font

support, validation, HTML 4.01
support etc.) and WebsterXL, as well
as a new Server version of

Messenger Pro (ideal for home
networks). R-Comp products are
regularly updated — see them in
their latest form. RCI will be

demonstrating some exciting new
sound/music developments, as well
as our range of network-related
products. The latest games will also
be on display including the
anticipated multiplayer version of
Descent 2.

See you there! • =U"I»»

55 Walcot Walk, Netherton, Peterborough PE3 9QF
Tel: 01733 343819 Mobile 07713 500819

E-mail: preid@enterprise.net

Communication and

Information Technologies
1Networking
Benching
NT4 and Windows 2000

Servers

Metaframe Servers

CD/DVD Servers

PCsystems
Acorn systems
Music systems

1Projectors and

Interactive Whiteboards

1Peripherals
Software

Internet and Intranet

New and Second User

Computers

Education Specialists Freephone Sales 0500-690070
Kcighley Business Centre. South Street Keighley.WYorks, BD2I IAGUK
Phone: 01535690075 Fax; 01535690054 e-mail: s.ilcs@dataeable.cauk

VAT Number665332531 Company registration number3105581'

NOT 'ARF

lJlPT".ti',..ll,l-f.'.'IM-ln!l-i-l

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM 012 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600
Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.3tdevel.demon.co.uk



It's nearly here,

SmartMedia, Surftec's

long awaited product.

PfflDN
Olifiiiiil

ID 32MB

artMe

Launch date: RISC OS 2001 Show

20th & 21st October 2001

Pssst... "We also sell ALL makes of Digital Cameras,

PDA's etc, and we can usually better the prices

of most high street stores.

Don't forget we provide RISC OS support and they don't."

Just £7 9 exc VAT

includes parallel port reader
and RISC OS driver software.

Surftec
Internet Computer Solutions

Address: Surftec ttd

Glen Road

Beacon Hill

Hindhead

Surrey
GU26 6QE

Tel: +44(0)1428 608121
Fax: +44(0)1428 608123

E-Mail: sales@surftec.com

WWW: http://www.surftec.com

?>

Price excludes VAT but includes postage within the UK. © Surftec Ltd, 2001. E&OE
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Give me the
Unless you have been living

the life of a hermit for the

last few years, you have
heard about e-commerce

you might even have tried it with
that little bit of trepidation. It's
something that's been all over the
news what with dot.com crashes

and predicted stock market
meltdowns.

So where do you hear about it?
• You get blasted by TV and

radio ads;
• News hype (and anti-hype)

around e-commerce companies;
• Huge valuations of Web-

based companies that get on to
the stock market, even when they
don't make a profit;

• Or you, as mentioned, have
tried it.

So what's it all about?

Commerce is the exchanging or
trading of commodities on a large
scale usually for money. It is all
around us, getting this magazine
into your hands involved
commerce at all sorts of levels not

just the simple case of you
handing over your money. We had
to pay the printer, who also
bought the paper and the ink.
Then there are all the suppliers
that we deal with and the people
who advertise in the magazine.
It's a complex business.

When you consider the various
parts of commerce you can see
there are several different types of
person involved:

• Buyers: the people with
money who want to buy goods or
services.

• Sellers: the people who offer
goods and services to buyers.
These are split into two distinct
groups: retailers who sell directly
to consumers and wholesalers or

distributors who sell to retailers
and other businesses. Incidentally,
in the magazine retail trade, there
actually five different levels from
the Publisher down to the Reader.
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John Ryan explains everything you
need to know about e-commerce

• Producers: the people who
create the products and services
that sellers offer to buyers. A
producer is always, by necessity, a
seller as well while a seller isn't

always a producer. The producer
might sell the products to
wholesalers, retailers or directly
to the consumer.

It's not a particularly complex
business what you're looking at is
simply exchange and value of
exchange at various different
levels. In each case, at each level,
the exchangeable price will go up
hopefully with some added value.
Though that is not always
guaranteed.

When you get down to the
actual activities of commerce and

commercial transactions, things
get slightly more complicated
because you are dealing the
details. But even these boil down

to a specific number of steps.
Whether a company is selling

books, consumer products,
information in the form of reports
and papers, or services, the same
basic elements come into play.

In an e-commerce sales channel

you find all of the same elements
as well, but they change slightly.
You must have the following
elements for e-commerce:

• A product;
• A place to sell the product -

in the e-commerce case a Web site
displays the products in some
way and acts as the place even if
it is "virtual";

• A way to get people to come
to your Web site

• A way to accept orders -
normally an on-line form of some
sort;

• A way to accept money -

normally a merchant account
handling credit card payments.
This piece requires a secure
ordering page and a connection to
a bank. Or you may use more
traditional billing techniques
either on-line or through the mail.

• A fulfilment facility to send
products to customers. In the case
of software, information and what
you might call "soft products"
fulfilment can occur over the Web

through a file download
mechanism.

• A way to accept returns
• A way to handle guarantee

claims if necessary
• A way to provide customer

service (often through e-mail,
on-line forms, on-line
knowledge bases and
FAQs, and so on.)

In addition, there is
often a strong desire to
integrate other
business functions or

practices into the e-
commerce offering.
An extremely simple
example — you
might want to be
able to show the

customer the exact

status of an order.

There is a huge
amount of hype that
surrounds e-

commerce. Given the

similarities with mail

order commerce,
you may be
wondering why the
hype is so common.

There has been a frantic rush by
companies, both large and small,
to get on to the Web. Does this
really make any sense? What can

>
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possibly justify a small business
making a big expenditure on an e-
commerce facility? What is
driving this sort of frenzy? To
understand it a bit, let's take a
look at one of the most successful

e-commerce companies: Dell.
Dell is a perfectly ordinary

company that, like many others,
sells custom-configured PCs to
consumers and businesses. Dell

started out as a simple mail-order
company that advertised in the
back of magazines and sold their
computers over the phone. Dell's
e-commerce presence is widely
publicised these days because
Dell is able to sell so much

merchandise over the Web —

something like $14,000,000 in
equipment every day, of which 25
per cent is over the Web.

But is this really important? At
all? Dell has been selling

computers by mail-order
over ten years. Mail order

sales is a standard way of
doing things that has
been around for over a

century. So if a quarter
of Dell's sales is over

i the Web instead of
the phone, is that so
important? Perhaps,
for three good
reasons:

• If Dell has lost

25 per cent of its
phone sales to
achieve the Web

sales, e-commerce
does not have any

V clear advantage.
V Unless the Web sales
cost the company less

(for example, because the
company does not have to hire

someone to answer the phone)?
Or what if people buying over

the Web tend to buy
more accessories?

,Under these
circumstances

clearly it is an advantage.
• Then again what if Dell lost no

sales through its traditional phone
channel but still got the increased
Web sales? In this instance you
are looking at the possibility that
there is a group of people that
prefer to buy over the Web —
perhaps they went into shops
previously, and can see some
advantage perhaps in being able
to compare prices rapidly in the
Web environment. In building its
Web site to attract these buyers,
Dell may be able to lure away
customers from other vendors

who do not offer such a service.

• Then there is brand-loyalty
and customer service. If you can
keep your customer by providing
good initial service and excellent
follow-up services then it is much
easier to keep him than it is to try
to attract new customers. So if

you can build brand loyalty for a
web site early, it gives you an
advantage over other vendors
who try to enter the market later.
Dell implemented its Web site
very early, and that presumably
gives it an advantage over the
competition.

The desperate rush to be online
could very easily be the fear of
losing out to this big new thing.
You don't have to be the best you
just have to be the first. There is
another potential factor which is
that a company is judged by its
Web site but that in itself gives no
indication as to the size of the

company. A two-man company
can look as big as a one with 200
employees.

Lure of e-commerce
So what could be the things that
lure people to e-commerce?

• Lower transaction costs: if an

e-commerce site is put together
well, the Web can lower both
order-taking costs up front and
customer service costs after the

sale;

• Larger purchases per
transaction: Amazon, for example,
offers a feature that no bookstore

offers. When you read the
description of a book, you also
can see "what other people who
ordered this book also

purchased". That is, you can see
the related books that people are
actually buying. Which may
encourage them to buy more this
"trip".

• Integration into the business
cycle: A Web site that is well-
integrated into the business cycle
can offer customers more

information than previously
available. Companies can track
each product through the
manufacturing and shipping
process, customers can see exactly
where their order is at any time.
This is what FedEx did when they
introduced on-line package
tracking — FedEx made far more
information available to the

customer.

• People can shop in different
ways. Traditional mail order
companies introduced the concept
of shopping from home in your
pajamas, and e-commerce offers
this same luxury. New features
that Web sites offer include:

• Build an order over several

days
• Configure products and see

actual prices
• Build complicated custom

orders

• Compare prices between
easily

www.acornuser.com November 2001
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odular board games

designed using RISC OS software

• discount for AU readers

hique games

Foursquare

» Krikos

10 single
board games

Discount
Prices

Four Square (4 boards) - £18

Krikos (boards only) - £16

Single board games - £10

> Chiaroscuro

> Surakarta

> HexAgon

> Maldon

> t'other

> Kasam

> Qiddle

> RoCo

> Laita

> Five

p8tp (UK) £3
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of c^afionoyM for -\ho launch of
Global Built Environment Review
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http://www.ehche.ac.uk/gber

details from fleur@cartmell.demon.co.uk

http://www.cartmell.demon.co.uk

Fleur Designs

30FinnyBankRd SALE

Cheshire M33 6LR

Tel: 0161-969-9820

07747-89-88-80
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• Search large catalogues easily
• Larger catalogues: A

company can build a catalogue on
the Web that would never fit

through an ordinary postbox.
Amazon sells 3,000,000 titles.

• Improved customer
interactions: With automated tools

it is possible to interact with a
customer in richer ways at
virtually no cost. For example, the
customer might get an e-mail
when the order is confirmed,
when the order is shipped and
after the order arrives. A happy
customer is more likely to
purchase something else from the
company.

It is these sorts of advantages
that create the buzz that

surrounds e-commerce.

There is one final point for e-
commerce that needs to be made.

E-commerce allows people to
create completely new business
models. For a mail order company
there is a high cost in printing
and sending catalogues that often
end up in the trash. There is also
a high cost in staffing the order-
taking department that answers
the phone.

In e-commerce both the

catalogue distribution cost and
the order taking cost fall toward
zero. That means that it may be
possible to offer products at a
lower price, or to offer products
that could not be offered before

because of the change in cost
dynamics.

However, it is important to
point out that the impact of e-
commerce only goes so
far. Mail order sales

channels offer

many of

Raking it in

these same advantages, but you
still have shops. Shops have social
and entertainment aspects that
attract people, and you can touch
the product and take delivery
instantly. E-commerce cannot offer
any of these features.

The things that are difficult
about e-commerce include:

• Getting traffic to come to
your Web site;

• Getting people to come back
to your Web site a second time;

• Differentiating yourself from
the competition

• Getting people to buy
something. Flaving them look at
your site is one thing. Getting
them to actually type in their
credit card number is another

altogether.
• Integrating an e-commerce

Web site with existing business
data.

There are so many Web sites,
and it is so easy to create a new e-
commerce web site, that getting
people to look at yours is the
biggest problem.

The things that are easy about
e-commerce, especially for small
businesses and individuals,
include:

• Creating the Web site
• Taking the orders
• Accepting payment
There are innumerable

companies that will help you
build and put up your electronic
store for RISC OS people you can
take a look at Co-Comp who
provide their Market-Live system.

The e-commerce site
The things you need to

keep in mind
when

thinking about building
an e-commerce site include:

• Suppliers: this is no different
from the concern that any normal
store or mail order company has.
Without good suppliers you
cannot offer products.

• Your price point: a big part of
e-commerce is the fact that price
comparisons are extremely easy
for the consumer.

• Customer relations: E-

commerce offers a variety of
different ways to relate to your
customer. E-mail, FAQs,
knowledge bases, forums, chat
rooms... Integrating these features
into your e-commerce offering
helps you differentiate yourself
from the competition.

• The back end: fulfilment,
returns, customer service. These
services make or break any retail
establishment. They define, in a
big way, your relationship with
your customer.

Affiliate programs
A big part of today's e-commerce
landscape is the affiliate program
(also known as associate
programs). This area was
pioneered by Amazon who allows
anyone to set up a specialty book
store. When people buy books
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from the specialty store, the
person who owns the specialty
bookstore gets a commission (up
to 15% of the book's list price)
from Amazon.

The affiliate program gives
Amazon great exposure because
hundreds of thousands of

specialty bookstores popped up
all over the Web. Therefore this

model is now copied by
thousands of e-commerce sites. If

you are setting up an e-commerce
site you will want to consider an
affiliate program as one way to
get exposure.

A relatively new twist on
affiliate programs is the CPC Link
(CPC=Cost Per Click), also known
as affiliate links or click-through
links. You put a link on your site
and the company pays you when
someone clicks on the link. A

typical payment ranges from
somewhere between two and ten

pence per click. Affiliate links
represent the

middle

ground

between

banner

ads

and
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commission-based affiliate

programs.

With banner ads, the advertiser
takes all the risk — if no one

clicks the advertiser wastes

money. Commission-based
affiliate programs place all the
risk on the Web site. If the Web

site sends a bunch of people to
the affiliate e-commerce site but

no one buys anything, then it has
no value for the Web site.

In CPC links, both sides share
risks and rewards equally. You
may want to consider setting up
this sort of affiliate program to
gain exposure for your e-
commerce site.

Supposing you would like to
create an e-commerce site. There

are three general ways to
implement the site with all sorts
of variations in between. The

three general ways are:
• Enterprise computing
• Virtual hosting services
• Simplified e-commerce
These are in order of

decreasing flexibility and
increasing simplicity.

Enterprise computing means
that you purchase hardware and
software and hire a staff of

developers to create your e-
commerce Web site. Amazon, Dell
and all of the other big players
participate in e-commerce at the
enterprise level. You might need
to consider enterprise computing
solutions if:

• You have millions of visitors

per month;
• You have a large database

that holds your catalogue of
products especially if it changes
constantly;

• You have a complicated sales
cycle that requires lots of
customized forms, pricing tables
and so on;

• You have other business

processes already in place and
you want your e-commerce
offering to integrate into them;

Virtual hosting services give
you some of the flexibility of

enterprise computing, but what
you get depends on the vendor. In
general the vendor maintains the
equipment and software and sells
them in standardized packages.

Part of the package includes
security, and almost always a
merchant account is also an

option. Database access is
sometimes a part of the package.
But you provide the Web
designers and developers to
create and maintain your site.

Simplified e-commerce is what
most small businesses and

individuals are using to get into
e-commerce. In this option the
vendor provides a simplified
system for creating your store.
The system usually involves a set
of forms that you fill out online.
The vendor's software generates
all of the Web pages for the store
for you.

There is one more type which
has recently come in which is
where a single company provides
all the e-commerce transactions

for you. This is normally used
where an individual was written a

small program they want to sell
over the Web.

Obviously they don't want t
invest huge amounts of money in
Web site e-commerce

development. Nor do they want to
mess around with getting a
merchant account.

The offering is an account with
someone who can do online

transactions, they do the money
dealing part and send you a
payment, say once per month, and
take a small cut for their profit.
All you do is provide a link from
your Web site to your special
pages on their Web site.

So there you have it. The
complete rundown on e-
commerce, what is good about it
and what is hard. And what you
need to do if you want it. And, as
a consumer, it is always worth
knowing what is going on
behind the scenes.
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SANDISK 16MB £20

SANDISK 32MB £28

SANDISK 48MB £38

SANDISK 64MB £44

SANDISK 96MB £76

£90

£37

£17

£26

£40

£65

SANDISK 128MB

SANDISK 160MB

SANDISK 192MB

SANDISK 256MB

£88

£162

£178

£228

... MULTIMEDIA CARDS
SANDISK 16MB £26

SANDISK 32MB £42

SANDISK 128MB £80

4x1200mAh £6.50

4x1800mAh £11.50

4 x 1200mAh 8.mains charger £16.50
4 x IBOOtnAh S mains charger £20.50

Allprices include vat (and delivery for orders over £100)

FOR ALL THESE GREAT DEALS AND MORE VISIT OUR WEBSITE

call 0870 745 1036
or fax 01484 845 947 ore-mail sales@intemetcamerasdirect.co.uk

'Secureon-line ordering at internetcamerasdirect.co.uk weusea 128bitmodel toencrypt your credit
the browser on yourPC. Thedetailsare not decrypted untildownloaded ontoourserver. This is the mo.
useanencryption standard called Diflie-Hellman, which isa public key algorithm forkey exchange, and iswidely usedon
the internet. lntemetCamerasDirect.co.uk, 4 PeelStreet, Marsden, Hudderslield HD7 6BW

EVERY CUSTOMER GETS
£2 OF DIGITAL PRINTING FREE

EXTENDED WARRANTIES
AVAILABLE FROM £20

f FREE QBEO
PHOTOGENETICS 2.0

WORTH £24.99 WITH
EVERY PURCHASE

WIN 100 DIGITAL
PRINTS IN OUR WEEKLY PRIZE

DRAW- VISIT WEB TO REGISTER

£15 OF DIGITAL
PRINTS WITH ALL

ORDERS OVER £500

COMPARE & CONTRAST
DIGITAL CAMERA

SPECIFICATIONS SIDE BY SIDE

FREE MINI TRIPOD WORTH
£8 WITH EVERY CAMERA

share & print
fNLOADS

TED

il images to on-line album.

K3
, share or order prints.

m
Prints delivered direct to your door.

FREE

FREE

FREE

on line

torage

vorth of
ith every

purchase over £500



Paul at MAUG
The Manchester Acorn User

Group (MAUG) held a
meeting on the 19th
September. Just one of the

items on the agenda was a
presentation of RISC OS 4+ and the
Select Scheme by Paul Middleton.
We had intended to present the
topic in-house thinking that Paul
would be too busy to travel from
Cardiff to Manchester but Danny,
our youngest member, insisted that
we go for the top man and Paul
agreed to attend.

There was a full house and added

interest because the audience

included a good proportion of
members who design the hardware
and software that the rest of us

simply use. This isn't a report of the
meeting. It's more like a sketch for a
future. There are many bits missing
and the whole thing needs colouring
in...

Perhaps the more important
items that emerged from the
meeting between Paul Middleton
and MAUG was not the

presentation of RISC OS 4+ or the
Select Scheme, although that was
obviously interesting in itself, but
two apparently extraneous concepts,
one technical and the other about

the whole future of RISC OS.

The technical item was

fascinating because there was nearly
a meeting of minds. Prior
speculation had assumed that the
presence of RISCOS Ltd and
hardware designers in the same
room might not bode well; results
belied prior speculation. The
opposing camps were 'RISC OS 4+
will be designed to run only on
standard RISC OS machines' from

Paul Middleton and 'We need a

hardware independent OS' from
Simtec.

The meeting place that one side
finally occupied was that the focal

Hiscjm
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John Cartmell reports on interesting developments
point of the
argument, the RISC
OS kernel, was
being whittled
down byte by byte
and the admittance

that the Psion

Notebook was still being regarded
as a suitable repository for RISC OS
while the opposition accepted that
'hardware independence' might, in
practice, mean an Operating System
that would run on just two or three
hardware configurations outside the
standard RISC OS range. CATS was
mentioned.

1 say that minds nearly met. Paul
Middleton continued to insist that

hardware independence was not on
the horizon and Gavin Simpson
shook a plastic container rattling its
contents — a Flash ROM. For those

in the know this was akin to a

ceremonial mace; not a weapon but
a reminder of more primitive times.

No matter; we saw the potential.
RISC OS can be slimmed down to

make its transfer to another

platform not only possible — maybe
probable? What many of us now
want is that transfer to both a

notebook and something else that
sounds like a small and furry
animal but is possibly the future of
computing with RISC OS.

All of this is nothing unless the
other concept is tackled.

The second concept came as a
challenge to Paul Middleton and
was deflected as a financially
impossible request. It was no such
thing. The parry was misplaced. The
challenge was spiritual rather than
financial in nature. If this seems to

be a surprising idea to surface in the
midst of discussing technical aspects
of computer development it's
possibly best noted that it owed

nothing to Steven Spielberg
and AI.

The concept is simply one
2§sf-" of leadership. With the
•0 demise of Acorn, and the
2^ multiplicity of hardware

designers, the charge was that
RISC OS Ltd, as the sole OS

Manchester Acorn UserGroup

developer, was the natural home for
someone to arbitrate between

designers ensuring that standards
were agreed and to encourage those
working with RISC OS to speak to
one another and to the world.

That challenge still lies on the
ground.

Paul did accept the need to
regularize standards but rejected the
role of arbitrator; instead he
pronounced a rule of priority. I
assume that Simtec's design for a
USB interface is on Paul's desk this

morning. In the meantime the role
of leader remains unfilled. Perhaps,
like MAUG, RISC OS can manage as
a casual anarchy.

Even in the unlikely case that this
can succeed we still need to co

operate to continue to produce some
of the best hardware and software

around, and we still need to find the
means to shout our wares to the

world — and chivvy those of us
who set our sights too low.

Paul Middleton is MD of RISC

OS Ltd

Simtec are the designers behind
the RiscStation board and many
other excellent designs and Gavin
Simpson is one of the family team.

Manchester Acorn User Group
meet every third Wednesday at the
Metrovick Rugby Club, Finny Bank
Road, Sale and is open to anyone
interested in RISC OS.

It charges no fees, has no funds
and manages without any officers.
Its committee would like to organise
successful events like this every
month.

The author, John Cartmell, is
Acorn User's News Editor and

handily lives next door to Metrovick
Rugby Club. Cognisant that gentle
exercise is essential to good health
he is a non-playing member ^^^^
of that club. QEE)



More on the ROX
It has been over a year since I last

wrote here about ROX, the RISC
OS-likedesktop for Linux and
Unix machines. ROX combines the

stability and flexibility of Unix with
the user interface of RISC OS.

Last time I wrote, the Filer was
under development and not ready for
general use, and there were a few
proof-of-concept applications available
to demonstrate drag-and-drop. So
what has changed since then?

The big news is that, after months
of testing, we released the first version
forgeneral use last December.

The Filer doesn't just manage Filer
windows as it does on RISC OS — it

also handles the pinboard and panels
(iconbar), so the framework of the
interface is done and ready for use.

After making the stable release, we
started the new development cycle by
adding "thumbnails' (picture files can
be shown as miniature versions of

themselves) and panel applets —
programs like Alarm which run inside
the panel.

Asolution to support image filing
systems is now available in the form of
AVFS. Unlike the previous solution,
which only worked in the Filer,AVFS
works for all applications.

Another important point is that the
XWindow System (the graphics
system on Linux and Unix) finally got
support for anti-aliased fonts,
although not all applications support it
yet.

These two improvements aren't the
result of our work, I hasten to add, but
they do remove a couple of objections

Thomas Leonard on where his

RISC OS-like front end to Linux is up to
that people had to the platform.

The user base has continued to

grow — the Filer has been translated
into Dutch, French, German,
Hungarian, Italian, Polish and Russian
by ROX-Filer users around the world,
and the change log lists hundreds of
small improvements made by a huge
number of individuals — such is the

way of things with Linux.
New applications have appeared

and old ones have been updated:
• ROX-Session can be used to load

applications automatically when you
log in, and sets it all up for you;

• Archive creates and extracts archives

in various formats (fully drag-and-
drop, of course);

• System shows a graph of memory
usage like the RISC OS task
manager;

• Edit is a simple text editor, with
drag-and-drop loading and saving;

• Memo is a floating alarm clock,
similar to RoughTime.

• Wallpaper lets you set random
backdrops to your desktop (in the
Centred, Scaled and Tiledstyles).

Although panel applets are a fairly
new feature, we already have a
calculator, timer, clock, load monitor,
free disk space monitor,application
launcher, new-mail indicator and
more. Many (but not all) of these
programs and applets are written in
Python, an interpreted language which

fills a role

similar to that of

BASIC in RISC

OS. Thanks to

its excellent

bindings with
the graphics
system, writing
ROX

applications and
applets is much
easier than

writing RISC OS
GUI programs
in BASIC. There

are a number of

tutorials on the

Web site.

There are a selection of "wrapper"
applications too, which allow you to
load non-ROX programs (like
Netscape, the Gimp, and so on) in the
same way as ROXones. A program is
available which will build ROX

wrappers for GNOME and KDE
applications automatically.

One area many people are
interested in is officeapplications.
Naturally, you can run non-ROX
applications alongside ROX, but they
don't support drag-and-drop saving
and other ROX features. StarOffice is

probably the most promising office
suite, but the user interface was an
almost complete MS Office clone.

Tine firststeps to making it fit in
with ROX would be to split it into
separate applications and change to
using the Gtk+ toolkit (instead of its
own Windows-clone toolkit). Luckily,
the GNOME desktop people want
exactly the same thing, so we're letting
them do the work.

Lyx, the popular word processor for
technical documents, is currently being
converted to Gtk+ and will then fit in

better. Some other authors have begun
to support ROX; for example, Xtheater,
a program for watching video files, is
now supplied as an application
directory and supports drag-and-drop.

ROX is being developed under the
GPL — the same licence as Linux

itself.That means that anyone can use
it for free, see how it works and
contribute code to the project.

Easy-to-install packages are
maintained by various people for the
Debian, RedHat and Mandrake Linux
distributions,although we currently
lack packaged versions for ARM
processors.

You can get more information
about ROX, download the latest
version, or subscribe to the mailing
lists at the ROX Web site

http://rox.sourceforge.net The filer,
showing my home directory (you can
assign individual icons to directories
to make them easier to spot), some
photos (with thumbnails) and
my applications directory. |=l£l£)
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THE DATA STORE
THE DATA STORE

microcomputers

• CASTLE DEALER

for RISC PCs and A7000+

• RISCSTATION DEALER

for R7500 Lite and NetWorx
• RISC OS 4

AUTHORISED INSTALLER

A large range of software and
peripherals for all RISC OS computers is stocked in
our showroom in Bromley - pop in and see us or

order by mail, fax, email or telephone!

SIBELIUS
THE MUSIC NOTATION SOFTWARE

The Data Store now provides the official
Customer Support service for Sibelius Acorn programs.

Annual Subscriptions from £47 - please phone fordetails
SIBELIUS 7 now only £399 • SIBELIUS 6 only £99

SIBELIUSFOR WINDOWS/MAC now £525

We also stock Graham Jones' excellent music scanning package
SHARPEYE - £60 inc VAT

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 020 8460 8991 • Fax 020 8313 0400

Web http://www.the-data-store.co.uk/
Email info@dalstore.demon.co.uk

Open daily 9.30-5.30, but CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY/SUNDAY

writing,

editing and

TfTP Services offeredBy

London's leading

Acorn-based*

publishing user

RIFFID
ENTERPRISES LIMITED

Editors and Publishers

Lb

30 Spirit Quay
Wapping

London

E1W2UT

Tel/Fax (020) 7488-4394 email: triffid@compuserve.com

We can show recent samples using Impression and other Acorn-
based software. We also work on the PC and Mac platforms, using
word-processing. DIPand other programs of customers' choice.

Wardlaw Surveys
Your RISC OS dealer in the Far North

Civil Engineering and Computer Services
International suppliers of computer equipment
and software

Dealers for the whole range of RiscStation
computers.
Our flagship product, Digital Area Analysis, has
been included free-of-charge with RISC OS 4.
Bundled with Foundation CD #2, this fully func
tional package is yet another good reason to
upgrade to the new operating system.

Don't have an unpleasant surprise!
An uninterruptable power supply (UPS) is invaluable
protection againts powercuts and lightning strikes.
Wardlaw Surveys can help you select the right UPS
for your needs. Prices start under £100 (inc VAT).

Wardlaw House, Kirkhill,
Inverness IV5 7NB

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

E-mail: sales@wardlaw.demon.co.uk

Web: www.wardlaw.demon.co.uk

Virus
Protection
Scheme

New lower cost!
Pineapple's highly popular
IKiller virus protection and
removal software has proved
amazingly successful at limiting
the spread of viruses on Acorn/
RISC OS computers over the
last eight years.
Because of a reduction in the number of new viruses
being found, we are now able to reduce the number
of update discs members receive, to just two per
year. This in turn now means that we can also
reduce the cost to members to just £15 +vat for their
annual subscription.
However, there are still 223 known different virus
types which can still cause havoc on your RISC OS
computer system if you do not take the simple step
of subscribing to the Pineapple Virus Protection
Scheme. Don't risk getting infected - join now!

Joining Cost £20 + vat (£23.50)
Renewal fee £15 + vat (£17.62)

Pineapple Software
Suite 1, 310 Green Lane, llford, Essex IG1 1XT

Tel 01243 587122 Fax 01243 587953
email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk

www:- http://www.pineaple.demon.co.uk



Making the most of it
This article has been written on

an old A3000using a copy of
Publisher, although I have
Microsoft Word on my PC, by

writing this on the Acorn it is an
extiemelyuseful way of showing you
what can be done on an old machine.

There have been two events which

compelled me to sit down and write
this; first my personal experience on
making the most out of my A3000and
secondly the sheer number of old Arcs
beingsold on eBay from both private
sellersand schools making the
transition to PCclones. I myself
acquired my A3000from my old
school.

Acorn built their machines

primarily for the education market,
and as a result the machines were

designed to last for years in one of the
most demanding computing
environments, the classroom. Upon
getting my A3000home, 1 found half a
pencilstuck down into the floppy
drive and parts of a pencilcase stuck
down the ventilation slats on top of the
case.Yet ten minutes of cleaning later
the machine booted up and was
purring like the day it was first
switched on.

Your basic Archimedes in the

A300/A400/A540 range will come
witha PCstyle desktop case,a double
density floppy disc drive, RISCOS 2
(or,in some extremely rare
circumstances, Arthur), ARM 2, and a
bare 1 or 2MB memory. With such a
dated machine, even by Acorn
standards the only way you could
possibly get any kind of use out of it is
by buying upgrades, which in this day
and age should not cost you much at

;«ouroesit,Rpps

llllirit ICilc ICbars (Configure

IDran !Edit IHelp "Paint

HardDisc< 16 Rpps

Matthew Price lets you in on his
thoughts about older Acorns

all. Look on eBay (www.ebay.co.uk) and
search for "acorn", there are even
several Acorn newsgroups to post
"Wanted" notices.

To upgrade a bare A300 or A3000 I
would advise getting hold of RISC OS
3 at the very least, and if you have only
1MB RAM,an extra meg could make
all of the difference. Unfortunately
only machines such as the A7/5/4000,
A3010, A3020 and Rise PCs can
support high density disc drives,
without serious work, which I won't
even risk trying as it involves soldering
on the motherboard.

Another good source of upgrades
and even spares is to cannibalise other
Acorns which are beyond repair. In
1994shortly before I started secondary
school my parents bought me a shiny
new A3010, which ironically lasted
until just after I'd finished secondary
school. I was without an Arc for about

18 months until, after much persistence
my IT teacher gave me one.

Although I had been hoping for an
A3020 I was not disappointed with
what I got. It was an A3000, ARM 2,
RISC OS 3 with 2MB RAM and a

CUB3000 monitor.The first thing I did
was to pry my RISC OS 3 ROMs out of
my A3010just in case something went
wrong. The memory was totally
incompatible, and my hard drive had
been trashed by a friend about a year
earlier.

Within a week I'd posted on
comp.sys.acorn.hardware asking if

anyone had any old 2.5" hard
drives and interface cards for

sale. For £10 I purchased a
40MB hard drive with a RISC

Developments IDP Interface
card. If you go to Castle
Technologies (the current
builder of A7000s and RISC

PCs) an interface card would
set you back around £30and
an 80MB hard drive around

£20, so as you can see although
the equipment was old, it was
still a bargain.

Several years ago in Acorn

User there was an article written by an
IT co-ordinator at a secondary school
on how to upgrade your basic A3000
to become suitable and competitive in
a learning environment, in my opinion
for nostalgic users, first timers or just
retro-gamers the following isan
absolute minimum for any machine
below the spec of an A5000: RISC OS 3,
2MB RAM and a hard drive of at least

80MB,unless you are planning to
cieate a network, instead you can get
cheap second hand etherNet cards for
around £20 (also see Paul Vigays
networking guide at www.vigay.com).

Once the hardware is sorted, what
can you do for software? Well for
starters download Acorn's Universal

Boot structure, now available in the
FTP archives at RISCOS Ltd.

(www.riscos.com), this has been designed
to run on any Acorn with a hard drive
(5MBspace) and RISC OS 3.10+(but
not RISC OS 4).

The IBoot sequence will use up
more memory than booting without it,
but you do get benefits from it. The
most obvious are the visual

improvements, the IBoot sequence
comes with the enhanced tool sprites
from RISC OS 3.5 and a newer, soft-
loaded (that is, it is a module file
loaded into memory from disc) version
of the WindowManager.

There is also the random wallpaper
generator ripped from Acorn's
NervLook application from several years
ago. Finally newer Templates are
included, these are also from RISC OS
3,5+, such as the new Error Message
window, info boxes and disc operation
windows.

I won't go into much depth about
the inner or "under the bonnet"

improvements having the IBoot loaded
do, but there are several nice features it
brings. First you have the "Hook"
directories (shift double-click IBoot)
with staple ROM applications (Edit,
Paint and so on) from later versions of
RISC OS, although I would not
recommend using them.

The Paint, Edit, Chars, Alarm, Squash
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and Draw 1 use are from RISC OS 3.5,
they take up more memory,but
obviously have neater features.
Secondly System, Scrap and Fonts are
inside Boot instead of being unsightly
icons on your hard drives root
directory.

You also get the lnct configuration
applicationallowing you to connect
your old Arc to a PC using TC/IP
protocols. Finally, something which I
find reallyneat is the ability to place
applications inside Resources:$.Apps
(the ROM Apps folder). This is useful
for placing your mostcommonly used
apps at a convenient place,although
putting the actual application in there
is unwise, several applications have
the ability to create shortcuts to
programs (such as in Windows), one
being my own Shortcut (as featured in
Acorn User August 2001).

Out there,on the large resource sites
for Acorn software (one of the best
being Paul Vigays links database at
www.riscos.org/links), many freeware
programs are around to make your life
with your old Arc easier. Below some
of the bestare listed and briefly
described.

Split (Adam Hamilton)
This program can run on any number
of platforms, including a DOS based
PC, RISC OS and UNIX. Simply this
program will split a single file into
smaller chunks for transfer via floppy.
Because of its multi-platform design
you can split a file on a PC and
reassemble it on your Arc. Youcan also
choose the density of your disc or even
customise the chunk sizes further.

Available from:

www.blastzone.demon.co.uk/sottware.html

StTOngHelp (Christian Ludlam)
Fast becoming the favourite
application help system, and includes
many manuals for Acorns, such as a
cut down version of the PRMs and
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ARM Assembler. This is a

hypertext based system, much
like a Web page links from
page to page are established.
Get it, as you will need it at
some point along the way.

Available from:

http://sudden.recoil.org/stronghelp

I 1 ?f $ VZap (Paul Vigay)
VZap is a shareware virus

killer. Asshareware you can use it
unrestricted, but you are required to
register if you intend to run it for a
prolonged period of time. VZap is
simply the best non-subscription virus
killer around. Although there are few
new viruses appearing for the Acorn,
there are hundreds already out there,
especially Icon and Extend, which are
in many archives obtained from FTP
servers.

Available from: www.vigay.com

VProtect (Pineapple Software)
This is a smaller freeware module, best
included in your boot sequence, when
loaded if it detects a virus in an

application you will be notified, and
the application will be frozen from
interacting with the system, such in the
case of the icon virus, the infected
application will not Filer_Boot.The
VProtect module does not remove

viruses.

Available from:

www.pineaple.demon.co.uk

ZlpEE (John Pcttigrew)
This useful app will create and extract
PC Zip files. Simple as that, its
freeware and extremely useful for
extracting files from PC archives.

Available from: www.xl-

cambridge.demon.co.uk/riscos/zipee.html
Commercial software is available,

such as SparkFS from Dave Pilling, but
for the casual retro user I'd stick to the

freeware. There are also many
specialist packages around for the
Acorn, but again I'd rather use my PC
than stretch my A3000to its limits just
to type a letter.

And finally
Finally for games. There are so many
games, both native and conversions
out there.Someare stillcommercially
available, some are freeware but for
your best bet running an old Acorn is

once to check out eBay or post to the
newsgroups (comp.sys.acorn.games) there
are a lot of people out there willing to
sell, I found a low density copy of
Flashback (I have the high density discs
but could not use them!) for about £5,
no box or manual, but I already have
them.

A large proportion of games for the
Acorn, especially the old Amiga
conversions such as Cannon Fodder or

even the PC game Wolfenstein 3D were
designed to run on older Acorn
machines, as the Rise PCs were just
coming out, so you are bound to find
many games to play. Just remember
1MBmay be enough to run some
games, but not enough for others.

A final thought about people using
old Acorns: a while ago on a
newsgroup someone took great
offensive to people posting their
asking questions relating to older
Acorns, and commented on how in
that person's opinion people like
myself were damaging the RISC OS
industry by sticking to older
computers.

I totally disagree with that as the
simple fact that so many people are
buying old Acorns which after even a
decade still work is a testament to

Acorn's great designs. After just
finishingmy A-Levelsand going to
University in September, my A3000
will stay home, but not forgotten
especiallythrough the use of Acorn
emulation for the PC (www.red-
squirrel.org).

As a poor student I just cannot
afford a new Acorn, I cannot even
afford to upgrade my two year old PC!
People who use Acorns are not
damaging the industry simply because
they are not interested in a new Acorn,
by and large they want a cheap, usable
Acorn to play around with, and with a
bit of trickery and knowledge you can
make an old Acorn great again.

The Acorn platform is not dead by
any stretch of the imagination, and
older machines are probably still more
in number than Rise PCs, for schools
as they were designed for. Many
people buying these old Acorns after
using them in school have little idea of
what can be achieved from it, I hope
this littlearticle has given you ^^^^
some good ideas. I =< flI»B



competition

Yamaha 4416 SCSI CD Re-Writer

First prize is the excellent Yahama 4416 SCSI
CD Re-Writer drive, we have one to give
away to the lucky winner!

@f 4x Write Speed
@f 4x Re-Write Speed
«f 16xRead
@f Requires Acorn compatible SCSI card
@f Requires CDBurn or equivalent software
(3? Internal drive, requires spare 5.25" bay

Epson GT-7000 SCSI Scanner
Second and Third prizes, the Epson GT-7000
SCSI scanner, we have one each for two lucky
readers!

«f 600x 1200dpi
®? 36-bit colour

® maximum 9600dpi resolution
S? optional film adapter
<gf Requires Acorn Twain drivers
@f Requires Acorn compatible SCSI card

To enter the competition just answer the following question:
Which company manufactures the software on the cover of this
month's magazine? (a) RISCOS Ltd (b) RiscStation (c) R-Comp

Sponsored by:

Surftecr)Internet Computer Solutions

http:yywww.surftec.nety

YES! I would like to be entered for this competition:

The company that manufactures the software is: a b c (circle one option)

Name:

Address:

Post code Country

Tel: E-mail

I would also like an additional discount 8-issue subscription to Acorn User magazine:

UK £25 • Europe £30 • World £35 Q
Card number Expiry date /_

Your name as shown on card
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Generate Extra Income

Become a X Of Free ISP

Create Client Loyalty
www.abelvisp.co.uk

One Product, Many Uses

Tel: 0870 840 1155 Fax: 0870 840 1199
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Science
allsorts

Pam Turnbull looks at a new resource bank for

Primary Science from Clic Education
Not yet in its final version,

this is a collection of
resource screens which can

be accessed by the Textease
and My World applications and
will work across platforms.
Available as individual packs or as
collections they simply load into
Textease or My World and use the
facilities of these two applications.

As you'd expect these closely
mirror both the National

Curriculum and QCA Schemes of
work for Science. How you use
these resources is totally up to
you, my first thought was as
assessment and there are some

nice crossovers with Literacy and
ICT.

So what can you get for your
money? At present Key Stage 1
scientists can choose from: Homes

and Houses, Life Processes, and
Physical Processes, with more in
the pipeline.

Textease vs My World
All screens follow the same format

which makes a simple learning
curve for teachers and students.

So Textease users will see screens

created in Junior style - with nine
buttons accessible allowing for
saving, printing, undo/redo,

XE CDFS-rO s MMoii.s nasii:sti:x.h„>t»si4h
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A bird's nest.
The nest is half
built. Can you
finish it?

MOIFX IKMFSIFX u/mi,; Nu-

A /inished nest.

Twigs give the nest its shape.
It is lined with moss and

feathers to make it soft.

effects, looks, words, talk and
zoom. Each opening screen
provides a range of buttons giving
you access to the topics.

Once you've made your choice
you find yourself on a screen with
software speech and 'Mary's'
voice giving information on the
task or providing the answers you
need. Speech is an important
element so look out for the speech
icon which will often give advice
on how to use the program. You
can change software speech with
real speech but remember that this
requires more memory.

Once you've chosen the area
and topic you want the on
screen icons allow you to
turn forward or back, return
to the home/main menu
screen, of the other two the !
tells you the task, and ?
provides the answer.

The Textease Word Bank

are used especially
effectively and are vital to
the working of these
programs. At the time of
going to press there were
some problems with these
but hopefully these will be
cleared up soon with
Softease and Clic working
together on it. To access
them just left click on the
word bank icon and you'll
find words and pictures.
Right click to hear the
words, left click to place it
on the screen.

Any Textease user will find
the resources obvious to

access with the ability to
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scale graphics by the normal
methods of selecting one of the
red corner squares and dragging
the graphic to the desired size.
Graphics can also be rotated, this
time by grabbing the green handle
- or pressing R on the keyboard
with Shift+R rotating
anticlockwise.

My World 2 and 3 are supported
and for Acorn users this means

using Mode 15 and 256 colours.
There are different buttons/icons
with one button for words and

labels, arrows provide access to
the next and previous screens
which another pair of arrows
make objects smaller or larger.

Buttons also appear at times if
there is further information to be

had while another button allows

you to flip items. Very easy to use
and children don't get confused
by the resizing and moving boxes
which appear on some of the
Textease screens. For younger Key
Stage 1 users My World works
very well indeed. My preference is
for the Textease screens but only as

CPFS IIS DtMoriiX lll'M.WS i/i/lOO-V

WHY WE NEED FOOD:

DiJJerent foods have different
jobs in the body, so we need a
varied diet to grow strong and
healthy.

Proteins, carbohydrates andfats
are the main Jood types. We also
need fibre, water, vitamins and
minerals.

Sugar and starch give us the energy
we need to move and grow. They are
activity Joods and of a food type
called carbohydrates.

long as the Word Bank problems
are cleared up.

Key Stage 1 content
All the screens have been put
together by Gaynor Perry and
while they don't cover all aspects
of the National Curriculum as yet
what is there is of good quality.

Physical Processes is a
collection of 23 screens divided

into four sections. You can scroll

through the screens consecutively
or jump to specific topics such as
Forces and Movement. The first

three screens show - with captions
- the concept of pushing and
pulling. Children add labels from
the text frames (MW) or word
bank (TE). Both programs allow
for more screens and

modifications to be made by
teacher or pupil.

This then moves on to changing
shape and how bread dough can
be pushed and pulled and can be
used as an introduction to a class

activity, especially if you benefit
from an interactive white board.

>rf:xtii'\i.\\s.fonn<mi:o.t,-

f/ood.

>ohydrate

er

le

tein

Foods /or activity and warmth.

Foods to help digestion. Foods /or growth. Water to make fluids.
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From there you move on to a
screen using a range of traffic
lights to introduce words about
changing direction and movement,
before a screen looks at movement

in animals and a final one allows

children to group words and
phrases about movement and
categories.

Next comes Electricity which
begins with taking a torch apart
and then putting it back together.
A button allows children to see the

effect of switching a torch on and
off. Although the children enjoyed
this on the computer, I feel that
using a real torch would be
preferable. The next screen is a
simple sorting activity deciding
whether an item needs battery or
mains power.

The section concludes with

completing a circuit diagram and
a series of screens to test circuit

knowledge by finding the best fit
sentence for what is wrong with
the five circuits before you. I liked
the hotspots and further
information available here.

An ear and bell icon

opens to reveal pages on
Sound. This starts with

matching animal names with
the sounds and in Textease it

was too easy to move all
rather than just one box.
This moves on to a cloze-like

exercise using sound words,
for instance, the sound is far
away and is quiet and then to
simple sentences of the role
of the ear to finishing
captions sound passes to the

Finally the last section
I looks at Sources of Light

which would work well in

I Year 3 too. Starting by
labelling six sources the

j following pages are
j concerned with the
| relationship between light

and dark. In My World a
panel on the left allows
children to choose light
sources and use the words



provided to label them.
Textease uses the word

bank to put the right picture
and label or sentence into a

frame. 1 used this screen by
printing these out and
creating a version of
pelmanism. The pages then
move on to looking at the
position of the sun and how
it changes through the day
and how shadows are

formed.

Look at the picture of the
tree and shadow and add

the correct caption. I found
that fact that you can dip
into these very useful and
that different levels of

labelling and sentence
making is possible allows
for easy differentiating.

Life Processes contains 17

screens and asks children to

name the main parts of the
body and a flowering plant
before ordering the life cycle
of a frog and a flower. Children
are also asked to sort living
organisms according to where
they live. I found the naming body
parts screens worked well as a
resource for ICT Unit 2a - where

Year 2 children are getting to grips
with word processed text.

As with all the packages,
Gay nor Perry wrote Homes and
Mouses which relates to scientific

enquiry and materials and their
properties over 21 screens.
Moving through these children
will find out how to build a wall

and roof before looking at the
properties needed by different
parts of a house.

My testers found this great fun
working out who lived in the
different types of houses and
matching objects to where you'd
find them in a house, adding your
own words or using the ones
provided to construct
descriptions. This more or less
flows into animals homes and
habitats including completing a
nest.

•

I I cnfs 'linFMou\iui.irxi,i,i:I,
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A/lowering plant.

flower]
ClllSr'ii PFMOIl. Xl.liril.X uisU.i:,

You may pull the
plant apart then put
it back together.

Click on the word

bank button /or the
labels, then try to
put them in the
right places.

Attached, but a little out of
place, are the sections on Grouping
Materials and Enquiry. In the latter
children are asked to order a soil

sorting and waterproof testing
experiments, as well as being
presented with 10 questions
scientists should be asking such as
'what is my question/what will I
record?' which would be a

different way of introducing
experiments to the classroom,
choosing a different one for each
experiment.

The soil work would be

appropriate for Year 3 too as
would the predicting properties
screens in Grouping Materials. Yet
these could be useful for

supporting classroom experiments
and making children think more
about basic enquiry skills.

Key Stage 2 content
Older Key Stage 2 children can
access: Forces and Motion - 39

screens on magnetism, gravity and
friction, balanced/unbalanced
forces, springs, air resistance, light

sources, the eye, ear and sound
and finally the sun, shadows and
phases of the moon; Living Things
in their Environment - 28 screens

on the seven life processes,
importance of light to green
plants, habitat, keys, food chains
and webs, and microorganisms.

Electricity and Power - 37
screens covering dangers, circuits,
switches, plugs, fossil fuels,
hydroelectricity, nuclear,
geothermal, solar, tidal and wind
energy; Materials and their
Properties - here there are 18
screens on states of matters, water
cycle, soil profiles, rocks as well as
experiment support for work on
properties of materials, separating
materials, solubility and
changeable reactions.

And finally Humans as
Organisms - 27 screens naming
body parts, looking at teeth,
muscles, differences between men
and women with no diagrams of
sex organs or references to their
structure, how a baby grows in the
womb, food and diet, effects of
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Primary science
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D dVLJ
Word btiiJ. • WordiMte

Use the parts to finish
the diagram, then write
some sentences about it

in the text frame.

The water cycle.
evaporation

seas and lakes

CDIS: O •> lUMOrrX MMFHI-I <m\»,r2'if

Clouds cool as they rise
and rain or snow /alls.

Clouds /orm when the
water vapour condenses.

Warm sunshine causes

water to evaporate.

Water evaporates /rom
seas, lakes and plants.

Plants absorb water

/rom the soil.

Rivers /low into the sea
and lakes.

Surfacewater collects
to /orm rivers.

There are some

in the word bar]

:| ICDFSOSIUMOII.X condensation
rain and snow

THE WATER CYCLE:

Surface water
rivers which Jtcj
large lakes. Th
water and it e

evaporation

ieasand lakes
• ftfl

As the warm moist air ris

cools and condenses to /c
droplets. These collect tot
form clouds.

tobacco and alcohol.

The only addition to the Key
Stage 2 screens in format being the
Reference Book which allows

children to access information

which they can use for the
activities or to build or reinforce

their own knowledge and use of
scientific language. Many of the
Key Stage 2 packs include a final
blank screen for pupils to use the
words and graphics to create their
own mindmaps, charts or posters.
These packs don't try to cover the
entire syllabus, but rather to give
teachers another delivery and
reference tool.

Taking Green Plants as Organisms
as an example, there are only 15
screens in total divided into seven

areas - one hidden underneath the

title box. This presents a colourful
screen of the parts of a flowering
plant. You can drag these into
position and then label them
before matching the parts and jobs
they do.

Unsure of what they do? Then
click for further information (MW)
or look in the reference book icon

(TE). Click on the next arrow and
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you'll follow through the different
sections seamlessly, alternatively
return to the main menu and

access specific sections via their
icon.

Flowering Plants presents an
ordering activity where you must
reconstruct a plant before
matching the jobs each part does.
One idea is to make this into a

revision poster. Next up is How
Plants Make Food where arrows

and captions are added to pictures
of trees to show what they need
and what is made taking you to
photosynthesis and then inside a
leaf asking all the time what is
needed and what is made.

Confused pupils can clarify the
facts by clicking on the reference
book. The leaf icon on the main

page takes you to The Role of the
Leaf where hotspots on a graphic
of a leaf provides information
which can then be turned into an

information poster.
Life Cycle follows with ordering

of the different stages of a plant's
life and activities on pollination,
seed production, dispersal and
germination being a mixture of

l| ordering and labelling
accurately. A key icon takes

rain andlfl you to Identifying Leaves. By
condens providing simple clues Is it

made up of leaflets? you must
name five common trees. If

you're not sure what a
leaflet is extra information is

provided to help.
The final section deals

with Transport in Plants
which again is a fact sheet
waiting to be put together
from the facts and graphics
available as well as revision

exercise matching the results
of a cress growing
experiment to the conditions
in which is was grown. All
good stuff but with the odd
page which doesn't seem to
fit - such as this cress

experiment. Yet this is a
useful item which I'd rather

have than not.

How you use these pages
is totally up to you -

introductions, assessment, revision
or extension activities. Clic make

the point that these resources
include challenge for the more
gifted or able with elements of the
Year 3 curriculum in the Key Stage
1 items and selected material from

the Key Stage 3 syllabus included
in the Key Stage 2 product and I
hope to see more of them -
especially related specifically to
the problem areas that children
have with Key Stage 2 SATs
papers. BED

Product details

Product: Science Series

Ages: 5+

Price: £30 (individual packs),
Starting Science for Key Stage
1 (£70), More Science for Key
Stage 2 (£160)

Supplier: Clic Education, Glynn
Cottage, Nant Y Garth, Y
Felinheli, Gwynedd LL564QI3

Tel: +44(0)1248 671093

Web: www.clicsoft.co.uk

E-mail: sales@clicsoft.co.uk
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Take Control of your School Network
The NetManager from Precedence is one box which

will really make your machines Network!
E-Mail Server and Web Based E-Mail

\ Full IMAP4.1, P0P3,SMTP server.Includes web-basedemail(including
addressbooks, attachments, etc.) configurable on a per-useror per-group
basis. Content filtering of inbound andoutbound mail. Spam filtering and
access control list.

Proxying
Cacheweb pages locallyto
speed up Internet access,
includingsite blocking.

Internet

Connect to the Internet with
ISDN, modems or a router.
Dial-on-demand gives
transparent access.

Intranet
Each user can have their own
personalweb pages.

WWW

Full web-server that can
serve pages internallyand
externally includingweb
technologies such as PHP,
SQL, cgi-bin,perl.

Givesmachinesinternallytransparent secure accessto the outside world for
things likestreaming and video conferencing.Port redirectionallows internal
servicesto be mapped to the outside world.

Users r\ Security
Have anunlimited number of )\ Full kernel level firewalling
users each with their own Li todefine exactly what
email and user area, machine can access what.

Printing . i , I Windows
Print sharing for Acorns, NCs, I rfe Serve printers, CDs and home
PCsand Macsto either local areas to Windowscomputers
or network printers.Web- as though it was an NT
based queue management server, but without the
and configuration. licencecost or management

overheads.Fits inneatlywith
existing NTnetworks.

Support
Fullsupport is given by telephone, our support web site, customer mailing
listand remote dial-inmanagement. Software upgrades and patches
download via a sophisticated automated upgrade system which identifies
which server you have and installsall necessaryupgrades, by choosingthe
upgrade option from the admin menu is all that is required!

A: Precedence Technologies Ltd
86 Kings Hedges Road
Cambridge
CB4 2PA

+44(0)1223 562500
+44 (0)1223 563522

sales@precedence.co.uk
http://www.precedence.co.uk

A: Surftec Ltd
Glen Road
Hindhead
Surrey
GU26 6QE

+44 (0)1428 608121
+44 (0)1428 608123

sales@surftec.com
http://www.surftec.com
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Don't risk missing
your copy of

iCORNUSER
Hand this form to your local newsagent TODAY

and he'll make sure you never miss out!

Please reserve a copy of Acorn User magazine
every lour weeks until further notice.

i 1 will collect

J I would like itdelivered to my home

Name,

Address

A message to the newsagent: Acorn User should be available
from your local wholesaler. If not, contact the

Retail Sales Manager on 0161 429 8902

Rise PC &A7000 Sale

A selection of ex demo / IT room Acorn A7000sandRiscPCSin

exoellentcondition. Prices whilestocks last,offersoonsidered.

A700012Mb HD406,@ £50+VAT
A700012Mb HD 406,CD@£80+VAT

Rise PC61012Mb HD515@ £150+VAT
Rise PC61012Mb HD515,CD@£175+VAT

Rise PC6105MbHD203,CD,2sGce,4skrtbad<ptere@£175+VAT

Rise PC710 9Mb HD515, inc free486*xM0 PCcard* @£180+VAT
Rise PC71013Mb HD515,irx:tree 4c«^xJ^ PCcard*@£18^+VAT
Rise PC71014Mb HD812, irrc free486^xM0 rccard*@£200+VAT

AKF60 Monitors @ £30+VAT(with systems)
AKF60 Monitors®£40+VAT(boughtseparately)

486 sxMOAcornPC card*nosoftwaresupplied @£10+VAT

Ethernetcards/ Networking

RiscPCRJ45 Ethernet<mlwhen bexjght^

PC cennectivity ushg LanMan98£35+VAT
5 port10 base t hubat£40+VAT
10base T2m fly leads@ £2 each

PC Ethernetcard(10/100)RJ45 @£15+VAT
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Phone FREE on 0800 052 7918
and speak to Keith Saye between 8am and 7pm

wiv/ it. im11w, rr\ja iis, k?Af>. 1.1 /
TeL08Tj00527918/01279303878. Fax08707058397

www.firturecomputers.co.uk/acorn
Allprices exclude VATand delivery E& O.E

Co- Ltd

Turn-Kay Internet, Computing & Business Solutions

• RISC OS Dealers
• Authorised Installers
• EPOS solutions

• Domain Names
• Web Hosting
• e-Commerce Solutions
• Web Design
• Web Programming
• Database Integration
• Interactive, Dynamic Websites

Visit our online shop: www.co-comp.co.uk/shop

s *
Slashdot for RISC OS?

We think so!

Submit your news now! PO Box 199
Preston

www.mynscosxo.uK pri 9ss
Tel: 01772 496659

Fax: 07971 434612
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One of the most talked about Acorn games is available novtf

Transported to an
unknown wnrlH von mnsf

venture into a dangerous
domain. Not only are you
searching for powercells
so you can return, you
have to survive and

battleagainst the evil
denizens who are

determined to

kill you.

''...The weaponry in this game is second
to none, and outclasses Quake or Doom by
a long way." Acorn Arcade
"1! would say that it is a good buy for all
Rise PC owners" .

Acorn Arcade

QfcDER YOUR COPY NOW AND
rWE AN EXPLOSIVE YEAR 2001

YES! Please send me copies of Destiny @£10 each Postage &Packing
UKpostage, add £1 each

Pleasesend me copiesof Destiny @£8each (subs price) Europe, add £2each
Rest of world, add £3 each

Name

Address.

Postcode E-mail

I wish to pay by:

J Cheque/postal order (payable toTan Press Ltd)
J Credit Card (No debit cards)

Credit Card No:

Expiry Date: / Your name as on card:

Signature:

_J Please lick here ifyou donot wish loreceive promotional information from olher companies

Send your order to: Destiny Offer, Tau Press, 26 Stockport Village, Hooper Street, Stockport SKI 1DQ
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High resolution 3D graphics
Huge varied levels j^h
Serious fire power *r ^
Intelligent enemies
Original music ,
Configurable controls

And much more never^seen
in any other game of thiklype^

on any other platform J*
Playable on A7000+, Rise PC 600 orbetter. Stjgrtj^ARM
recommended.RequiresCD-ROM drive* 10
13Mbhard disc space minimum. RISC C

m
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RISC OS

Mike Cook buys another round for RISC OS users
Well it's been a bit traumatic

at Cook Towers this last

month, not least of which
was the passing of the big

Five Zero in terms of birthdays. The
day brought me presents that
consisted entirely of bottles of
brandy, does this say something
about how people see me?

However, I chose to totally ignore
this event apart from it being an
excuse to get a Handspring Visor
PDA. I find it has an IR capability so
maybe it won't be too long before it
is talking to my RISC OS kit.
Currently it only has a USB cradle
but there are serial ones available.

That brings me to the point of a
USB card for RISC OS machines, I
have maintained that one has been

needed for sometime. I see on one of

the newsgroups that there is
someone developing one but they
don't want to fall into the trap of
announcing it prematurely. This is
good news but us RISC OS users are
used to not holding our collective
breath.

On a totally unrelated tack, I went
to see the Space Centre in Leicester
and I was most impressed, check out
their Web site at www.nssc.co.uk it's

well worth a visit and allow at least

three hours.

It's always good to get some
feedback, Barigye Maurice writes:

"Remember me? Well I

asked you for some advice
some time back about a

clock system. I wish to inform you
that I finished my project albeit
with one digit instead of four (I
only managed to obtain one
counter-decoder set). But all the

same I constructed the clock system

and presented it to my lecturers
who were impressed. I just wanted
to thank you so much you for all
your help and to wish you the best
in your work."

And yet more feedback from Tony
Moore, a Chartered Engineer, from
Accra, Ghana who has been playing
with monitors:

'On 13th October 2000 you
replied to my e-mail of the
same day asking what

monitors I could use with an A3000.

I eventually bought a new AFK52
multiscan monitor from CTA.

"You said I should change some
links to get the sync pulses right,
well I have not done this yet
because, when I connected the
monitor to the A3000, using the lead
supplied by CTA, I was surprised to
find that there was a display already
available. This seems to be

explained by Acorn Application
Note 247 which says that:

'"...As Acorn monitors, including
the multiscanning AKF50, AKF52
and AKF18 will "lock" to a video

signal transmitted at TV scan rate, it
is only necessary to configure your
computer to output a signal at this
scan rate and with composite, as
opposed to separate horizontal and
vertical, sync. This may be done
from the command line (press F12)
using the commands

♦CONFIGURE MONITORTYPE 0

♦CONFIGURE SYNC 1

"Since my A3000 is still set to
monitortype=0 and sync=l
following its use with the original
AFK12 monitor (now deceased) it

seems that I can view non-multiscan

modes without further action.

"You said I could configure the
modes using MakeModes
unfortunately this needs RISC OS
3.5 and so will not run on an A3000.

I have found that the screen is best

filled by a non-multiscan mode
number 67 defined by the module
'ExtraModes' (23 Oct 1989) which

was distributed many years ago by
Computer Concepts, with
Impression II, this defines modes
66-67 and 72-95).

"I have some further questions
however. If I remove LK_25 and
maybe LK_26 and/or LK_27 to
enable the A3000 to output
multiscan modes, will the display
be significantly better? I ask this
because I am reluctant to mess

around with something which is
already usable and also because,
after a casual look under the lid, I
could not find those links.

"From reading Application Note
254 and the definition files in

MakeModes it seems that, for
various modes on the same monitor,
sync_pol may be 0,1, 2 or 3. Does
this mean that for the A3000 it

would be necessary to remove
and/or replace LK_26 and/or LK_27
to produce the correct sync_poI for a
particular mode?

"If so, then this seems like
several steps in the wrong direction!
As a further complication, the new
AKF52 monitor arrived without a

manual. This is clearly not needed
to turn it on or off, but it might
contain information which would

avoid me asking you silly
questions."

You don't have to change the
jlinks if your monitor and
Ilead work with the TV

modes. It is only necessary if your
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monitor and/or lead do not route the
sync pulses properly. So to
experiment with the multi-scan
modes you only need to type:

♦CONFIGURE MONITORTYPE 1

Remember if this screws things up,
power-up holding down the 0 key
and then reset this monitor type. I
am sure there was a version of

MakeModes that ran on 3.0, can
anyone remember this?

As to different modes requiring
different configurations of links I
don't believe this is the case,
especially not with the Acorn type
monitors. It's a pity there was no
manual because it would have given
you the information you need to
type into MakeModes.

Philip Draper has been reading my
image processing articles and has a
question:

'This has to do with your
:H article about image

processing in the July Acorn
User, as well as being a possible
rambling topic. In the article you
mention 16- and 24-bit grey scale
images. I think I came across one of
these at work.

"We have a scanner driven by
very expensive proprietary software
on an Apple system. It can export
the images as TIFF files. I
experimented with one of these
using ImageFS and also a good PC
bitmap image program (PaintShop
Pro in its current version).

"The best output I could get was
very peculiar. The image should be
a series of spots with fuzzy edges
(grey to black spots on a white
background). Instead I got a
confusing pattern of grey scales
'nested' one within the other.

"I interpreted this as meaning
that the original TIFF image had a
grey scale with more than 8 bits. My
two programs only handle 8-bit
grey images. So the question is,
how, on a Rise PC, say, does one
deal with higher order grey scales?
Incidentally, I found the image-
processing series very intriguing."

I think your main question
mJ about how to handle grey

•scale images with more than
8 bits would have been solved by the
second of my articles. However, it is
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interesting to note that the human
eye can only distinguish between 6
and 7 bits of grey scale resolution.
That means between 64 and 127

different levels of grey.
The value of having more is that

you have a greater dynamic range
especially when you are trying to
image things like temperature maps.
However, there could be another
explanation for your problems
namely the byte order of data inside
the image. TIFFs can have the most
significant or least significant byte
first.

A good TIFF reader will be able to
sort this out but PC programs do
tend to think the whole world is PC

and so don't even bother to check the

most significant byte first option. The
other complication is that the data in
a TIFF image may be compressed by
a number of different methods or it

may be simply bytes of data.
A Macintosh in particular can

introduce forms of compression like
Quick Time that are unlikely to be
read by humble PCs or even Acorns.
If your images are not compressed
and are multibyte, then RawRead32
should be able to extract them.

Paul Davics has been having trouble
with the last CD Rom:

"There is a problem with the
July CD Rom which I hope
you may be able to rectify. I

don't have a CD drive for my Acorn
but I can normally read and transfer
files from my PC.

"The Acorn software isn't so

much a problem, but the PC
filenames are 'hardwired' in the

format 'filename/ext', and not the
normal 'filename.ext', so all DOS
files (HTML and GIF files), are
inaccessible on my PC because of
the illegal forward-slash character.

"Do you have any versions
which are PC readable that I can

have instead? Alternatively do you
know of any PC fix to overcome
this. I also understood you were
going to archive Acorn software to
preserve filetypes and names on the
PC. Will future CDs adopt this
Acorn-only format? I'm using
Windows95 issue a; maybe later
issues don't have this problem?

"Also I'm guessing here, but

maybe the PC company copy the
raw CD data stream directly,
bypassing the filing system and not
realising the problem? But I expect
quality control would have picked
this up. Actually, its not the only
AUCD that has this problem; the
200th issue CD4 also has it almost

as bad.

"A quick browse through all of
them shows: CD4,6,7,13,14 have
slashes; CD2,3,8,9,10,11,12 have dots
and aren't a problem; CD1,5 don't
have extensions.

"The RISC OS ARMovie app on
CDS contains files with a slash in

their name but I don't think these

are PC extensions. I've just found
the article on the making of CD4
(200th) where the author mentions

this very problem which is in the
Christmas '98 issue on page 33."

1have been looking at the
|July CD with the PCsI have
at work. My desk machine

shows truncated file names with a ~

in them, despite running Windows
95. Also the Wakefield folder shows

as empty and many files appear to
be missing.

My two engineers with supposed
identical systems show the file
names with slashes and despite this
can read the files on their system.
Our IT department don't know why
my CD drive behaves like this but it
is a long standing problem and I
have had many different drivers
installed, some seem to cure the
problem but only on a temporary
basis. Therefore I wouldn't rule out it

being a PC problem.
However, there is a lack of

consistency with the Acorn User
CDs. When different people take on
the production of them they tend to
use their own kit and software and

so, unsurprisingly, they are different.
Given the variability of PCs it's not
really surprising that things get
screwed.

Sorry I don't have a full answer
but I will throw this one open to see
if any one else has a more ^^^^
complete solution. |H£l2?

Contacting AU j
Mike Cook:

rambles@acomuser.com J
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ZONE
For all your RISC OS

Repair Needs
Contact: Ray Maidstone, RepairZone

421 Spowston Road, Norwich NR3 4EH
Tel: 01603 400477

COVENTRY

MICROBITS
Front Offices, Alfa Trading Est.

32 Adelaide St., Coventry CV1 5GT
Tel: 024 7655 0088

Fax: 024 7636 6452

Mobile: 0771 425 1011

E-mail: sales@microbit.demon.co.uk

Web: www.microbit.demon.co.uk
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To advertise in

1

on

0161 429 8
HARDWARE

Not 'Art
mice • connectors • leads • keyboards • advice

cz-az ••••A.U.I.I..I.I...1

COTEAJST

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM 6l_2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600

Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Liquid Silicon
• Computers & Music Hardware • Upgrades • Software • Cables etc •

Registered
developer

, Authorised
nslailer

t&

RISC0S4(DIY) £120.00
Filling (ROMs only) .... £10.00
Fitting (ROMs, hard drive
reformatting and software
transfer From £25.00

Carriage on machines Is extra.
Please call for details of any oxtra
charges on high-spec machines.

SUSSEX

Hardware

Software

Installation

Repairs

FREEPOST EH2725
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

sales@liquid-silicon.com
http://www.liquid-silicon.com

Open 6 days a week

With demonstrations available

78 Brighton Road

Worthing

West Sussex

BN112EN

Tel: 01903 523 222

Fax: 01903 523 679

sales@cje.co.uk
http://www.cje.co.uk/



1 Web Street 28

Abel Gratis 43

Akalat Dealer

APDL Show Support

Ben Brook Web Design Show Support
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Design IT 25
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Really Good Software Company 28
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RISCOS Ltd 12

STD 9, Dealer

Surftec 37, Dealer, Show Support

Triffid 46

Wardlaw Surveys 46

Windfall 28

Tel: +44 (0) 1942 797777

For details of the next generation
in RISC OS computing, call now,

or visit your local dealer

To advertise in

call Advertising on

0161 429 8902:

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE: MEDDALWEDD ADDYSGOL:
Contact Gaynor of Clic at Glyn Cottage, Nant Y Garth, Y Fellnhell,
Gwynedd. I.L56 4QB. Tel:01248 671093 e-mail gaynor@cllcsoft.co.uk.

♦,Nine-pack Science series covering all

aspects of the National Curriculum• tor-
Science, Ages 5-1 I. Three KSI titles and

Six KS2 titles.

•- Support packs for TextEase and My-World

•Offers colourful support for the curriculum

See Web site at wWw.clicsoft.co.uk

SOFTWARE

1 Interactive

W&>~r+
Registered Authorised

Ml

The RISC OS hardware/software specialists

Internet: Web/Email/Networking

Music, Multimedia, Systems and More...

22 Robert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6PS

Tel: 01925 755043 Fax: 01925 757377 rci@rcomp.co.uk
http://www.rcomp.co.uk/

Publisher
Everything you need to know about desktop publishing, graphics
and web design. See our in-depth series on Photodesk, and new
tutorial series on Easiwriter. Practical help and advice forall. Write,
phone oremail for details ofspecial offers for new subscribers.

AKALAT PUBLISHING
P.O.BOX 231, BARTON
BEDFORD MK45 4HQ

tel/fax 01582 881614
email akalat@kbnet.co.uk
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FONTS

//;r Electronic Font Foundry
11 Silwood Road • Ascot • SL5 0P\*

tel. 01344 875201 • fax 01344 875202

fonts@eff.co.uk • www.eff.co.uk

EFF Edward Primar

iyvord 'wo

imary Sans

•y

fiaru ^rieunes

tsaasa

Educatloaal

aad maay
otherfoats

ase'visit http://www.eff.c

168 Elliott St.

Tyldesley
Gtr. Manchester

M29 8DS

Acorn Dealer and RiscOS Centre of Excellence

Acorn Spares and Repairs

All Acorn Machines available on 0% finance

Installation, Networking _, ... . ,
Da„ft- _ „ p- See Main Advert onRepairs on a no-fix

no-fee basis. Pages 4 & 5

Tel. 01942 797777 Fax 01942 797711

GRAPHIC DESIGN

NIGEL
GATHERER
ETC GRAPHIC DESIGN

A COMPLETE RISCOS DESIGN SERVICE

FROM CONCEPT TO PRINT

When your business is ready to go into print
or establish a presence on the web

contact us — we can help

tei: 01764 656347

emaii: gatherer@argonet.co.uk

www.argonet.co.uk/users/gatherer

It's nearly here,

SmartMedia, Surftec's

long awaited product.

£79 exc VAT

Parallel reader

and RISC OS drivers

See our main advert on page 37

•awfl.i.M*,*.,

ProCAD+<T)
Why settle for anything less':

The professional's choice

technical drawing program.

FREE demonstration copies of ProCAD+ and ProCAD Lite
available from the web site or 'phone/fax to get a copy by post.
ProCAD+ single user£195 + VAT (£229.13) inc. UK postage.
ProCAD Lite single user £85 + VAT (£99.88) inc. UK postage.
Telephone now for details: 01392 214033 Fax: 01392 496599

E-mail: dsncll@mail.zynet.co.uk Website: http://www.zynet.co.uk/dsnell

DIGITAL IAIAGING

C

www.photodesk.ltd.uk

for Graphics Hardware and Software

Chris Hornby
Photodesk Limited

1 The Courtyard
Southwell Business Park
Portland DT5 2NQ

Tel: 01305 822753 Fax: 01305 860483

Mobile: 07740 895851

Email: chris@photodesk.ltd.uk



The world's number 1 RISC OS magazine

m
You already know what a great
magazine Acorn User is - it's the only
place you can get accurate, rumour-
free, detailed RISC OS news plus our
in-depth hardware and software
reviews.

Take out a subscription today and
you guarantee never to miss an issue
of the biggest and best RISC OS
magazine in the world - at a lower
price than you can get in the shops.

Subscribe now!

ack
issue*.

Missed out on one

of our previous
issues? Take this

opportunity to bring
your collection up

to date. But hurry -
stocks are limited.

November 2001 www.acornuser.com

Call our

Subscription Hotline

Tel: 0161 429 8902

Fax: 0161 429 0685

e-mail: subscrip@acornuser.com
Please quote code 'A0111' when
subscribing by phone or e-mail

To receive the December '01 Acorn User (issiie 240) nil

subscriptions must be in by Tuesday 23rd October.
Subscriptions received after litis dale will start

with the Christmas 2001 Acorn User (issue 241).

Issue 238
October 2001

• Digital Video
Editing& RISC OS

• Review: TextEase

Presenter

• Fonts: From PC to

RISC OS

Processing NASA
digital images

Issue 234
une 20

\i jjSCffthc
raSfage software

• All about POSsum

• Real uses of RISC

OS in the world

at large

ft iCQRNUSER

Issue 237
September 2001
• Kinetic Rise PC at

300MHz

• Viewfinder's new

enhancements

• Digital audio to
digital CD

• The Web

explained

Issue 233
May 2001

• Review of the CD

Scorcher

• Review of the

Solo computer
• Reader Pen review

• More on what

ProCAD can do

for you



seMng RISC O
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Issue 236

August 2001
• All about Slym
• Eco-friendly Web
• Messenger Pro

review

• Organizer review
• Report on the

RISCOS Expo

Issue 232

April 2001
• RISC OS graphics

round-up
• New Artworks

module review

• How to create

desktop icons
• What ProCAD

can do for vou

°f the current iJ, CQPy
0rd^^ecZfly0Uc^

Issue 235

July 2001
• Vantage review
• Wakefield Show

report

• Mike Cook's

Graphics suite
• More on User

Interfaces

Issue 231
March 2001

• Music round-up
• Where to get

MP3s on the Web

• Presentations with

OHP2

• Reviewing Elite &
StarFighter 3000

Please send me the following
subscription/back issues:

Please subscribe me for:
Annual

UK

EU

World

8-issue

subscription (
New

AUN0IIIY

AEN0111Y

AWN01I1Y

subscription
New

UK AUN01U8

EU AENQTU8

World AWN01T18

4-issue subscription
Nezv

UK H AUNom-i
EU AENom-i

World I ' AWNtniN

3 issues)

Renewal

AUIWIUY

AEROIUY

AWK0IUY

Renewal

AUR01118

AER01118

AWROIVIS

Renewal
AUR01114

AER0UU

AWR0J1H

£45.99

£51.99

£63.99

£29.99

£34.99

£40.99

£15.99

£17.99

£20.99

Please send me thefollowing back issues:
UK Europe World

£4.20 £4.70 £6.30

£4.20 £4.70 £6.30

£4.20 £4.70 £6.30

£4.20 £4.70 £630,lD
m.JU £b.3W

J Issue 238, Oct 2001
1 Issue 237, Sep 2001
"1 Issue236, Aug2001
j Issue 235, Jul 2001

234j Jun 2001—-.'"

Issue 233, May 2001
Issue 232, Apr 2001
Issue 231, Mar 2001

£4.20 £4.70

£4.20 £4.70

£4.20 £4.70

£6.30

£6.30

£6.30

Any 2 back issues: UK £7.40 Europe £8.05 World £11.15
Any 3 back issues:UK£9.60 Europe £10.55 World£15.20

J wish to pay by:
Cheque/postal order (payable toTau Press Ltd)
Credit Card (Visa/Maslercard)

Credit Card No:

Expiry Date: _ I
Your name as on card:.

Signature:

Prices include postage 6 packing

Allcredit cord transactions will be under the name Corporate Software

Name

Address

Country

Postcode Tel

E-mail

Send your completed Acorn User
subscription/back issues form to:

Acorn User, Tan Press, 26 Stockport Village,
Hooper Street, Stockport, CheshireSKI 1DQ

Telephone 0262 429 8902 or fax your completed
Acorn User subscription/ back issues form with

credit card details to

0262 429 0685

Have a query? E-mail subscrip@aconittser.com
Please note e-mail is not secure, we do not recommend
sending your order details as plain text though you can
scan a signed form and send it compressed by e-mail.

~Z\ Pleasetick hereifyou require a receipt
~] Please tick ifyou donot wish toreceive mailings from other companies
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freeads@acornuser.com

Free Ads
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• A3000+Monitor

Stand.R03, spare mother
board, A420/1, R03, with 2
Int.H/D and Video Capture
card+Ext IGbH/D&CD in
small tower; A410/l,RO2-
with old (working) AKF12.
JP101 Printers(2);
AKF11,AKF12, AKF17;
Microvitec Cub; Phillips
Green Screen 14/15"; Dual
5" discdrives; Cambridge
Workstation (ABC) +
software.; Box of all sorts-
including,books and old
games etc.; No reasonable
offers refused. Michael

Jones, 01244 676407
mjones@waitrose.com
(Chester)

• FOR SALE: RISC PC

600, 2 layers, with CD
ROM, PC card and sound
card, plus monitor and
printer. £200 to a good
home. Tel 01297

(Charmouth) 678475 or
email philip.tolhurst@lineone.net

• MAGAZINES:

ARCHIVE Vols 1-14 and

,,l(+loads more
24*vl\\ 01425-61Uel ??i MuW5c»n colour./ublishet

'̂ ">oton not keyhw

RISC USER Vols 1-12

.Complete sets with Binders
FREE to good home.
Collect Leicestershire. Tel

01455 457839 or e-mail

joseph.sayers@ukgateway.net

• FOR SALE: Acorn Rise

PC 700 with PC emulator

card, 14" monitor,
ArtWorks, Ovation, and
games. Excellent condition.
Bristol location. E-mail:

jane.miller@bbc.co.uk

• ACORN A3000

computer with monitor.
£20.00. Buyer collects.
Altrincham area, South
Manchester, near Airport.
Tel 0161 980 7137 or email

getsmart@beeb.net

• A3000, no screen,
80Mb HD, original user
manuals and registration
card, £10. A5000, multisync
monitor, HD, RISC OS 3.1,
original manuals and
registration cards, £45.
01727 851037(Greg).

Printer,
names.

iscs.
821

• For Sale: Irlam

Videodesk Video Editing
Card + Software for RISC

PC. S-VHS/Composite +
audio in and out. High
quality video editing. Cost
£1100 new - sell for £550

o.n.o. Contact Stuart at

h.s.sofl@argonet.co.uk or tel
(01792)204519.

• BBC MASTER

computer and monitor,
40/80 track disc drive,
games and manual £30.00
Tel: 01270 256619 (Crewe)

• A4000 with colour

monitor, hand held scanner,
word processor and
desktop database packages,
games and eductional
software, boxed with all
manuals and audio training
tapes £150.00 Tel: 01270
256619 (Crewe)

• A5000 with colour

monitor, word processor
and desktop database
packages, draw
programme, clip art, easi

ton, .

• A7000, R\x.
42™D comp,

JJiC

Pr. Man/£8
£20; Q4G

writer, publisher, 1st word
plus, games and
educational software,
manuals and audio learning
tape, boxed. £175.00Tel:
01270 256619 (crewe)

• Does anyone know
where I would be able to

get a printer driver for a
Epson Stylus C20SX?
chrisowen@ukgateway.net

• A7000 systems, 2 of.
Include CD-ROM &

monitor. VGC. £150 per
system. Extra hardware &
software if both systems
bought. Free insured
delivery. Full details email:
craig@craigb.co.uk, Mobile:
07990 507524 text/voice

• FOR SALE: Rise PC600

(RISC OS 3). Memory 8Mb.
Internal CD Reader + 3.5"

Drive. AKF60 Colour

Monitor. Canon BJC 4000
Printer. Sensible offers only.
Tel:01305 822180 evenings.
E-mail

pete@pnorster.freeserve.co.uk
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make no guarantees; publication is entirely dependent on
space and time constraints.

Please fill in your name and telephone number below -
these will not be published but enable us to contact you in
case of any queries. Make sure you include your own
town/county in your ad to help potential buyers with their
purchasing decision.
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letters

Great video
shame about the words

I was delighted to see on the cover
of the October issue of Acorn User

that inside there was an article on

Video and RISCOS. I have an

analogue camera at present and am
considering moving up to digital
and 1 thought that this article would
tell me of the software options
available and help me make up my
mind.

I am afraid I was rather

disappointed. There was a large
amount of information on the how

the digital formats evolved
(interesting but not really relevant to
your average user) and hardly
anything related to RISC OS other
than a passing reference to Optima
which, reading between the lines, is
a professional package and therefore
well out of reach of most amateurs.

I currently use Videodesk with
excellent results, and although this is
now not available 1 would have

thought it should have featured
strongly in an article headlined
"everything to do with Video and
RISCOS", as it is still relevant to
digital cameras. Similarly I would
have expected Wild Vision's Chroma
Genlock to have been mentioned in

the article, although it is not an
editor as such and is only available
secondhand.

I feel compelled to comment on
the graphics which accompanied the
article. Is it just me? but I could not
find any reference to these drawings
and screen shots in the text so I was

completely in the dark as to their
purpose (padding perhaps).

I apologise if anyone feels I am
being over critical but I would have
been delighted to have found an
informative, relevant, and
authoritative piece on
Video/RISCOS but this was
certainly not it.

John Gray

by e-mail

We're sorrythearticle did not live up to
your expectations, it had intended to be
a general interestarticle because while,
obviously it is an area of interest
currently there, is little thatcan bedone
with RISC OS systems. The cards you
mention are, as you say, no longer
produced and nor is thesofhoare
supported. We were looking for a
current view.

That saidperhaps withsome of the
upcoming hardware we can look forward
to some interesting new developments in
this area.

Who is the best?
Since the announcement of the

Omega from MicroDigital, most of
the Acorn press seemed to become
obsessed with said machine. Many
people seem to have forgotten about
the other manufacturers.

Recently, Acorn Userhas featured
articles on Castle Technology and
RiscStation and is showing more
balance, which is a good thing.

We must remember that

RiscStation and Castle Technology
have done much for the market.

RiscStation have brought us cheap,
affordable machines with built in

networking — perfect for businesses
and schools. Then we have POSum,
an excellent new market for RISC OS

machines.

But surely the stars of the RISC
OS show are Castle Technology.
When Acorn announced they were
pulling out of the market, Castle
stepped in and gained the rights to
manufacture and develop both the
A7000+ and the Rise PC.

Not content with merely
manufacturing the existing
specifications, John Ballance
(Technical Director at Castle) and his
team of engineers designed the

Kinetic card, providing a huge speed
boost. The smart things about the
Kinetic is that any Rise PC can be
upgraded to the latest speeds.

Next up a new browser, putting
other RISC OS browsers in the

shade. Oreganol promises to bring us
right up-to-date with modern PC
browsers. Finally, we will have a
browser that can compete fully with
PC browsers. We will have

integrated Flash 5 and MPEG
playback, plus all the other things
we want.

Still not content, Castle then
developed the fastest RISC OS
computer in the world, the 300Mhz
Kinetic Rise PC. This baby really
flies. Anyone who hasn't
experienced a 300Mhz Kinetic
powering a ViewFinder connected to
a 21" totally flat iiyama monitor
wants to get themselves to the next
Castle-attended Acorn show pronto.

People should remember all the
good work Castle (and RiscStation)
have done for the RISC OS market.

This work continues.

Michael Stubbs

by e-mail

It's just too late
I share Ollie Batts' frustration with

the late arrival of RISC OS products.
As soon as I heard about the

Microdigital Omega, I postponed my
plans to have my SA Rise PC
upgraded to RISC OS 4 and ordered
an Omega instead. I was told that
there was a chance I would have the

computer for Christmas — although
I have to admit, no one actually said
which year.

I have been waiting nearly a year
for the computer and now become
very worried every time I download
e-mail and watch my hard disc

www.acornuser.com November 2001
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getting closer and closer to being
full. The time is rapidly approaching
when I will have to give up waiting
for the Omega and go back to my
original plan of upgrading my Rise
PC to RISC OS 4 and a bigger hard
disc.

I wonder how much the RISC OS

market has suffered as a result of the

Omega? It has suffered as a result of
my not having handed over money
for an upgrade, but I'm sure I'm not
alone. Flow many computer sales
have RiscStation and Castle lost

because potential customers have
been promised a new and better
model 'in four to six weeks time'?

I am standing by the RISC OS
market —if I receive official news

that the Omega isn't going ahead, I
will have my Rise PC upgraded to
RISC OS 4 and will wait for

someone to produce a computer that
matches the Omega. But I wonder
how many disillusioned former
RISC OS users have left our

community for ever? The Omega
should have brought people back to
RISC OS, not driven them away.

Microdigital haven't updated the
news page of their Web site for over
a month and do not carry an advert
in the last Acorn User. I fear the

worst, but will be absolutely
delighted if they prove me wrong
and I have an Omega before the next
Acorn User arrives.

Mark Syder
by e-mail

Taking the RISC
I decided to return to college this
year to enrol on a computer course,
so recently 1purchased a budget PC.
However, just this week I noticed
your magazine and had a little read
through it. Consequently, I have
browsed a few RISC-related sites

and I like what 1 see.

Unfortunately I haven't been able
to find any other literature on the
RISC OS, which leaves me in quite a
predicament. I am quite new to the
computing world, so any
information would be quite helpful

November 2001 www.acornuser.com

as I would like to change my options
and take the Rise

Any information on retailers
within Reading or Berkshire would
be useful and where I can get Rise-
related literature.

Peter Titus

by e-mail

Well as far as Reading is concerned you
are in luck, just check out theshozv
guide in this issuefor theshow on
October 20th-21st'.

RISC OS dealers arean elite group
and as such are not thick on theground,
but check through themagazine adverts
particularly Datastorc in South London.
And good luck — others have made the
transition successfully.

Revo-lution
Flaving thought about the
domination of Microsoft over the

desktop computer world and the
lengths it goes to to oust all
competition. It pains me to see that
not content with owning 90 per cent
of the desktop market and helping
to cause the partial demise of our
beloved operating system, Microsoft
are now attempting to conquer
another market with their "phoney"
operating system - and that is the
PDA market.

We have two RISC OS machines

and three Psion palmtops and they
are more than adequate for our
purposes. It's true that we also have
two PCs but one is used only for
games and I'm not sur what the othe
one is for as it hasn't been used for

anything since it came out of the
box.

Despite the stability of the two
operating systems on the good
machines I am worried about what

the future has in store.

We have seen Acorn flattened by
Microsoft and ARM sold off to Intel.

We have seen castle trying to pick
up the pieces but now Psion and
Acorn are disregarded names in the
computer world.

But I think there is a light at the

end of the tunnel and it's not a train

coming the other way. By educating
people about what we represent,
trying to raise awareness about the
truth of RISC OS that there is an

alternative to Windows - they may
know that there are alternatives but

I don't think they really know what
those alternatives are.

Those in charge of the EPOC
operating system have plans for the
future. Symbian are in charge of the
EPOC dream and they consist
mainly of mobile phone companies
such as Nokia and Motorola, all of
whom are helping to develop the
system for their own machines.

Nokia have released many
phones with built-in EPOC-style
PDAs inside, the latest of which is
the Nokia 9210 Communicator,
which runs the very latest version of
EPOC, ER6 and is, I believe, only the
second EPOC device to feature a

colour screen.

As the Acorn name rose from the

ashes and a market which is rather

small, to the present day, with the
successes of Slym and the solar-
powered Solo, so EPOC and Psion
can rise from Microsoft's attempts at
dominating the whole of global
communication.

Tom Crosby
Kent

Interesting letter. I thinkthe only thing
I need tosay is that ARM was never
sold out to Intel. ARM Ltd continues to

bea completely independent company
andoneof themostsuccessful in the
world. Theyonly design chipsand then
licence thosedesigns to anybody that
will buy. Intel happen to be one of those
companies, in fact it zvas Intel that
agreed to toethe ARM line ivhen it
came to the chip design rather than the
other wayaround.

Contacting AU J

letters@acornuser.com



Camera prices are
constantly changing,
please phone me f^
a quote/ latest •- *(
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Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ

Telephone +44 (0) 1305 822753 Fax +44 (0) 1305 860483

chris@photodesk.ltd.uk www.photodesk.ltd.uk

All Prices Include VAT PHOTODESK LIMITED

PHOTODESK The studio quality image editing package is now available as a CD-
ROM edition. It includes an HTML manual and in addition a CD of professional digital
photos by David Cowell. It also includes the complete set of special effects plug-ins.
This is the full CMYK/Layers version of Photodesk.

NOW ONLY £135.00
Upgrades: 2.xxL/Olymp: £100.00 2.xx/Olymp: £85.00

3.xx/Olymp: £20
3L.xx/0lymp: £70.00

Special Offer: Dave Cowells 2 CD Tutorials worth £49.98 with any Olympic or Olympic
upgrade add only £25

BRAND NEW CD "STARTING POINTS"£25 (Not just RISCOS or Photodesk, £ 1
ideal primer for general photo editing. artworTTgeneration on any platform.

OHP 2 £40 (upgrade frorrj 1.xx £ 1^)
A presentation

Package on CD-ROM:

Version 2 now has

Powerpoint export.

OHP is a screen-based presentation package for use with Rl&o ^o computers

OHP lets you compile Presentations comprised of a number of graphics files, which
you create or purchase outside OHP. and show them on your computer's VDU as a
full-screen presentalion. OHP has facilities to order the graphics, give them consistent
styling, add sound effects and help you present them to an audience. If you have
access to an electronic projector, you can use that to project the presentation onto a
screen.

The read-only version. OHP Show (which is Freeware) can be given away with your
presentations or used on any number of computers; this makes OHP presentations an
ideal way of communicating or advertising.

LINK FOR RISC OS

OLYMPUSjpameras All cameras include PhotoLink software
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standard

-ijapixel (1600x1200
c.VA"

,^i Zoom 1.3 Megapixel (1280x960pixe

..uO inc.VAT and RISCOS

320.00 inc.VAT and RISCOS software

C860L 1.3 Megapixel (1280x960pixels)
inc.VAT and RISCOS software
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oom 2.5 digital zoom, so""
)ls, internal flash wit^
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PRINTERS
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Canon S450 £iso

Canon S4500 A3 £350

All printers include PhotoReal software

Worth £69 PhotoReat Printer Driver Software
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Canon S800 £375
The S450 and S4500 are brilliant general purpose printers with separate ink
tanks, the price includes a PhotoReal driver and a standard set of cartridges (4
colours) The printers may be upgraded to stunning photo-quality with the
optional photo pack which includes a photo cartridge and pack of PR101 pro
paper.(£55) Price of printers with photo pack: S450 A4 £199, S4500 A3 £399.

The S800 is Canon's top of the range photo printer, it uses the latest Canon six
ink technology with superfine droplet size. The PhotoReal driver utilises the
printers capability to produce really superb photographic output.

PLEASE ASK ME FOR BROCHURES AND SAMPLE PRINTOUTS

LOOK

...for PHOTODESK
with any Camera,
Scanner, or Printer!



86 times faster than an A3000
57 times faster than an A4000

29 times faster than an A5000
14 times faster than an A7000+

11 times faster than a RiscPC 700

tjf,
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The world's first 300MHz RISC OS computer

Available NOW from £935
(excluding vat and delivery)

The NEW Kinetic RiscPC 300 Edition
• Fastest production RISC OS computer • Fast SDRAM • RISC OS 4.04 on Flash ROM • FREE software

• Up to 16.7 million colours • Resolutions up to 1920 x 1440* • Proven robustness and reliability • Podule expansion system
Unique modular case design • 30Gb Hard Drive* • 2Mb VRAM • 52x CD-ROM Drive • CD-Rewriter* • CRT & LCD Monitors*

ology Ltd
Ore Trading Estate Woodbridge Road Framlingham Suffolk UK IP13 9LL

Tel: 01728 723 200 FreeFax: 0800 783 9638

Email: sales@castle.uk.co

* Optionalupgrade. Speedcomparisons basedon published MIPSperformance.
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